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Monterey Workshop '94: Software Evolution -
Increasing the Practical Impact of Formal Methods for 

Computer-Aided Software Development 

Luqi 
Computer Science Department 

Naval Postgraduate School 
Monterey, CA 93943 

1. Software and Formal Methods 

We need effective and reliable ways to develop software systems that meet user needs. This 
will have a great impact on society; for example, DoD spends billions of dollars each year on 
software, but many software systems in use do not satisfy users' needs. An article entitled 
"Software Chronic Crisis" by W. Gibbs in the September 1994 issue of Scientific American, 
states "despite 50 years of progress, the software industry remains years - perhaps decades -
short of the mature engineering discipline needed to meet the demands of an information-age 
society" . 

To remedy this situation, formal software models that can be mechanically processed 
can provide a sound basis for building and integrating tools that produce software faster, 
cheaper, and more reliably. Formal methods can also increase automation and decrease 
inconsistency in software development. For this purpose, researchers in formal methods need 
to better understand where the developers of large software systems need help. Also software 
developers need to better understand the benefits of using formal models to construct tools 
that can solve practical problems. 

This year's workshop focuses on software evolution. This refers to all the activities that 
change a software system, as well as the relationships between those activities. This includes 
responses to requirements changes, improvements to performance 'or clarity, repairs of bugs, 
and the overall organization of the development process. Evolution is not just another ..•. 
name for maintenance; evolution occurs throughout the life cycle, and includes specification
based development, incremental/phased development, requirements prototyping, version and 
configuration control, on-line documentation, testing, code generation, etc. It captures the 
dynamic aspects of software development. 

This workshop helps clarify what good formal methods are and what are their limits. 
According to Webster's Dictionary, formal means definite, orderly, and methodical; it does 
not necessarily entail logic or proofs or correctness. Everything that computers do is formal " 
in the sense that syntactic structures are manipulated according to definite rules. Formal' 
methods are syntactic in essence and semantic in purpose. Given the motivations of the. 
workshop, we believe this is the most appropriate sense for the word "formal" in the phrase' 
"formal methods." 

The prototypical example of a formal system is first order logic. This system encodes 
first order model theory with certain formal rules of deduction that are provably sound and' . 
complete. Unfortunately, theorem provers for this system can be difficult to work with.' '.' 
Formal systems can also capture higher levels of meaning, e.g., for expressing requirements, ;, 
but these systems are harder to work with and have fewer nice properties. Fine-grained 
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· formal methods have a mathematical basis at the level of individual statements and small 
programs, but rapidly hit a complexity barrier when programs get large. Formal support for 
large-grain aspects of software development is necessary to extend research results to large 
problems. 

Software research cannot rely solely on the weak validation of proving theorems and 
checking logical consistency. The value of a contribution has to be measured by its impact on 
practical software development, rather than on how well it fits with existing mathematics or 
currently dominant trends in theoretical computer science. At present, we have no accurate 
formal models of software evolution and its relation to internal software structures. Existing 
models either focus on narrow aspects of the process or cover the entire life cycle through 
informal approaches that cannot be automated. 

Formal methods can be very effective if the right method is applied to the right problem. 
The excessive optimism that everything important is provable helps to explain the exces
sive pessimism that nothing important is provable. Formal methods are often considered 
useful for proving that programs satisfy certain mathematical properties, but are also often 
considered too expensive to be practical. This view is narrow and limited because formal 
methods can reduce time to market, provide better documentation, improve communication, 
facilitate maintenance, and organize activities throughout the life cycle. We seek to clarify 
the conditions under which these benefits can best be realized. 

Although there are formal models for several aspects of the software development process, 
each aspect has been considered in isolation, and effects that span the entire process are 
missing from the models. Such global dependencies are significant in software development, 
and the difficulty of maintaining these dependencies as software evolves is a limiting factor 
for large systems. We need to better understand the interactions among different parts of the 
process, and develop compatible models so that solutions to different parts of the problem 
can be combined into systems that span the entire process. 

2. Increasing the Practical Impact of Formal Methods 

Formal methods and tools do not yet adequately support the development of large and 
complex systems. The Monterey Workshop has sought to make progress by focusing on 
a specific topic related to formal methods each year. The first (1992) Monterey Workshop 
focused on real-time and concurrent systems. The second (1993) Monterey Workshop focused 
on software slicing and merging. This year's Workshop focuses on software evolution because 
it is important, even though the subject is difficult and not well explored. 

This workshop assesses the practical impact of formal methods and tools, identifies gaps 
between the capabilities of formal methods and the practical needs of software develop
ment, and defines appropriate research directions. The workshop provides an opportunity 
to share recent advances in formal methods and their integration in software development 
environments. 

We need groups of people working together on different aspects of the software problem, 
on a long-term basis. Users need to learn the capabilities of formal methods and researchers 
need to learn the real issues in practical software development. It would be desirable to 
achieve a consensus on what are the most important aspects, and how they might fit together, 
supported by an on-going discussion as our understanding grows. 
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3. Software Evolution and Prototyping 

Software evolution has been addressed from many viewpoints. These include management 
issues such as which parts of a system should be rebuilt, configuration issues such as keeping 
track of many versions of the same system, testing issues such as determining which test 
cases could be influenced by a given change, requirements issues such as determining when 
the assumptions underlying a system specification are no longer valid, code restructuring 
issues, performance improvement issues, and much more. Many of these problems do not 
have accepted or validated formal models, and the application of formal methods is less 
obvious than in more mature areas, such as proving program properties. 

Software evolution includes managing all dynamic structures and activities involved in 
software development. Much of the work in software process modeling does not emphasize 
automation. This is because this area failed to separate management issues from computer 
support issues. Both aspects are needed to help managers make better decisions about soft
ware evolution with less effort. Software development processes cannot be totally automated, 
because human judgement is required for good management. 

A traditional view is that software evolution only occurs after initial development is 
completed. For example, software evolution has been defined to consist of the activities 
required to keep a software system operational and responsive after it is accepted and placed 
into production. This term previously referred to maintenance activities, to avoid the deadly 
negative connotation of that word. Evolution has the connotation of life, and it captures the 
dynamic aspects of software development if used in the context of an alternative software life 
cycle like prototyping that includes all activities from requirements specification and system 
construction to updating operational systems. 

Alan Perlis took a broad view of software evolution, emphasising the parallel with bio
logical evolutionl

. Here software systems are analogous to biological species, which adapt 
themselves to survive in changing ecological niches. Perlis was also interested in the analogy 
with Maturana's notion of autopoietic systems, which continually construct themselves from 
their own parts in order to adapt. . 

In the design and development of our Computer Aided Prototyping System (CAPS), we 
learned the importance of automated support for software evolution. This project worked 
in parallel 011 formal modeling, developing software tools based on the models, and apply
ing the tools to practical problems. We found significant synergy among these activities, 
changing our approach to all three. Many versions of models and tools have been developed 
and modified during this process. Our work2 on formal modeling and experimentation for· 
software evolution is summarized in my joint paper with Drs. Goguen and Berzins and the 
paper by Drs. Dampier and Berzins in the proceedings of this workshop. 

4. Goals of the Workshop 

This workshop involves three groups of people coorperating to understand and solve software.· 
evolution problems. These are software developers, theoreticians, and sponso~s; they come .. 

IThis paragraph is based on the recollections of Joseph Goguen of some conversations with Perlis late in . 
his life. 

2This work has been supported in part by the National Science Foundation and the Army Research Office. 
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-from industry, government, and academia. We have an opportunity to learn and to exchange 
technical information, including some that would not normally be published for economic 
-and security reasons. For software researchers, nothing can be more important than a better 
understanding of what is needed for real world software development. This help to avoid 
research results that are only good for toy problems. Industry people can help this process 
by clearly explaining what their most important problems are, separating essential aspects 
from the incidental complications of particular situations, and separating technical problems 
from political and management difficulties. 

We have people with strong backgrounds in many branches of mathematics. Hopefully 
we can narrow some of the problems so that appropriate theoretical models can be applied to 
important aspects of practical software development. We may not have the luck to find off
the-shelf mathematics solving our problems. Real problems often have scary complexity. We 
need help in dividing real problems into subproblems to reduce the complexity. It may also 
be necessary to approach problems in completely different ways, e.g., probabilistic algorithms 
can handle some problems of practical size that are intractable using deterministic methods. 
The software evolution problem is interesting and difficult. Hopefully this workshop will be 
the start of progress in the formal modeling of software evolution, in a way that will have 
significant impact on practical software development. 

The workshop schedule was organized as follows: 

Day 1: Introduction to software evolution &; formal methods in software development 
Jim Brockett, Naval Postgraduate School, Welcome and Introduction. 
Luqi, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey Workshop '94: Software Evolution. 
Daniel Berry, Technion, Israel, Whither Formal Methods? 
Mantak Shing, Jim Brockett, NPS, Computer-Aided Prototyping System (CAPS) Demonstration. 
Barbara Meyers, Senior Programmer, IBM, Richard Schwartz, VP of R&D, Borland International, 

Industry Perspectives. 
Valdis Berzins, Naval Postgraduate School, An Evolution Control Model. 

Day 2: Evaluations of successful formal methods 
David Dampier, Army Research Laboratory, Software Change-Merging in Dynamic Evolution. 
Richard Waldinger, SRI International, Michael Lowry, NASA Ames Research Center, AMPHION: 

Towards Kinder, ~ent1er Formal Methods. 
Jacob Schwartz, New York University, Design of Languages for Multimedia Applications 

Development. 
Gio Wiederhold, Stanford University, An Algebra for Ontology Composition. 

Day 3: Applications of formal methods and summary of the workshop 
Steve Vestal, Honeywell Technology Center, Formal Methods for Complex Evolving Systems. 
Dan Craigen and Ted Ralston, ORA, Canada, Formal Methods Technology Transfer Impediments. 
Dave Robertson, University of Edinburgh, UK, Making Specification Design More Accountable. 
Luqi, Naval Postgraduate School, Wrap-up Discussions. 

5. Summary a~d Conclusions 

This section summarizes and synthesizes the conclusions reached in discussions at the work
shop, especially the final session. This is necessarily a creative task, because of divergent 
viewpoints among the participants. The presentations by Berry, Craigen and Ralston were 
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particularly effective in stirring up controversy. Much of the discussion was about formal 
methods in general, rather than about their direct application to software evolution, although 
it always hovered in the background as a central motivation. Subsection 5.4 below focuses 
specifically on evolution. 

5.1 A Vision for Formal Methods 

The workshop generally agreed that there is now much more to formal methods than sug
gested by the themes dominant in the past, namely correctness proofs for algorithms and 
program synthesis. Although both of these remain interesting topics for theoretical research, 
workshop participants felt that their direct impact on the practice of large scale software 
development was limited. 

Papers in the workshop suggest a vision for the future that is less ambitious and more 
realistic than that of the past. This new vision calls for using formal models and algorithms 
as a basis for computer tools that can help to solve practically significant problems; these 
problems are more limited and well defined than in the past. This approach gives up the un
realistic artificial intelligence goal of fully automating software development, by recognizing 
that human understanding and creativity must play an important role. It also recognizes 
that user requirements changes are a dominant aspect of practical software development, 
and gives up the ambitions of general-purpose program verification and synthesis. Past re
search in formal methods contributes to this new vision by providing the basic concepts and 
algorithms needed for building more practical models and tools. 

All participants in the workshop seemed to agree that formal methods could be very 
useful, and indeed were crucial for making software engineering into a discipline that is as 
well understood and organized as other engineering disciplines, each of which relies on sound 
and well-tested mathematical models. 

5.2 An Emerging Paradigm? 

A number of successful applications of formal methods reported at the workshop seem to form 
a cluster suggesting an emerging paradigm for applying formal methods. These applications 
involve a tool having all or most of the following attributes: 

1. They address a narrow, well defined, and well understood problem domain; there may 
even be an existing, successfully used library of program modules for the domain. 

2. There is a coherent user community interested in the problem domain; users have some 
understanding of the domain, good communication among themselves, and potential 
financial resources. 

3. The tool has a graphical user interface that is intuitive to the user community, em
bodying their own language and conventions. 

4. The tool takes a large grain approach; rather than synthesizing procedures out of 
statements, it synthesizes systems out of modules; it may use a library of components 
and synthesize code for putting them together. 
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5. Inside the tool is a powerful engine that encapsulates formal methods concepts and/or 
algorithms; it may be a theorem prover or a code generator; users do not have to know 
how it works, or even that it is there. 

Examples of systems described in the proceedings that fit this discussion are: CAPS (see 
the paper by Luqi, Goguen and Berzins); ControlH and MetaH (see the paper by Vestal); 
AMPHION (see the paper by Waldinger and Lowry); the Panel system (see the paper by 
Schwartz and Snyder); the work of Robertson and Hesketh; and the DSDL translator of 
Kieburtz. If we were to suggest a name for this emerging paradigm, it might be Domain 
Specific Formal Methods, in recognition of the role played by the user community and their 
specific domain. Generic formal architectures and tools for a variety of software application 
domains are promising for future research. 

5.3 Problems and Limits of Formal Methods 

There was a great deal of discussion in the workshop about problems with the current state 
of formal methods. It is not surprising that some of this discussion repeated ideas that have 
become common in the literature, but some of it seemed fresh and original. 

Attendees noted that formal notation is alien to most practicing programmers; most have 
little training or skill in formal mathematics. This motivates points 3. and 5. in Section 5.2. 
Discussion suggested that this problem is worse in the U.S. than in Europe. For example, 
set theoretic notation is better accepted in Europe. 

Another problem is that some advocates of formal methods take a highly dogmatic posi
tion, that absolutely everything must be proved, to the highest possible degree of mathemat
ical rigor; it must at least be machine checked by a program that will not allow any errors 
or gaps, and preferably it should be produced by a machine. In discussion, it was noted 
that mathematicians hardly ever achieve, or even strive for, such rigor; published proofs in 
mathematics are highly informal, and often have small errors; they never explicitly call upon 
rules of inference from logic (unless they are proving something about such rules). There 
are various degrees of formality, and the most rigorous are very expensive; such efforts are 
only warranted for critical aspects of systems. Practitioners would like to be able to com
bine informal development of the bulk of an application with formal methods for the critical 
parts. 

Another problem raised in the discussion is that formal methods tend to be rigid and 
inflexible; in particular, it is difficult to adapt a formal proof of one statement to prove 
another, slightly different statement. Unfortunately, in the world of practical programming, 
requirements and specifications are constantly changing, so that such adaptations are fre
quently necessary. But classical formal methods have difficulty in dealing with the changes 
that are such an important part of the real world. 

Another problem is that formal methods papers and training often deal only with toy 
examples, and often these examples have been previously treated in other formal methods 
papers. Although it may not be possible to give a detailed treatment of a realistic example 
in a research paper or classroom, it is still necessary that such examples exist for a method 
to have credibility. To be effective, training in formal methods should treat some parts of 
a realistic (difficult) application. A related problem is that much of the research in formal 
methods is not applications oriented. 
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There are also technical difficulties with some formal methods. For example, the Z 
language is hard to use for proving properties of either the specification itself or of associated 
code. This is because the specification has to be flattened before it can be used, since the 
structure of its specifications is usually very different from the structure of associated proofs 
and code. In particular, its schemas do not encapsulate their content, and only support 
re-use at the text level. Proofs about Z specifications must use the axioms of set theory, and 
this can be very difficult. For example, proofs using algebra are easier, because the axioms 
and rules of inference are much simpler, as well as easier to automate. It is hard to convince 
software developers to use a formal method with technical deficiencies and esoteric symbols. 

It is useful to distinguish among small, large, and huge grain methods. This distinction 
refers to the size of the atomic components that are used, rather than the size of the system 
itself. The "classic" formal methods fall into the small category. In particular, pre- and 
post- conditions, Hoare Axioms, weakest preconditions, predicate transformers and transfor
mational programming all have small size atomic units, and fail to scale up. In general, these 
methods have difficulty handling changes to specifications and requirements, and thus have 
difficulty with maintenance and fit poorly with software evolution. Transformational pro
gramming is less sensitive to errors than the other methods, but has the particular problem 
that there is no bound to the number of transformations that may be needed; this restricts 
its use to relatively small and well understood domains. 

Some of these methods also have technical deficiencies. For example, the original first or
der formulation of weakest preconditions is inadequate for expressing loop invariants, which 
are fundamental for software specification. Without loops and equivalent constructs, pro
gramming languages would be nearly useless. This problem has been largely ignored by the 
formal methods community. However, a second order formulation is adequate, and serves as 
the foundation of the specification language SPEC used in teaching and research on software 
engineering at the Naval Postgraduate School for many years. 

5.4 Formal Methods for Software Evolution 

This subsection discusses issues that relate specifically to software evolution. Software evolu
tion is poorly understood at present, and therefore more in need of help from formal models 
and methods than many other areas of software engineering. It can be very difficult to 
formalize a new area, especially without understanding from sponsoring agencies. 

The difficulties in this area are not purely technical; social, political and cultural factors 
are also important, and can dominate the cost of software development. Tools based on 
formal models can help with both technical and management tasks. They can maintain the 
integrity of a software development project by scheduling project tasks, monitoring dead
lines, assigning tasks to programmers, keeping on-line documentation, maintaining relations 
among system components, tracking versions, variations and dependencies of components, 
and merging changes to programs. These problems are important when a large group of 
programmers work concurrently on a large complex system. 

Several workshop participants mentioned requirements capture as an important problem: 
it is necessary to know what to build, but in fact, this is always a moving target for large 
complex systems. Constantly changing requirements are a major cause of the difficulty of 
building such systems; this phenomenon has been called requirements drift. An extreme 
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· form of this is requirements inflation, where the requirements grow so much that the system 
development effort collapses. 

A related problem is traceability, which is the problem of tracing design decisions, or 
fragments of specification or code text, back to the requirements that they are supposed 
to meet. The core of this difficulty is maintaining a complex network of links against the 
constantly changing requirements, which in turn imply constantly changing specifications 
and code. Real development projects for large complex systems rarely even attempt this, 
and those that do find it excessively burdensome, since the current state of practice requires 
manual entry and update of all dependencies. Since the benefits of adequate tool support 
for traceability would be enormous, effective formal models for this aspect are of interest. 
Particular subproblems in this area are formalizing dependencies and developing methods for 
calculating dependencies and propagating the implications of a change through a dependency 
network. 

Another aspect of this problem is the difficulty of maintaining the dependencies among 
components in a large software system development effort. Often the components are not 
adequately defined, e.g., module boundaries may be incorrectly drawn, or not even explicitly 
declared; also, interfaces may be poorly drawn or badly documented. Without formal models 
of the dependencies and tool support for managing them, it is impossible to know what effect 
a change to a component will have, and in particular, to know what other components may 
have to be changed to maintain consistency. Methods for supporting changes to module 
boundaries would be useful. 

An important practical problem for industry is to deal with so-called "legacy code," 
that is, old code that is poorly structured and poorly documented; often, it is written in 
an obsolete or obscure language, and nearly always the programmers who wrote it are long 
gone. For example, many banks depend upon huge COBOL programs for the success of their 
enterprise, but find it extremely difficult to modify these programs when business conditions 
change. As pointed out by Jim Baker from Lockheed, Barbara Meyers from IBM, Richard 
Schwartz from Borland and Raymond Paul and Ace Roberts from the U.S. Army, software 
researchers have to accept the realities found in industry and the DoD, as this is the source 
of their scientific and economic impact. 

5.5 Promising Directions 

The papers and discussions in the workshop, and the summaries given above, suggest several 
directions that may be promising for future research. 

The first of these was called Domain Specific Formal Methods in Section 5.1. Recall 
that this involves encapsulating formal models or algorithms, such as an inference engine 
or program generator, into a tool with an intuitive graphical user interface for writing pro
grams for a specific application domain. The animation of formal languages can be a useful 
complement to this approach in practice, e.g., for debugging. 

Several participants, including Profs. Ramamoorthy, Goguen, Kieburtz, and Shing, raised 
interesting points about teaching formal methods. The negative impact of teaching a formal 
method and ignoring the social, political and cultural problems that necessarily arise in real 
projects was mentioned. For example, students may be taught programming from formal 
specifications, but not that specifications come from requirements, and that requirements 
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are always changing. As a result, they are not prepared for the rapid pace of evolution 
found in real industrial work. A related problem is that many students feel that formal 
methods turn programming from a creative activity into a boring formal exercise. This can 
cause them to leave the field. Students need to know how to deal with real programs having 
thousands or even millions of lines of code, and carefully crafted correctness proofs for simple 
algorithms give an entirely misleading impression of what real programming is like. Most of 
the techniques in textbooks and the classroom are small grain and do not scale up to large 
complex problems. 

Reliable formal method based tools can let students do problems that would be impos
sible by hand; this should increase their confidence. Teachers should also present methods 
and tools that work on large grain units, that is, on modules, rather than on small grain 
units like statements, functions and procedures, because these scale up, whereas the small 
grain methods do not. It is desirable to develop suites of sample problems that systemati
cally show how and when to apply formal methods, and how to combine them with informal 
approaches. These goals will require refining and extending existing formal methods and 
tools, developing more natural user interfaces, rethinking process models, revising curric
ula, retraining teachers, and experimentally validating the resulting methods in practical 
situations. 

Some participants pointed out that many successful applications of formal methods have 
occurred in the hardware area. Hence this is a good demonstration of the value of formal 
methods. It also continues to be a good area for further automation and research. 

The discussion outlined above emphasized the importance of applications for formal meth
ods, suggesting a need-driven approach, as opposed to a topic-driven approach. Basic re
search in computational logic still provides the foundation for many practical applications 
of formal methods. It is important to avoid a short term view of what technology needs, 
and also to avoid overselling formal methods, either as a general field or as an approach to 
particular applications. 

Taking a long term integrated view, formal methods are beginning to make a real impact 
on practical software development, and this impact is likely to increase. It seems unlikely that 
general purpose tools, such as theorem provers for first order logic, will have an immediate 
impact on users, although they can be useful inside more narrowly focused tools. Software 
evolution is a challenging but rewarding application area, where formal models are likely 
to have a large impact if they can be formulated for the right problems. This can be a 
major step in turning software engineering into a true engineering discipline, with a solid 
mathematical foundation on which to base its practice. 
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Formal Support for Software Evolution1 

Luqi, J. Goguen, V. Berzins 

1. Why Software Evolution 

Software evolution refers to all the activities that change a software system, as well as 
the relationships among these activities. This includes responses to requirements changes, 
improvements to performance or clarity, repairs of bugs, and the overall organization of the 
software development process. The older term "maintenance" refers to these activities only 
after initial development, in the context of the traditional life cycle. Prototyping is the process 
of quickly building and evaluating a series of prototypes, where a prototype is a concrete exe
cutable model of selected aspects of a proposed system. In prototyping, evolution activities 
are interleaved with development, and continue after the delivery of the initial version of the 
system. 

Current capabilities for software evolution are inadequate. The most visible symptoms of 
the problem are the large backlog of requested changes, long delays, high error rates, and an 
alarming incidence of failure to complete changes. Some causes of these problems are miss
ing information, intellectual overload, and primitive tool support. 

We need accurate information about requirements, design rationale, and dependencies in 
order to change and manage code at low cost [2]. This information is rarely recorded and 
kept up to date, in part due to the cost, effort levels, and lack of incentives. Although 
management has been reluctant to accept the cost of adequately supporting evolution, recent 
failures of large projects such as the baggage handling system for the Denver airport, which 
had $20 million of requirements changes long after construction had begun [5], and the recent 
emergence of installations that operate at the highest level of the SEI process maturity model, 
suggest that competitive pressures may soon leave no other alternative. 

The data and dependencies in a large software system are so complex that unaided 
human understanding cannot cope with them effectively. Tool support is sparse, primitive, 
and mostly low-level, e.g., facilities for generating cross-reference listings and for editing and 
storing different versions of program documentation. While such tools can reduce the 
mechanical work involved, they do not provide the kind of support needed to handle the com
plexity of real software evolution problems reliably. 

The capabilities of current tools for supporting software evolution are limited by lack of 
formal models and theoretical bases. Formal models can lead to tools that enhance the capa
bilities of people to reliably change complex software systems. Such tools will make it easier 
to formalize and record more of the dependencies in a design, and to provide more sophisti
cated kinds of decision support based on this information. 

This paper describes formal models for software evolution and the automation support 
based on these models developed by Prof. Luqi's Computer-Aided Prototyping (CAPS) 

1 This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant number CCR-
9058453, in part by the Anny Research Office under grant number ARO-145-91, and in part by a grant from 
Fujitsu Laboratories Limited, Japan. 
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project at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. Section 2 describes the relation between 
software evolution and prototyping; a graph data model for evolution that records dependen
cies and supports automatic project planning, scheduling, and version management; a model of 
software changes that supports automatic change merging; a model of software behavior that 
supports automatic retrieval of reusable components; and a model of timing constraints that 
supports generation of schedule code. Section 3 presents some conclusions. 

2. Software Evolution Through Computer-Aided Prototyping 

Figure 1 illustrates the iterative prototyping cycle. The user and designer work together 
to define the requirements for critical parts of the envisioned system. The designer constructs 
a prototype at the specification level. Demonstrations of the prototype let the user evaluate 
the prototype's actual behavior against its expected behavior, identify problems, and work 
with the designer to redefine requirements. This process continues until the prototype suc
cessfully captures the critical aspects of the envisioned system. The designer then uses the 
validated requirements as a basis for the production software. In this way, software systems 
can be delivered incrementally and requirements analysis can continue throughout the 
system's lifetime. Incremental delivery lets users gain early experience with the software, 
leading to new goals, triggering further iterations, and extending the advantages of prototyping 
to the production environment. 

Pertonnance 

Fig. 1 The Prototyping Cycle Fig. 2 Class Structure and Properties of PSDL Objects 

The problems of software evolution are especially prominent for rapid prototyping 
because prototypes are subject to frequent and repeated changes. Therefore computer support 
for evolution is essential for its practical success. Our computer-aided prototyping system 
CAPS and its prototyping language PSDL support software evolution. We have used formal 
models in several areas to provide automation support. 
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CAPS consists of an integrated set of tools that help design, translate and execute proto
types [11]. These include a graph data model for evolution, evolution control system, change 
merging facility, automatic generators for schedule and control code, and automated retrievals 
for reusable components. 

The prototyping language PSDL provides a simple way to abstractly specify software 
systems for both prototypes and production software [10]. A PSDL program consists of two 
kinds of object, corresponding to abstract data types (PSDL types) and abstract state machines 
(pSDL operators); see Fig. 2. Their function is to localize the information for analyzing, exe
cuting and reusing independent objects. Objects are also the basis for version control, and are 
natural units of work in a distributed implementation. 

2.1. A Graph Data Model and Control System for Evolution 
We have developed a graph data model for evolution to provide computer aid for manag

ing both the activities in a software development project and the products of those activities 
[12]. This data model represents the software system evolution history and plans as an acy
clic bipartite graph EG = (S, C, 0, I, used by, pan of). Evolution step nodes in S represent 
development activities and component nodes in C represent products of those activities. The 
output edges 0 link an evolution step to the components it produces and the input edges I link 
components to the evolution steps that use them. The graph also contains pan_of edges 
representing the decomposition structure of composite steps and components, and used_by 
edges showing dependencies between components whose derivation history is not included in 
the graph. The latter are used to account for components produced outside the system that 
maintains the graph, such as legacy software. 

Components are immutable versions of objects, and are labeled with unique object 
identifiers. The objects can be problem reports, change requests, reactions to prototype 
demonstrations, requirements, specifications, manuals, test data, design documents, program 
code or other items. The I and 0 edges capture derivation dependencies between the various 
versions of an object. 

Two versions of the same object belong to the same variation if one was derived from 
the other. Variations are paths in the graph whose component nodes are all versions of the 
same object. Different variations of the same object represent parallel lines of development. 
The dependencies represent the essence of the evolution history. 

The model associates a finite state machine with each step to represent the status of the 
step; the status states are proposed, approved, scheduled, in progress, completed, and aban
doned. These states keep track of the boundary between the future and the past, and provide 
a means for managing the progress of the project. 

The evolution control system based on this data model [1] provides algorithms that sup
port project planning, scheduling, and design management. The system has been implemented 
using the Ontos object-oriented database. The support provided by the evolution control sys
tem includes automatic identification of induced steps implied by dependencies between com
ponents (e.g., if a requirement is modified then the program components derived from that 
requirement must also be modified). The set of induced steps can be defined formally as fol
lows: 
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induced_steps(s) = (s': s I 3 c, c': C [ c primary_input s & c affects c' 
& c' primary_input s' & c' in_scope s & current (c') ]} 

c primary_input s <=> cIs & 3c': C [s 0 c' & same_variation (c. c')] 

c in scope s <=> 3c': C [ c' / top(s) & c' affects c ] 

current(c) <=> not 3c': C [c affects c' & same_variation(c. c')] 

same_variation (c. c') <=> object_id(c) = object_id(c') & (c affects c' or C' affects c) 

where the function top is defined by the following: 

'Vs: s [s part_of· top(s) & not 3s': S [ top(s) part_of s' ] ] 

The edge types / and 0 are used above to denote the corresponding binary relations on the 
vertices of the graph. The predicate affects is the transitive closure of the relation defined by 
the edges (/ u 0 u used_by). The predicate part_or is the reflexive transitive closure of the 
relation defined by the part_of edges in the graph. 

Support for planning includes a generated default decomposition for each proposed step 
from the decomposition of the current version of the affected components. The system con
structs schedules and work assignments based on other attributes and relationships that reflect 
management decisions, such as deadlines and priorities of steps and skill levels of designers. 
The system provides up-to-date estimates of expected completion time on demand, alerts the 
project manager when situations arise that can impact project deadlines, and suggests deadline 
adjustments. It adjusts the schedule continually as more information becomes available, and 
uses the management policies recorded as attributes of steps to automatically assign new tasks 
to designers as they complete previous tasks. 

Although the designer scheduling problem is NP-hard, we have found experimentally that 
a linear bound on the number of backtracking points allows a branch-and-bound algorithm to 
find schedules for all of the several hundred randomly generated feasible scheduling problems 
we have tried, while preventing impractical search times for infeasible problems. The system 
has been able to find schedules for up to 1200 tasks with practical running times. The bound 
on the search enables the system to detect infeasible deadlines with high probability and 
without excessive computation. This capability is used to automatically suggest nearly 
minimal deadline changes that will transform an infeasible scheduling problem into a feasible 
one. 

The evolution control system also uses the dependency information contained in the pro
ject plans to deliver the proper versions of the required input components for each step to the 
designer responsible for the step and to insert the versions of components produced by com
pleted steps in the proper places in the graph, thus completely automating the check in and 
check out procedures from the project design database. 
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2.2. A Hypergrapb Data Model for Evolution 

. This section describes a more abstract version of the graph theoretic model for software 
evolution presented in [11,12] and further developed in [1]. All these models are data models, 
in the sense that they describe an abstract data type for keeping track of the versions and 
variations of the components and systems that arise during a system development effort. 
The model described here simplifies and clarifies the previous models by directly incorporat
ing some of their features into a more abstract mathematical structure using hypergraphs. 
Hypergraphs generalize the usual notion of graph by allowing hyperedges, which may have 
multiple output nodes and multiple input nodes. Our intention is to make the software 
evolution model easier to modify and extend, as well as easier to understand and implement. 

The following mathematical definitions are used in the software evolution model: 

Definition: A (directed) hypergraph is a tuple (N,E,I,O) where 

1. N is a set of nodes, 

2. E is a set of hyper edges, 

3. I: E -+ 2N is a function giving the inputs of each hyperedge, and 

4. 0: E -+ 2N is a function giving the outputs of each hyperedge. 

A path p from a node n to a node n' is a sequence of k > 0 edges el ••• ek and a sequence 
nil ... , nkH of nodes such that ni E I(e,) and niH E O(ed for i = 1, ... , k, where n = nl and 
n' = nk. 

A hypergraph H is acyclic iff there is no path from any node in H to itself. 
A set N' of nodes is reachable from a set R of nodes iff there is a path to each n' E N' 

from some n E R. A hypergraph H is reachable from a set R of its nodes iff its set N of 
nodes is reachable from R. A root of H is a node from which H is reachable. A leaf of H 
is a node from which no other node is reachable. 

IT H = (N, E, I, 0) is a hypergraph, then its opposite, denoted HOf', is the hypergraph 
(N, E, 0, 1). We say that H is coreachable from N' iff HOf' is reachable from N'. A 
hyperpath in a hypergraph H = (N, E, 1,0) from D C N to T ~ N is an acyclic 
hypergraph contained in H, reachable from D, and coreachable from T. 

An edge expansion of a hypergraph is a replacement of a hyperedge by a hyperpath 
having the same input and output sets. 

(We leave the notion of "replacement" informal here, because it is intuitively clear yet tech
nically complex to write out in detail.) 

We can now present the hypergraph version of the software evolution data model: 

Definition: An evolutionary hypergraph is a hypergraph H = (N, S, I, 0) with a 
function L: N -+ C such the following assumptions are satisfied: 

1. Nand S are disjoint subsets of a set U whose elements are called unique identifiers; 
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2. if O(s) n O(s') # 0 then s = s'; and 

3. H is acyclic. 

The elements of N are identifiers for software components, the elements of S are identifiers for 
evolution steps, I and 0 give the inputs and outputs of each evolution step, and the function 
L labels each node with a corresponding actual component from the set C of components. 
The notion of component used here includes both components in the usual sense and systems 
built by combining subcomponents. 

The first condition says that the node and edge identifiers are distinct. The second 
says that the outputs of different evolution steps are distinct; this implies that each step is 
uniquely identifiable by the components that it produces. The third condition implies that 
the process of software evolution never brings us back to a component that we have already 
built; this simply means that we never reuse a unique identifier for a component. However, 
it is certainly possible that a later component is equal to an earlier one, in the sense that 
L( n) = L( n') and n' is later than n, in a sense made precise by the following: 

Definition: A node n' depends on a node n iff there is a path from n to n'. Similarly, a 
node n depends on a step s iff there is a path to n involving s. A step s' depends on a 
step s iff there is a path involving both s and s' with s earlier in the path than s'. We may 
say that a component c' depends on a component c iff there is a path from c to c' where 
c' = L(n'), c = L(n), and n' depends on n. 

The model so far developed does not include the idea that some evolution steps may be 
composites of other, lower level steps. To model this, we introduce a hierarchical structure 
on the hyperedges in a hypergraph. This also has the advantage of giving overviews of the 
evolution history at various levels of abstraction. 

Definition: An (edge) hierarchical hypergraph is an acyclic graph with nodes labelled 
by hypergraphs, such that: the graph has just one leaf and one root; each of its edges 
corresponds to an expansion of a single hyperedge in its source hypergraph, the result of which 
is the hypergraph in its target; and the result of the composite expansions along any two 
paths between the same two nodes are equal. A hierarchical evolutionary hypergraph 
is a hierarchical hypergraph whose nodes are labelled by evolutionary hypergraphs. 

The intuition behind this definition is that the root node hypergraph is the most abstract 
top level view of the system's history of evolution, while the leaf node is the fully expanded 
form of the system's evolution. All of the steps in the leaf hypergraph are atomic. The 
parCo! relation in earlier versions of this model can be defined in terms of this graph of 
hypergraphs. 

Work still in progress includes exploring node hierarchical hypergraphs and hypergraphs 
that are both node and edge hierarchical. Another issue not discussed here is imposing some 
additional structure on the set U of unique identifiers, in order to allow defining the notions 
of version and variant. This will result in further extensions to the model developed above. 
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2.3. An Evolution Model for Prototyping 

Software evolution in CAPS can be described as a series of PSDL prototypes for each 
variation of the design. In simple cases, a prototyping effort can involve a single variation, 
i.e., a linear chain of versions, each derived from its predecessor, but in larger efforts several 
variations may be explored in parallel, by different teams, resulting in a more general acyclic 
dependency graph, as described in the previous section. The prototypes in a path of the 
dependency graph are iterative approximations St. j to St (variation k of the software system 
S). Each prototype St.; is modeled as a graph Gt .; = (Vt .;, Et .;, Ct.;), where: 

Vt • i is a set of vertices, each of which can be an atomic operator or a composite 
operator modeled as another graph; 

Et .; is a set of data streams, where each edge is labeled with the associated stream 
name; and 

Ct.; is a set of timing and control constraints imposed on the operators in version 
i of the prototype. 

The change from the graph representing the ; -th version in the k -th variation chain to the 
graph representing the (i + 1)-st version can be described by the following equations: 

St.; + 1 = St.; + ~t.; 
~ ... ; = (VAt . i • VRt . i • EAt,;. ERt .;. CAt.;, CRt.;) 
VAt. i = Vt. i + 1 - Vt. i : the vertices to be added to St.;. 
VRt .; = Vt .; - Vt . i + 1 : the vertices to be removed from St. i' 
EAt.; = Et . ; + 1 - Et .; : the edges to be added to St.;. 
ERt .; = Et .; - Et .; + 1 : the edges to be removed from St.;. 
CAt.; = Ct.; + 1 - Ct.; : the timing and control constraints to be added to St.;. 
CRt.; = Ct.; - Ct.; +! : the timing and control constraints to be removed from St.;. 

where the + operation above is defined by: 

VL. 1 = nIL . U VAL .) - VRL . &.'+ '''".1 A.J A,,' 

Et .; + 1 = (Et .; u EAt.;) - ERt . i 

Ct .;+! = (Ct.; uCAt.;)-CR ... ; 

2.4. Change Merging 
Automated support for combining several changes is useful in supporting fast prototype 

evolution, since responses to several change requests can be developed in parallel and then 
combined. If several different responses to an issue resulting from a prototype demonstration 
are developed, then a change merging facility can help to rapidly explore different combina
tions of several independent choices. 

Two modifications A and C of the base version B of the semantic function computed by 
a software system can be merged according to the following fonnula [3] 
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M = A [B]C = (A - B) u (A n C) u (C - B), 

where the union, intersection and difference operations are the usual set operations on rela
tions. For example, the difference (A - B) yields the part of the function present in the 
modification, but not in the base version. The intersection (A n B) yields the part of the func
tion preserved from the base version in both modifications. This model preserves all changes 
made to the base version, whether extensions or retractions, and two changes conflict if the 
construction produces a relation that is not a single valued function. 

An approximate method for merging prototypes can be based on the change model and 
the above definition. Consider an i -th version which has been changed in two different ways, 
via ~ and 4" corresponding to refinements of the variations k and 1. The results of these two 
changes are denoted Sl, i + 1 and S" i + 1 respectively. Now let us consider a case where the 
(i + 2)-nd iteration is the result of merging these two changes: 

V1,i +2 = V1,i +1[V1,dV
"

i +1 = (V1,i + 1 - V1,i) u (V1,; +1 n V,,; +1) U (V"i + 1 - V1 ,;) 

The rules for combining the other components of S are similar. 

This method is approximate in the sense that the change merging construction is applied 
to the structure of a PSDL program, rather than to the mathematical function it computes. 
The method is simple and efficient. Moreover, it corresponds to common programmer prac
tice and produces semantically correct results most of the time; semantic correctness can be 
checked using the slicing invariance test explained below. 

Prototype slicing is analogous to program slicing [3]. To do the slicing, we have to 
embed the PSDL graph in an augmented Prototype Dependence Graph (pOG). A POG for a 
prototype P is a fully expanded PSDL implementation graph Gp = (V. E. C) where the set of 
edges E has been augmented with a timer dependency edge from vertex v to v', when v. v' E V 
and v contains timer operations which affect the state of a PSDL timer read by v' • 

A slice of a PSDL prototype P with respect to a set of streams x, Sp(X) = (V. E. C), is a 
sub graph of the POG Gp that includes the portion of P that affects the values written to data 
streams in x. A slice is constructed as follows: 

(1) V is the smallest set that contains all vertices v E Gp that satisfy at least one of the 
following conditions: 

(a) v writes to one of the data streams in X; 
(b) v precedes v' in Gp and v' E V. 

(2) E is the smallest set that contains all data streams .x e Gp that satisfy at least one of 
the following conditions: 

(a).xex; 
(b).x is directed to some v E v. 

(3) C consists of all of the timing and control constraints associated with each operator 
in V and each data stream in E. 

The slice invariance theorem [4] says that the slice Sp(X) of a prototype P with respect to 
a set of streams X has the same behavior as the entire prototype P on any subset of the 
streams in X. This theorem can be used to suppon a method analogous to the HPR algorithm 
[8] for combining changes to While-programs, and it can also be used to check the correctness 
of the approximate method as follows: 
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if 
the slice of the merged version with respect to the affected streams 
is the same as the corresponding slice of each modified version, 

and 
the slice of the merged version with respect to the preserved streams 
is the same as the corresponding slice of the base version, 

then 
semantic correctness of the merged version is established. 

The slicing method has the advantage of providing a definite semantic criterion of 
correctness, and the disadvantage of reporting conflicts whenever two changes can affect the 
same output stream, regardless of whether there exists any computation history in which the 
two changes actually interact or conflict with each other. These advantages and disadvantages 
-are analogous to those of the HPR algorithm [8]. The advantages of the approximate method 
are that it is simple and fast and can perfonn correct and successful merges in cases where the 
slicing method produces conflicts; its disadvantage is that it sometimes produces results that 
are not completely correct Since failure cases for the approximate merging method are rare, 
it can be useful in the context of prototyping. We are working on improved methods for 
change merging that always produce correct results and report fewer false conflicts than the 
slicing method. 

2.S. Retrieving Reusable Components 

Reusable software is a promising approach to increasing software productivity, and 
seems especially promising in connection with the rapid prototyping approach to software 
development [16]. However, an effective way to retrieve reusable software components from 
a software base is needed for this approach to succeed: it is necessary to find the few com
ponents you want among the many you do not want. We call this the search problem. 

It is important to notice that in practice, there may be no component in the software base 
that does exactly what is wanted, but there may be one or more components that can be easily 
modified to do the job. This implies that we should not look for a single exact match, but 
rather a set of approximate candidates. Thus any solution to the search problem should 
satisfy the following criteria: 

(1) the search process should be fast, because a human user is waiting for the results; 

(2) the choice set should not be too large; and 

(3) the choice set should include the closest match, if there is one. 

Luqi [9] has suggested associating a semantic specification with each module in the 
software base in order to support retrieval against semantic queries. This suggestion has been 
further developed in later publications [13,16] using the OBB [6] algebraic specification 
language to perfonn some experiments in the context of CAPS. Recent work [7] has carried 
this further by showing how to treat generic modules, how to use semantic infonnation in a 
limited efficient way, how to achieve almost the same capability without associating 
specifications with modules, and how to rank candidate modules by their likelihood of suc
cess. Ranking modules by how well they satisfy the query yields a choice set of ranked par
tial matches. This can make the search process more robust, that is, better able to tolerate 
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errors in the query and in the way components are classified. We should expect to encounter 
such errors in practice. 

In this work, the components in the software base are assumed to be written in a modern 
programming language, e.g., Ada, that has strong typing, that can package together a number 
of operations over common data representations, and that allows generic modules having a 
number of parameter types and operations. Each component is assumed to have an executable 
algebraic specification with equations that are Church-Rosser. However, much of the work 
also applies if components do not have corresponding algebraic specifications. The user's 
query is also assumed to be a Church-Rosser algebraic specification. The components, their 
specifications, and the queries can all be parameterized, that is, the software base may contain 
generic modules, and queries may express the desire to find a generic module satisfying cer
tain semantic properties. 

Given a query Q and a component M having specification TN, which is assumed to be a 
correct specification of M, a component M is a correct answer to the query Q iff there is a 
translation of the syntax of Q into the syntax of TN such that all translated equational axioms 
of Q are consequences of TN. These consequences may be either equational consequences or 
inductive consequences, depending of whether a "loose" or an "initial" semantics is given to 
the specification T lot. An important advantage of this approach is that it is insensitive to 
whether an initial or a loose semantics is assumed. 

Finding a correct answer in this sense is a theorem proving task that could take so much 
time as to be impractical; however, finding candidates that satisfy adequate necessary seman
tic conditions for being a correct answer is a practical goal. This will allow many useless 
candidates to be rejected, thus narrowing the search dramatically and raising the confidence in 
the components found. After the appropriate components have been found, it may be 
worthwhile in some cases, e.g., safety critical applications, to fully verify that the components 
found are indeed correct. 

We can organize the search as a series of increasingly demanding filters imposed on can
didate components. The first step is to find components whose type structure is similar to that 
of the query. This form of type checking is accomplished by a process called signature 
matching which seeks maps that translate the type and function symbols of the query into 
corresponding type and function symbols of a candidate component. Matches of this kind can 
be partial, in the sense that only part of the functionality that the user seeks may be actually 
available. Once signature matches are found, more stringent semantic filters can be applied to 
further narrow the choice set. This can be accomplished through successive stages of seman
tic validation in which equations that are logical consequences of the query specification are 
translated by signature matches into equations whose proof is attempted in the candidate 
specifications. Even if specifications are not associated with components, we can still check 
whether ground equations are satisfied by applying the executable code to the terms on each 
side of the equation. 

2.6. Real-Time Scheduling 

Evolution of hard real-time systems in CAPS is supported by methods for automatically 
constructing real-time schedules and tools for automatically generating schedule code based on 
such methods [14]. This automation support is important in practice because small changes in 
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the timing constraints can lead to very large changes in the programs that realize the con
straints. Without automation support it is very difficult to modify real-time systems without 
damaging them. 

The real-time schedulers in CAPS produce static and dynamic schedule programs to real
ize the real-time constraints given in the PSDL specification of the application problem. The 
schedulers check the feasibility of the timing constraints and produce schedules if feasibility is 
established. The static scheduler produces pre-run-time schedules for time-critical computa
tions. The dynamic scheduler produces schedules for computations without hard deadlines. 
These computations use gaps in the execution of the static schedule, detennined at run-time. 

Automated scheduling depends on formal models of timing constraints. We have 
developed models of the timing constraints that occur in practice [15], taking care to make 
them as unrestrictive as possible, in order to admit as many feasible schedules as possible. 
Two categories of scheduling methods for a single processor are based on these models in the 
current implementation of CAPS: 

(1) Heuristic methods, such as earliest-deadline-first, earliest-starting-time-first, and simulated 
annealing. These methods are efficient enough to handle large problems, but they can 
fail to find a schedule even if one exists. 

(2) Complete search methods, such as branch-and-bound and exhaustive enumeration. These 
methods are guaranteed to find a schedule if one exists, but have exponential worst-case 
running times, and in practice can be successfully applied only to relatively small prob
lems. 

The currently implemented CAPS scheduling tools have been effective for the applica
tions developed to date. Efforts to evaluate and improve them continue. The semantics of 
PSDL admits concurrent execution on an arbitrary number of processors, and extending the 
implementation to such architectures is a current focus of our research. We have developed 
some extensions to the above methods to handle multiple processors, and we are continuing 
efforts to characterize the effectiveness of these methods, develop improvements, and deter
mine which methods are most effective on a large scale. 

3. Conclusions 
The goal of our research has been to help realize the potential benefits of formal methods 

for practical software development. Many researchers believe that this approach is the only 
hope for real progress in the long term, because automated decision support may be the only 
way to overcome the relatively high error rates characteristic of human decision making. For
mal models and systematic methods for analyzing and manipulating them are needed to build 
tools that can go beyond fancy interfaces of manual design editors and provide effective tools 
for automating more of the decisions that software developers must make. 

We have focused on software evolution because large-scale software development is 
dominated by constantly changing requirements and the difficulties of implementing the ensu
ing changes. Our experience indicates that formal models can provide useful decision support 
for software evolution. Much work remains to validate and improve the models, and to 
develop better computer aid for software evolution. 
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This note attempts to identify why formal methods are not being used in routine software development and 
uses personal observations to suggest that formal methods are not being used because they do not address the real 
problems faced by software developers. 

1 Introduction 

This note is written as a collection of personal musings (and if so-called facts tum out to be wrong. please 
pay more attention to the impressions reported herein; they are accurate) attempting to identify why formal methods 
are not widely. uniformly. and actively applied in industry to the development of production software. Previous 
attempts to identify reasons seem to focus on a lack of tools that assist in carrying out the tedious parts of formal 
methods. i.e .• a technological problem. It is my belief that the problems are other than technological. They are sim
ply put. that we formal methodologists are beating around the wrong bush; that is. we are not addressing the real 
problems faced by software developers in our research. 

It appears to me that the main problem is that formal methods work has focused on what is possible rather 
than on what is needed. That is. researchers solve problems that are on the frontier between what is currently solv
able and that which is not yet solved. They do not go out. find out what are the real problems and attempt to solve 
them, regardless of their difficulty or perceived lack of formalizability. While this is fine for basic theoretical foun
dational work. it is not acceptable for work purporting to be for the purpose of encouraging the use of formal 
methods to solve real software development problems. 

Lest you believe that I attack formal methods from prejudice or a total lack of understanding, note that in 
my dark secret past, I used to consult for the formal methods group at Unisys Santa Monica, and at the time. I really 
believed in formal methods. The group made its money developing and selling a formal specification and 
verification method. the Formal Development Method (FDM). and associated tools. It also applied the FDM to 
specification and verification of security-relevant properties for a variety of customers. mostly branches of the 
government or military. One of my publications was a description of the semantics of the formal specification 
language developed there rBerry87]. I came to appreciate both the value and limitations of formal methods and 
their value in forcing redundancy. I learned the hopelessness of trying to prove a whole system totally correct; we 
focused on specifying security-relevant properties and proving only these of only the design and not the implemen
tation. I also learned that formally specifying and verifying even only a small part of a full system drives the cost of 
the system up by an order of magnitude; consequently formal methods can be used only for very rich customers who 
perceive that the cost of a system malfunction is higher than this order-of-magnitude higher cost of development. In 
addition to this consulting position, of my 19 Ph.D. students, fully 7 of them worked on formal methods for software 
development; moreover these were 7 of my first 11 Ph.D. students . 
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2 Slow Progress 

I used to be in programming languages and occasionally dabbled in the theory of programming language 
semantics. For that work. I had been acquainted with Hoare semantics. e.g. [Hoare7l]. and algebraic semantics. e.g. 
[Goguen79]. and was aware of their limitations in dealing with pointers. which potentially could be aliases. and with 
permanently updated memory. The consequence of these limitations was that these formal semantics could not be 
the basis for verification of any real-live operating system in which pointers abound or of any real-live database sys
tem in which data are permanently modified. 

As I gravitated towards hard-core software engineering. I lost touch with the semantics work. In 1992. I 
heard overview talks on these formal systems and other more recently developed formal systems. These talks 
described the same fundamental limitations as yet-to-be-solved problems. and expressed hopes for advances in the 
future. Fwthermore. it appeared that the other formal systems had run into the same road blocks. I say this not to 

denigrate the people who do this work as not being smart enough to solve the limitations; it appears that the limita
tions are fundamental to the formal models used. 

The reality is that the problem is a tradeoff between power of expression and simplicity of the resulting for
mulae. One can always model memory in a more complete formal model than the one typically used. in which the 
mapping from identifier to value is direct. To handle pointers and memory. it is necessary to make pointers be first 
class values and map from identifiers to pointers and from pointers to values in two separate mappings. However. 
the cost is a dramatic increase in the size and complexity of formulae with which one describes the software. Basi
cally. the memory has become an explicit parameter of all functions. A formal system whose formulae look like 
progranuning language statements. in which memory is an implied. hidden parameter. is inherently limited. unless 
some way can be found to hide the memory in the formal system. 

Indeed. Joseph Goguen [Goguen94] reports precisely such a solution in which he distinguishes between 
visible and hidden sorts. with the latter representing states. He lets equations be satisfied only behaviorally. and he 
uses loose semantics. so that any representation of states is allowed. With the earlier initial algebra semantics 
approach. an explicit representation of states would need to be given. but with this new approach. no representation 
at all is needed. and that gives a tremendous simplification. The approach fits the object paradigm very closely and 
views ordinary imperative programming as a special case of that paradigm. in which the cells that hold the values of 
variables are the objects. One objective has been to make proofs as simple as possible. with just reduction and a bit 
of induction and no messing with quantifiers and the like. He reports that the current work is on concurrency. The 
emphasis so far has been on foundations. language design. and tools. and he hopes to do some larger examples soon. 

Clearly progress has been made. but relative to the kinds of programs people are writing. progress has been 
slow. That is. while we have gone through three generations of programming languages since the foundations of 
Hoare semantics were introduced. we are still struggling to be able to prove statements about the bodies of pro
cedures that we could write back then. 

1 picked the pointer and memory examples to demonstrate slow progress merely because the limitations are 
precisely what has kept Hoare logic and algebraic semantics from being fully applicable to the kinds of ordinary. 
nonconcurrent software and system programs that make up the bulk of software that has been and stilI is being writ
len. 

This is not to ignore other areas of formal methods progress. For example. state machine models have been 
applied with great success in modeling protocols [Sunshine82]. These formal models have been instrumental in the 
design and implementation of demonstrably correct and stable network protocols. Indeed. it is said that fonnal pro
tocol models have exposed anomalies that have actually occurred. bringing the ARPANet to a screeching. grinding 
halt. 
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3 Suggesting Use of Limited Languages that Permit Verification 

I used to snicker at the formal methodologist that beseeched programmers to write purely functional pro
grams with no side effects. no pointers. and no permanent update to memory in order to make it possible to prove 
programs correct It was really pathetic. It appeared to me that these people had never written a large software sys
tem and certainly none of their published examples ever got beyond the toy program scale. Some of them admitted 
the limitations of such languages. but countered with "But your software will be verifiable!" as if those who would 
not use functional languages because of their limitations really cared. 

Moreover. I as a programmer use pointers and gotos with impunity. As a programmer. I have never under
stood why they are so nasty. They certainly have never given me as much difficulty as one might expect from the 
vast literature explaining why they should be considered harmful. I have an accurate mental model of their behavior 
[Johnston71]. and my software using them never seems to suffer from spaghetti-itis. It seems in retrospect that the 
strongest claims of nastiness come from those who have seen their use as an impediment to formal verification. 

Indeed. in a report that I recently wrote for the SEI [Berry92]. I made the following observation about the 
responsibility of researchers claiming to have a technique for improving practical software development. "When 
any approach is suggested by researchers. those researchers must. as part of their job. assess the effectiveness of the 
ideas and then determine if that assessment yields a statistically significant demonstration of the effectiveness of the 
approach. This evaluation is necessary. regardless of the nature of the approach. be it foundational theory. a tool. an 
environment. a method. or a technique. Even when the approach is theoretical and the theory can be proved sound. 
the researcher must demonstrate the relevance and usefulness of the theory and the effectiveness of its application to 
the production of reliable software. 

Too often. software engineering researchers propose an idea, apply it to a few. toy-sized examples. and 
then grandiosely jump across a gap as wide as the Grand Canyon to an unwarranted conclusion that the idea will 
work in every case and that it may even be the best approach to the problem it purports to solve. Some of these 
researchers then embark on a new career to evangelically market the approach with the fervor of a religious leader 
beckoning all who listen to be believers .... While historically. methodologists have the biggest reputations for this 
behavior. they certainly have no monopoly on it. Theoreticians are equally guilty of proposing a formal method of 
software development, showing that it works for a small. previously solved. formally definable problem. and then 
expecting the rest of the world to see that it will worlc for all problems. When the rest of the world does not see how 
to apply it to large. real-world problems and wonders why the theoretician does not go ahead and apply it to such 
problems. the theoretician throws his or her hands up in the air in fit of despair over the sloppy way programmers 
work:' 

4 Little Believed Benefits of Formal Methods 

I also used to snicker at papers. books. and presentations by formal methodologists in which the toy-sized 
example demonstrating a formal method had errors. bugs. just like ordinary programs that I and others write. If it 
were a live presentation and someone took the speaker to task. he or she might say. "Oh well! In any case. you set: 
what I mean?" and would still claim at the end that his or her formal method would help eliminate or at least reduce 
the occurrence of errors. Nonsense! Yes. I can see what you mean. You make as many errors as the rest of us do 
without formal methods! 

Having written numerous formal specifications. I would say that programming and formal specification are 
the same. Both require a complete formal model of a real-world situation. both require much revision as they are 
being written. both are equally prone to errors. and both require debugging of errors found in an attempt to run or 
verify them. Goguen adds parenthetically. as he is indicating that an example specification written in an executable 
specification language has in fact been executed [Goguen93]. "(Experience shows that it is necessary to test all but 
the most trivial specifications in order to eliminate bugs.)" Sometimes it is hard to see the benefit of applying formal 
methods. 
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5 Would a Formal Methodologist use Formal Methods to Develop Mathematical Theory? 

Indeed the whole idea of using fonnal methods is that one writes two fonnal descriptions of the same sys
tem and proves them equivalent. Failure to be able to carry out the proof exposes errors. and correction of these 
errors often requires changes to both fonnal descriptions. Progranuners are being asked to double their work by 
producing two formal models of the same real-world system. i.e .• the program and say. input-output assertions. and 
they are being asked to do that about something that is not fully understood. i.e .• the customer's requirements. To 
understand how irrational this expectation sounds to programmers. consider the foIlowing. We all know how error
ridden are mathematical papers. which purport to prove many theorems. Indeed. a number of published so-called 
proofs are not correct. even though the theorem they claim to prove might in fact be theorems. A smaller number of 
published so-called theorems are not even theorems. Perhaps we should insist that mathematicians work with for
mal methods the way we expect programmers to. Ail fonnal systems shall be developed in two different notations 
and the two versions shall be proved equivalent before a paper about one of them can be published. Perhaps we 
should insist that mathematicians document the development of the fonnal system and show in this documentation 
that the fonnal system was developed in a systematic fonnal way. This is sheer nonsense. and yet we expect this of 
progranuners. 

6 Formal Methods in Formal Method Tool Development 

As I mentioned. I used to consult in the fonnal methods group at Unisys. We were developing tools 
including a specification language compiler to verification conditions and a theorem prover. Initially. these had a 
line-by-line, interactive, ASCII character user interface, and later we began to develop a more user-friendly, 
windows-based, graphic user interface. The big question that almost no one asked, perhaps out of embarrassment or 
fear of the answer, was "Did we use fonnal methods to develop these tools. and if not, why not?". We did not. and 
the reasons we would have given are enlightening: 

1. It was not really necessary to specify and verify the software because most of it was input-output anyway 
and did not involve algorithms worth verifying the correctness of their implementation. 

2. It was not really necessary to specify and verify the software because most of it was organizational anyway 
and did not involve any algorithms worth verifying the correctness of their implementation. 

3. We wrote good and careful code anyway. 

4. Because the theorem prover is not a function (when implemented correctly, it is nonterminating). it is not 
possible to specify input-output behavior. 

5. It is not possible to specify and verify the software because the hard parts deal with the user interface. 

6. The code that we would have to verify was too big to be verified anyway. 

7. We did not have the time to do the verification, as we were under a tight schedule. 

8. There were no tools available to help us (mainly because we were developing them). 

These are the same reasons we hear from experienced progranuners as to why they do not practice formal methods. 
I wonder how many formal methods tool developers use formal methods to develop their tools? 
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7 An Ethic 

In another of my research areas, electronic publishing, there is an ethic that is followed by authors of 
papers about formatting software and developers of formatting software. The paper and the user's manual must be 
formatted and typeset using the software itself. If the paper is for a journal, then the paper must be formatted and 
typeset camera-ready in the journal's standard style so that it is not possible for even the expert reader to spot that 
the author and not the journal publisher typeset the paper. I have proudly followed this ethic with all such papers 
published in the journals Software-Practice and Experience and Electronic Publishing, the latter of which supports 
the ethic, and in the Electronic Publishing Conference proceedings [Abe89, Becket90. Habusha90. Wolfman90. 
Srouji92]. Moreover. I have been known to take a famous formatter author to task for not forcing his journal editors 
to let him typeset camera-ready with his own software a seminal article about some lessons learned while develop
ing the software. Formatting and typesetting a user's manual about a formatting program with the program itself is 
a great test of the software and of the usability of the software. especially if all the features of the software are 
described by examples in the manual. Developers of tools for formal methods should feel compelled to apply the 
methods and tools themselves (in later stages) to the development of the tools themselves and their later enhance
ments. 

8 An Analogy between Programming and Building a Theory 

More difficult than building a formal system is deciding what should be in the formal system. I can recall 
building a formal system from ground up. I had to change it several times before I got it right. It took several tries 
to get the definitions and axioms to say exactly what they should so that I could get the desired theorems rolling out. 
I found that getting the foundations right took far more effort and creativity than doing any of the proofs involved. 
This is exactly the situation in software development. Figuring out what should be in a system is much harder than 
building the system once it is figured out what should be in it. It is often necessary to build versions of the system 
(prototypes) in order to see what should be in it. just as it was often necessary to go through a whole series of 
definitions. axioms. and theorems to see that a different set of definitions and axioms are needed to get the desired 
theorems. 

No more than one can consider using a formal method to decide what should be in a formal system can one 
consider using a formal method to decide what should be in software. These are a matter of taking what is in 
someone's or some people's heads and in their environment and expressing it in language. The first expression is 
more difficult to achieve than a formal expression once a first expression has been achieved. Section 13 on require
ments engineering offers some clues as to why it is so difficult to decide what should be in a system. 

9 Failed Attempt at University-Industry Cooperation 

About a year ago a group of Technion Faculty of Computer Science software engineering faculty members 
went to talk with the chief software engineer at a local high-technology company doing major software develop
ment. The chief software engineer explained the problems that the company had. These were primarily in gathering 
complete. consistent. and useful requirements from clients, change management. and configuration management. 
none of which have total suitable technical solutions. For the first. the problem is getting information from the 
insides of the brains of different people. information that may not even be there as the person has not even thought 
of everything. For the second. the problem is maintaining consistency between related parts of a system and its 
documentation in the face of changes. For the third, the problem is keeping track of different revisions and versions 
of the same or related programs and of keeping identical or related those parts that should be identical or related in 
the face of modifications. 

The first has no solutions to date. and the other two have solutions that depend on progrrunmers remember
ing to look for and update related parts and to update them consistently. on remembering to check a module out for 
modification and check it back in when finished. and on remembering to write useful documentation. If the pro
grammers forget any of the required steps. the technical solution ceases to be effective (more on this subject later). 
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One of the visiting faculty members. whose name will be kept anonymous to protect the guilty. said that 
these problems were "not scientific enough" (whatever that means?) and described various projects on which he was 
working in methods for object oriented programming. tools for managing inheritance hierarchies. and semantics of 
inheritance. Of course. the chief software engineer had no interest in these topics. I personally could not contribute 
any research ideas at this meeting because I was going on leave just as the joint work would be starting; so I sat and 
just listened. I am quite sure that the chief engineer has no respect for our department' s software engineering group. 

10 Some Bad Formal Methods Papers for Software Engineering Conferences 

I have been refereeing papers for various software engineering conferences for quite some time now. There 
is a particular kind of paper that I almost always reject. I describe a particular paper. again keeping the name of the 
author anonymous in order to protect the guilty. The paper is about choosing a formal method to use for writing sys
tem requirements. 

It says that formal methods have "often" been used in the requirements specification phase. This is total 
nonsense; in my most charitable mood I might concede to the use of the word "occasionally". 

The paper also claims that there is "some evidence" that precision and reliability "can be improved" by 
including formal specification in requirements specification and design methods because of its mathematical and 
logical principles and the fact that it avoids ambiguity. My first remark was that there is some evidence but not 
much. However if all that is required of the evidence is to show that precision and reliability can be improved. then I 
have to yield. Giving milk and cookies to programmers every morning before they start to work can help them 

. improve the specifications they write. The real question is "Is there evidence that use of formal methods improves 
the precision and reliability of requirements specifications"? As far as I know. there is no such evidence. It is an 
accepted tenet among formal methodologists that use of formal methods does improve the precision and reliability 
of requirements specifications (and from the point of view of a formal methodologist actually doing the work. this 
belief is enough-the perception guarantees the reality). However. I have not seen any experimental verification of 
this claim. If there are any. I would be pleased to hear about it and to be shown wrong. In my own experience. the 
hard problem in requirements engineering is figuring out whal th.e requirements should say and compared to this 
problem. that of obtaining formal requirements specifications from an understanding of the requirements is rela
tively straightforward. There is more on this issue below. 

This same paper anempts to identify the reasons that formal methods are not used in software development. 
It offers the following: 

I. Most systems analysts do not have the skills to develop formal specifications of systems. In addition. the 
skill of identifying abstractions (what to formalize) is not yet something that formal methods experts know 
how to teach. 

2. Some classes of systems are difficult to specify using the present specification techniques; there is no for
mal method that adequately expresses nonfunctional properties such as performance. reliability. and quality 
of user interface. etc. 

3. There is a lot of ignorance of the existence and applicability of fonnal methods. 

4. More effort must be employed to develop support tools that are essential for dealing with specifications of 
large systems. Current specification and verification environments have not been used on large systems yet 
[This is not quite true. but the perception is important]. 

The first and third of these require education of programmers to be different from the start; there is no real reason 
why it cannot have begun a long time ago. Indeed. we have been making the same claim about the need for educat
ing programmers in this way for decades; presumably those of us in academia have been educating progrmruners 
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this way; and the fact that we still press for the same changes in programmer education says that this education has 
failed to have the desired effect. The second exposes some fundamental research problems for fonnal methodolo
gistS. There appears to be relatively little work in these problems. and I do not understand why. It is however. clear 
that these problems are tough and therein may lie the reason that not many are working on them. The preference is 
to formalize what is well understood and these properties are just not well enough understood to be formalized. The 
fourth may not be all that useful. That is. people have been arguing for decades that software engineering needs 
tools and environments. and yet the tools and environments that are supposed to help are not used as much a.<; one 
might expect. Perhaps. the conclusion of those who have used them is that their benefits do not warrant their cost or 
the time spent to learn them. 

11 Some More Bad Formal Methods Papers About the Need for Better Notation 

I have read many a paper which starts off by lamenting that formal methods are not applied to routine 
software development. It observes that one reason is that the current methods are not programmer-friendly and 
shows how difficult writing specifications or verification can be using currently available languages and systems. 
Then it gives a new notation. language. method. system. etc. together with a few toy examples of its use. Then the 
paper ends. I have yet to see a paper following this model evaluate its own notation. language. method. or system 
against the criticism rightfully leveled against others. It is quite clear that the new notation. language. method. or 
system is perfectly clear and easy to use for the author. but I personally find all such new notations. language. 
methods. and systems to be as nonperspicuous as all the others and that I could level the author's criticisms against 
his or her own contribution. The conclusion I come to as a referee is that the author is interested in presenting his or 
her own system and is not really interested in how useful it is; after all. a fonnal system does not have to be useful to 
be beautiful. In a sense. the paper would be better if the contents were presented strictly as a new fonnal system 
presented on its own merits. instead of trying to dress up the work as being useful and therefore acceptable to a 
software engineering conference or journal. 

12 Theory vs. Practice in the Eyes of Practitioners 

The perception of practitioners is that theory lags behind practice. i.e .• that practice has solved more prob
lems and gotten more systems built than has theory. Robert Glass lists topics in which software practice leads 
software theory [Glass94]. These include software design. software maintenance. programming-in-the-Iarge. 
software modeling and simulation. and software metrics. He observes that in one area. specifically user interface 
design. theory has significant contributions to the point that it can be considered as running neck and neck with 
practice. 

Perhaps practitioners are telling us that we are solving the wrong problems. ones that they have solved 
themselves years ago. Perhaps it would be better for us to put our abilities to use to solve the problems that practi
tioners have not solved. 

lt is interesting to compare Glass's list with the list of topics on which the company software engineering 
department head wanted work at the university-industry meeting described above. 

13 Requirements Engineering 

One of my main areas of research these days is requirements engineering. In this section. I attempt to 
describe what I believe are the problems and to indicate why I do not see much help from formal methods. 

In January 1994. I prepared a lecture titled 'The Requirements Iceberg and Various Icepicks Picking at It". 
which showed what I believed were the problems facing people who have to write software requirements. There 
were two pictures in this talk that convey more than two thousand words worth of why I believe thm requiremenL<; 
engineering is so difficult. The first. shown as Figure 1. shows that what a given client representative can tell you 
about the system the client wants is but a tiny fraction of what will have to be specified to have complete 



requirements. Note also the size of the instrument being used by the unhappy requirements analyst. The second. 
shown as Figure 2, shows that I believe that determining what to specify is far more difficult and tortuous than for
malizing it once it has been determined. I do recognize that it is often useful to use the formalization process as the 
driver of questions that are posed to the client. 

Requirements 

Figure I: The Requirements Iceberg 

Meir Lehman identifies E-type software as a software-based system that solves a problem or implements an 
application in some real-world domain [Lehman80j. Once installed. an E-type system becomes inextricably part of 
the application domain. so that it ends up altering its own requirements. Such systems are extremely impossible to 
understand and specify fully. 

Johnny Martin and W. T. Tsai report on an experiment to identify lifecycle stages in which requirement 
errors are found [Martin88]. A user had produced a polished lO-page requirements document for a centralized rail
road traffic controller. Martin and Tsai arranged for ten 4-person teams of software engineers to search for errors in 
this requirements document. The user believed that only one or two errors would be found. Instead 92 errors. some 
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very serious, were found. Worse than that. the average team found only 36.5 of the 92. leaving 56.5 to be found 
later downstream, where it is more expensive to do so. Finally. the most serious errors were found by the fewest 
teams. It is not clear how much formal methods would have helped. My own feeling is that many of the errors of 
total omission would have been missed in a formal specification as well, but it would be worth doing an experiment 
to this effect. This might be a good experiment as to the effectiveness of formal methods. 

Goguen [Goguen94] has observed that it is not quite accurate to say that requirements are in the minds of 
clients; it would be more accurate to say that they are in the social system of the client organization. They have to be 
invented. not captured or elicited. and that invention has to be a cooperative venture involving the client, the users. 
and the developers. The difficulties are mainly social. political, and cultural, and not technical. Thus. social science 
methods are needed. 

Unfortunately, these social science methods. based on an orthodox science approach of formulating a 
theory and then testing empiricalJy the holding of predictions derived from the theory, suffer from the fact that the 
very observation of data affects the data in ways that can invalidate the conclusions. This effect is particularly acute 
in testing hypotheses about social situations because the observation becomes part of the social situation. It is neces-
5.1ry to accept that observation of social situations can affect the results. Goguen offers ethnomethodology as a gen
eral class of methods that accepts this fact and focuses on making observations that hold up even under the fact of 
being observed [Goguen93]. 

For example, the traditional approach of the requirements engineer's interviewing members of the client's 
organization does not expose what people really do, because people cannot describe what they really do very well, 
and direct questioning does not ferret out tacit assumptions very well. because the questioner does not know what to 
ask. Instead. Karen Holtzblatt suggests contextual inquiry in which the requirement engineer becomes a functioning 
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member of the client's organization long enough to blend in and to observe him or herself what really happens and 
to learn about unspoken assumptions the same way that any new employee learns the ropes. 

Goguen also observes that most of the effort for a typical large system goes into maintenance. (The actual 
data reported by David Pamas [Pamas94] are captured by the graph shown in Figure 3.) This. some formal metho
dologists say, is the fault of insufficient effort put into being precise in the early, specification stages of software 
development. However. Goguen believes that "a deeper reason is that much more is going on during so-calIed 
maintenance than is generally realized. In particular, reassessment and re-doing of requirements. specification, and 
code, as well as documentation and validation, are very much part of maintenance .... " Later, he adds. "it only 
becomes clear what the requirements really are when the system is successfully operating in its social and organisa
tional context .... it is impossible to completely formalise requirements ... because they cannot be fully separated 
from their social context." Goguen. in essence, describes precisely the phenomenon ofE-type systems. 
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Figure 3: Growing Percentage of Maintenance Costs 

What does the requirements engineering community think are the problems in requirements engineering? 
Recently, I received a call for papers for the Second IEEE International Symposium on Requirements Engineering 
(RE '95). It asked each submitter to classify his or her paper according to a classification scheme that can be 
obtained by anonymous FrP from the program chair. As I was submitting a paper, I obtained the scheme. It is 
instructive to reproduce that scheme here, because it exhibits what some program committee members consider to 
be the problems of requirements engineering: 

Second IEEE International Symposium on Requirements Engineering 
OFFICIAL SYMPOSIUM CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR SUBMITTED PAPERS 

PROBLEMSOFREQ~MENTSENGINEERING 

Research in requirements engineering can be classified according to the problem(s) being 
attacked. Note that a problem is different from a requirements-engineering task such as elicitation 
or specification. because not all tasks are problematic. and some problems affect many tasks. 
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1. Problems of investigating the goals. functions. and constraints of a software system 
1.1. Identifying client groups and interests 
1.2. Overcoming barriers to communication 
1.3. . Converting vague goals (e.g .• "user-friendliness." "security") into specific 

properties 
1.4. Allocating requirements to the software component of a broader system 
1.5. Understanding priorities and ranges of satisfaction 
1.6. Estimating costs. risks, and schedules 
1.7. Ensuring completeness 

2. Problems of translating goals, functions, and constraints into specifications of software 
system behavior 
2.1. Generating and evaluating alternative strategies for meeting requirements 
2.2. Integrating multiple views and representations 
2.3. Engineering trade-offs and optimizations 
2.4. Obtaining complete, consistent, and comprehensible specifications 
2.5. Checking that the specified system will satisfy its goals, functional needs. and 

constraints 
2.6. Obtaining specifications that are well-suited for design and implementation 

activities 
3. Problems of managing evolution 

3.1. Ensuring that the results of requirements engineering are modifiable and 
maintainable 

3.2. Extending or improving ill-structured systems 
3.3. Identifying and exploiting the common characteristics of a family of systems 
3.4. Reusing the artifacts of requirements engineering 

4. Other (please specify) 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOLUTIONS IN REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING 

Research in requirements engineering can also be classified according to its contribution(s) to a 
solution. Note the implicit assumption that, as software engineers. we can seek to understand 
social factors but we can only hope to influence technical practices. 

A. Report on the state of practice 
B. Analysis of cultural, political. organizational, and economic factors relevant to a problem 
C. Proposed process-oriented solution (an orderly method for making decisions or 

accomplishirig a task) 
D. Proposed product-oriented solution (focusing on the representations used and produced 

by tasks. and algorithmic manipulations of these representations) 
E. Case study applying a proposed solution to a substantial example (for the purpose of 

gaining experience and preparing for a more systematic evaluation) 
F. Evaluation or comparison of proposed solutions 
G. Other (please specify) 

Of the 17 lowest level problems, I personally classify only 5 of them (l.4. 1.6. 1.7.2.3. and 2.4) as being 
technical; the rest are decidedly nontechnical and go into human behavioral issues and how to get thoughts out of 
the minds of the client representatives. I classify the topic of the paper that I was submitting similarly as nontechni
cal. as it goes into the human use of language. I classify none of the contributions as being technical. If formal 
methods are to have a significant impact on requirements engineering beyond being used to write the requirements. 
formal methods will have to come to grips with the 12 nontechnical problems as well. 
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I might add that I found this list to be incomplete. because I could not find a suitable problem classification 
for the subject of the paper I was submitting about scenarios for abstraction identification in the natural language 
text given to the requirements engineer by the members of the client organization. It appears to be incomplete in 
both the technical and nontechnical areas. 

14 Software Evolution 

The theme of this workshop is "Software Evolution". The industrial chief of software engineering that I 
described earlier would agree that software evolution is a critical problem. as she asked us to work on two of its sub
problems. change management and configuration management. Specifically the problem in her company was to 
keep track of relations between modules of programs as they evolve. These evolutions include correcting and 
enhancing programs as well as adapting them to different hardware and operating system platforms. 

Luqi. in an effort to formalize parts of the problem and to identify candidate parts for formal method assis
tance. has wrinen a graph model for software evolution [Luqi90]. Sofware evolution involves change requests 
issued by members of the organization of the customer of a computing system. These request must be reviewed by 
the management of the development organization and if accepted. must be scheduled for implementation by the 
software engineers. 

A key problem is that even small changes can affect functionality and performance in major unforeseen 
ways. Part of management's job is to determine the effects of a change request and to judge whether to allow the 
change on the basis of these effects. In general. the only way to prevent adverse effects of changes is to be fully 
aware of all dependencies between all parts of the software. The number of such dependencies grows exponentially 
with the size of the software. no matter how the size is measured. The problem quickly outstrips our ability to 
manage. even with formal methods. Moreover the determination of the effect of any change on any known depen
dent part is not computable. Luqi points out the "an important practical problem in the evolution of a large system is 
ensuring the consistency of each new configuration. While the certification of semantic consistency involves several 
computationally undecidable problems in the general case, some related consistency criteria based on structural con
siderations can be maintained automatically with practical amounts of computation." She proposes the induced evo
lution step as the embodiment of such automatic maintenance. 

My own personal experience using a tool that exposes parts of a program that are certainly or possibly 
affected by a change is that the tool helps with the easy part, for which I do not need help. and leaves the hmd part. 
for which I do need help, to me. The tool helps find parts related by variables but has difficulty finding parts related 
by computed pointers. (Maybe that's what I get for using pointers!) The tool does not give much help in determining 
the impact of a change on a related part, especially when I cannot see that impact myself. Much work needs to be 
done. 

Finally. a basic flaw in many a configuration management tool is that unless all components and documents 
of the emerging system are controlled by the tool and unless the tool is used consistently and religiously from the 
beginning with no lapse, the missing information can kill the tool's effectiveness. 

The situation for res [Tichy85] is typical. It is built on top of the basic file system and requires progrmn
mers to remember to check out modules to be modified and to check in modules that have been modified. It requires 
programmers to document changes in modules as they are being checked in. If everyone has properly checked 
modules out and in. then res tells progranuners who have modified the same module concurrently to sit and resolve 
the modifications. However. it is too easy to forget to check a module out or in. It is too easy to enter nonsense when 
being forced to enter a description of the changes as a module is being checked in. Finally. res has no way to verify 
the claim that the authors of concurrent modifications to the same module have actually met and written a consistent 
new module. So, here too. the problem is human behavior and not technical. 
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15 Wbat I bad Proposed for the Workshop 

After being invited to the present workshop. I began to think about the problems to' be addressed by the 
workshop and what I might write for this present paper. I thought of most of what was written above. Then. it 
occurred to me that perhaps a different organization might be useful for the workshop. Below is a copy of nonper
sonal parts of a letter that I sent to Prof. Luqi in an attempt to change the direction of the present workshop. 

7 June 1994 

Dear Luqi: 

I have looked at the description of the workshop and have some ideas how it can be made even 
more effective. 

To quote the description of the problem. 

"DoD and the computer industry urgently need software systems that can meet user needs 
effectively and reliably. Fonnal methods that can be partially or completely automated provide a 
fundamental approach to this problem. because they influence the design of languages for 
prograrnming-in-the-large and because of their application to specification and analysis tools. To 
enhance software quality. formal methods should playa more prominent role in the software pro
duction cycle. However. most developers are not using formal methods. and researchers have not 
addressed many of the issues that arise in large scale applications of fonnal methods. 

To remedy this situation. researchers in fonnal methods need to better understand where the 
developers of large software systems need help. Also software developers need to understand the 
benefits of formal methods. and of software tools that apply these methods to practical problems. 
The workshop will assess the practical impact of formal methods and tools. identify gaps between 
the capabilities of fonnal methods and the practical needs of software development. and define 
appropriate research directions. The workshop will also provide an opportunity to share recent 
advances in formal methods and their integration in software development environments." 

It is observed that. "Fonnal methods and tools do not yet adequately support the development of 
large and complex systems. Many research efforts on formal methods have focused on narrow 
parts of the problem. and are difficult to integrate. We have no accurate models of the software 
development process and its relation to internal software structures. Existing models have either 
focused on narrow aspects of the process or have tried to cover the entire software life cycle 
through informal approaches that cannot suppon automation." 

To help remedy the problem. "Presentations given by speakers who are actively involved in 
developing fonnal techniques and tools for different aspects of computer aided software develop
ment will be interleaved with periods for related discussion. Potential topics include the follow
ing: 

[I]. Review the state of the art in formal methods related to the workshop focus and their use: 
What is currently feasible. and what is likely to be feasible in the near future without any major 
breakthroughs? ... 

[II]. Review the problems and barriers faced by software developers in using and integrating for
mal methods in their work: How can fonnal methods help in the software development cycle and 
what are the major problems that need to be solved?" 



I fear that the fonnat implied by the above description will not be as effective as it could be. 

First. let me say that the goal of the workshop. that of identifying ways that formalisms can help 
industrial strength software development. is critical. I also note that you have assembled quite a 
group of leaders in formalisms in software engineering. I am flattered to be considered among 
them. 

I would like to propose that a major focus of the workshop should not be for we researchers to 
describe what we think should be done and what we can do. Rather it should be for we researchers 
to hear what industrial software engineers say are the problems. Perhaps we should spend two of 
the three days listening to a series of invited industry people describe their software development 
problems. what they would like to see solved. and what they believe has a chance of being solved. 
Then perhaps on the third day. we researchers could brainstonn about directions based on what 
we have learned. . 

I could propose a few industrial people. some of whom have had extensive academic experience 
(e.g .• have Ph.D.s or teach in Universities). We could even stick to people from the Bay Area to 
save money and given the industry available. that would not be a severe limitation. I am thinking 
of people such as [list of specific names omitted]. Certainly. others among the invitees' list can 
propose other. even. better people. 

No matter what is decided. I am prepared to participate fully and enthusiastically. 

Sincerely. 
Dan 

Evidently it is too late to change the structure of the present workshop. and this is to be expected. given the large 
amount of work that had already gone into preparing for this workship. I offer this letter as an idea to put into effect 
at the next instance of this workshop. 

16 Conclusions 

This note offers glimpses at what I believe are reasons that fonnal methods are not being used in the 
development of production software. It proposes a modification to the structure of this workshop that will give us 
fonnal methodologists infonnation with which to alter our research directions. 

I strongly believe that people who work in fonnal methods have strong. disciplined minds that are c.'lpable 
of deep. creative thought. It is necessary for these people to use this mental power to solve the problems that are 
there and not the problems that are generated when considering formal methods. 
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Different variations of a software system are usually developed during software evolution. The 
need to apply a common change to each of these different versions is likely to occur during the lifetime of 
the system. It may also be desirable to combine the unique capabilities of two different versions into a 
new version. Because these software systems can be very large, tools that automatically perfonn these 

tasks are desirable. Change-merging provides the capability for such a tool1• 

EVOLUTIONARY PROTOTYPING 

Rapid prototyping is an evolutionary approach to software development that was introduced to 
overcome the following weaknesses of traditional approaches: 

.. I. Fully developed software systems that do not satisfy the customer's needs, or are obsolete upon 
release. 

2. No capability for accurately evaluating real-time requirements before the software system has been 
built. 

Rapid prototyping overcomes these weaknesses by increasing customer interaction during the 
requirements engineering phase of development, providing executable specifications that can be 
evaluated for confonnance to real-time requirements. and producing a production software system in a 
fraction of the time required using traditional methods. Rapid prototyping allows the user to get a better 
understanding of requirements early in the conceptual design phase of development. It involves the use of 
software tools to rapidly create concrete executable models of selected aspects of a proposed system to 
allow the user to view the model and make comments early. The prototype is rapidly reworked and 
redemonstrated to the user over several iterations until the designer and the user have a precise view of 
what the system should do. In this approach to rapid prototyping. software systems can be delivered 
incrementally as parts of the system become fully operational [3]. 

EVOLUTION IN CAPS 

The Computer-Aided Prototyping System (CAPS) is an evolutionary prototyping system designed 
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to prototype embedded, real-time systems [4]. CAPS consists of a set of prototyping tools connected 
together by a graphical user interface. One of these tools is an Evolution Control System that not only 
provides version and configuration control for the software system, but also provides project management 
control in the form of scheduling development tasks and automatic assignment of designers to those 
tasks. In the version and configuration control model for the system. development histories are 
represented using variations and versions. Each variation represents a parallel development history. and 
the versions comprise a series of increasingly accurate approximations to that particular variation. A 
variation/version number of 3.5 for a prototype means that this is the fifth version in the third variation. 

CHANGE·MERGING 

Change-merging is an integral part of the evolution methodology. During evolutionary 
development, multiple variations of a large system are likely to be developed. This can happen when 
independent development teams are working on different aspects of a system, or when alternate possible 
solutions to a problem are explored in different ways. Change-merging will enable these independently 
developed variations to be combined automatically, ensuring that the resultant system is semantically 
correct. with respect to all of the input variations, or it will report all conflicts preventing correct change
merging. This technology encourages the designer to explore multiple solutions to a problem. and to 
spread the development workload in a large project without the need for major efforts to subsequently 
integrate these independent efforts [3]. 

1.2 

1.1 1.3 

2.2 

Figure 1: Change.merging two modified versions of a common base version. 

Change-merging is a process by which significant changes between a base version of a software 
system and multiple modified versions can be isolated and combined into a single program as shown in 
Figure 1. As long as the changes do not conflict with one another. the result will be a program with the 
capabilities of all of the modified versions. Syntax-based change-merging methods like RCS and SCCS 
do this by manipulating text files [6,7]. They cannot provide any guarantee of correctness. however so 
semantics-based methods are needed. 

CHANGE· MERGING IN EVOLUTION 

Software change-merging can be used in several different ways in software evolution. As we 
already stated, it can be used to combine different changes to the same base program. It can also provide 
a way to update multiple existing versions of a program with a change made to the common base version 
as illustrated in Figure 2. In this example. version l.1 is the base. versions l.2 and 2.2 are the modified 
versions. and version 3.2 is the changed base. The result of each of these operations is a modified version 
updated with the common change. It can also be used to check consistency between independently 
developed versions. If a change-merge operation applied to two independently developed versions does 
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not produce a conflict, then the versions are consistent. 

1.2 

Figure 2: Updating multiple modifications with a change to the common base. 

Another possible use of this tecMology is retracting changes from an evolution history. This idea is 
useful if after several iterations of the evolutionary process, the customer decides a feature of the software 
is no longer desired. Using change-merging it should be possible to automatically retract the change as 
long as the retraction does not cause a conflict in subsequent changes. The result of this operation would 
be a version that contains all of the capability in the most recent version of the system, except that 
contained in the retracted change, as shown in Figure 3. 

1 1.1 H 1.2 H 1.3C 1.4 H 1.5? 1.61 

1.3 

1.4 1.6 

1.5 

Figure 3: Retracting an earlier change from a subsequent version. 

This example is designed to illustrate the removal of the change resulting in version 1.4 from 
version 1.5. Since 1.4 is the base version of the change-merge operation, the significant change from 1.4 
to 1.3 is the retraction needed. This retraction must be preserved in the change-merged version. 1.6. 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

We have developed a slicing method for change-merging prototypes written in PSDL, the 
prototyping language associated with CAPS [3]. This method will always produce a correct change
merged version if a conflict is not detected. Future work will include improving the resolution of the tool 
to prevent conflict reporting when no conflict exists, and trying to develop a change-merge method for 
other languages. perhaps Ada. Additional issues that are important for supporting evolution on a large 
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scale include merging changes to system boundaries. module interfaces. and data representations. A key 
challenge is to formulate methods that can construct semantically we11-formed merges in most of the 
cases where solutions exist that are not too far from those present in the versions provided as input. while 
remaining within the limits of practical computation times for large and realistic problems. 
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Things are Awful 

Although it is universally agreed that software is unre
liable and Ialces 100 long to produce. fonnal methods have 
had little impact on the software development process. 
Why is that'] Is it because most fonnal methods do not re
duce time-to-market, but rather add another, time-consum
ing specification and verification phase to the end of the 
process'] ls it because they require specifications to be writ
ten in a logical language that most practitioners find esoter
ic'] Is it because practitioners must then guide a theorem 
prover to find a proof in a frightening logical system with 
an alien notation? 

What's So Good About AMPIDON? 

AMPHION1 is an application of fonnal methods that is 
free of this sort of drawback. 

I. AMPHION is not an after-the-fact verification sys-
tem-it is an automated software composition sys
tem that constructs provably com:ct programs from 
high-level components through deductive synthesis. 

2. AMPHION does not require its users to construet a 
formal specification from scratch-it elicits an intu
itively natural graphical specification gradually via a 
dialogue with a menu-driven user interface, thus 
combining advantages of visual programming and 
structured editors-but at a spc:cification level. 

3. AMPHION does not require its users to guide the 
proof process-it relies on an automatic theorem 
prover that has been tuned to yield accelerated per
formance for software composition. 

1. AMPHION is the son of Zeus who charmed the 
stones lying around Thebes into place by playing 
his magic lyre to build the city's fortress wall. 
2. waldinger@ai.sri.com; visiting from the Anifi
ciallntel1igence Center. SRI International. 
3.lowry@ptolemy.arc.nasa.gov 

Software of Astronomical Complexity 

AMPHION is a domain-independent and language-inde
pendent architecture; it is specialized to a particular appli
cation through an application domain theory. Its first 
application has been to develop software to perform com
putations of the observation geometries for interplanetary 
missions for mission planning and data analysis. That soft
ware is composed from subroutines in SPICEUB,'a JPL sub
routine library wrillen in FOR'JRAN-77. AMPHION is now 
also being appJied to other NASA domains. including 
space shuttle flight planning and the composition of soft
ware for numerical aerodynamic simulation. 

AMPHION is more than a research prototype: it has al
ready undergone substantial testing with planetary scien
tists over a period of six months and is currently 
undergoing further enhancements in preparation for distri
bution to the large user community for SPICE!LIB. The spec
ification acquisition component is easy to learn: users are 
able to develop their, own specifications after only an 
hour's tutorial. Observations over six months indicate at 
least an order of magnitude improvement for specification 
development over manual program development Pr0-
grams which would take the better part of a day to develop 
for someone only casually familiar with the subroutine li
brary can be specified in fifteen minutes' after the tutorial 
introduction to AMPHION. Experienced AMPHION users can 
develop specifications in five minutes for programs that 
would take the subroutine library developers an hour to 
code manually. AMPKlON's program synthesis component 
is robust and efficient, and appears to be the ftfst use in 
practice of totally automatic deductive program synthesis. 
AMPHION synthesizes, from specifications, one- to two
page programs consisting of one- to three-dozen calls to 
SPICELlB subroutines in just a few minutes. In over a hun
dred programs generated by AMPHJON to date for the NAIF 
domain. the CPU time to synthesize a program never ex
ceeded five minutes. 

To illustrate, let's consider a small sample problem: A 
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Figure 1: Diagram for solar incidence angle developed interactively with AMPHION. 

SUBROUTINE SOLAR ( GALILE. AHGLEI I 
Input Parameters 
CHARACTER' (', GALILE 
Output Parameters 
DOUaLE PRECISION ANGLEI 
Function Declarations 
DOUBLE PRECISION VSEP 
Par ... ter Declarations 
INTEGER JUPITE 
PARAMETER (JUPITE • 5UI 
INTEGER GALILI 
PARAMETER (GALIU • -771 
INTEGER SUN 
PARAMETER (SUN • 101 
Variable Declarations 
DOUBLE PRECISION RADJUP 3 
DOUBLE PRECISION E 
DOUBLE PRECISION PVGALI 6 
DOUBLE PRECISION LTJUGA 
DOUBLE PRECISION Vl ( 3 
DOUBLE PRECISION X 
DOUBLE PRECISION PVJUPI 6' 
DOUBLE PRECISION LTSUJV 
DOUBLE PRECISION M3UPIT 3. 3 
DOUBLE PRECISION V2 ( 3 
DOUBLE PRECISION Xl 
DOUBLE PRECISION DV2Vl I 3 I 
DOUBLE PRECISION PVSUN 1·6 , 
DOUBLE PRECISION XDV2Vl I 3 I 
DOUBLE PRECISION V I 3 , 
DOUBLE PRECISION N I 3 , 
DOUBLE PRECISION PN I 3 , 
DOUBLE PRECISION OV2N I 3 , 
DOUBLE PRECISION XOV2N I 3 , 

c 

DOUBLE PRECISION ~V ( 3 
DOUBLE PRECISION X1lXtlV2 ( 3 
nu..y Variable Declarations 
INTEGER DllYlO 
DOUBLE PRECISION DKY20 ( 6 , 
DOUBLE PRECISION DllY60 ( Ii , 
DOUBLE PRECISION DllYlJO 
CALL BODVAJI (JUPIn. 'RADII'. DIIYlO. IUID.1UP I 
CALL SCS~E ( GALlLl. GALlLE. E I 
CALL SPKSSB ( GALILl. E. 'J2000·. PYGALI 
CALL SPXEZ ( JUPIn. E. 'J~OOO·. 'NONE'. GALILl. 

DKY:Z O. LT.:ruGA , 
CALL VEOO I PVGALI C 1 I. Vl I 
X. E - LTJUaA 
CALL SPItSSB ( JUPIn. X. 'nooo·. PVJUPI I 
CALL SPXEZ ( SUN. X. 'J2000·. 'NONE'. JUPITE. 

DllY60. LTSWU I 
CALL BOI»«AT ( JUPITE. X. HJUPIT 
CALL VEOU ( PVJUPI ( 1 I. V2 I 
Xl • X - LTSUJU 
CALL VSUB ( Vl. V2. OV2Vl I 
CALL SPItSSB C SUN. Xl. 'J2000·. PVSUN 
CALL HXV ( IlJUPIT. OV2Vl. XDV2Vl 
CALL WOO C PVSUN ( 1 I. V I 
CALL NEARPT ( XDV2Vl. UD.7UP ( 1 I. 

RADJUP I :2 1.UD.7UP ( 3 I.N. OKY1301 
CAl.]. St1RP'NM ( JIAOJUP ( 1 I. UD.7UP ( 2 I. 

RADJUP ( 3 I. N. PH I 
CALL VSUB ( N. V2. OV2H I 
CALL M1'XV ( IlJUPIT. OV2H. XDV2N I 
CALL VSUB ( V. XDV2N, ~V I 
CALL HXV , KJUPIT, DXDV2V, XDXDV:2 

ANGLEI • VSEP , XDXDV:2. PH I 
1IE'rURH 
END 

Figure 2: SOLAR program generated by AMPHION from Figure 1. 
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planetary scientist working on the Galileo mission to Jupi
ter wants to compute the solar incidence angle at the point 
on Jupiter's surface closest to Galileo-the subspacecraft 
point 

Through a dialogue with the user interface, the scientist 
comes up with the graphical specification illustrated in Fig
ure 1. The figure is geometrically suggestivo-the circle in 
the upper-left comer corresponds to the space-time loca
tion of the sun, the circle at the right to that of Jupiter, and 
so forth. Users can even customize the appearance of items 
in a diagram; e.g., use bitmap pictures for planets. AM. 
PHION'S specification vocabulary for this domain is at the 
level of abstract Euclidean geometry (e.g., points, rays, el
lipsoids, and intersections) augmented with astronomical 
tenns (e.g., photons and planets). Note there is no mention 
of implementation-level coordinate frames, units, and so 
on; except in defining representations for inputs and out
puts. Implementation-level constructs are introduced dur
ing program synthesis. This graphical specification is 
automatically translated to a fonnal problem description in 
first-order logic (augmented with the lambda calculus). Af
ter proving a theorem, AMPHION composes the FORTRAN-
77 program in Figure 2. This program was generated in 96 
seconds on a Spare 2. 

\\'hat's the Trick? 

Automatic theorem provers have been applied to soft
wan: development problems for quite some time without 
havin~ much practical impact. Why has AMPHION been 
able to construct software of a practical level of complexi
ty? 

FIrSt of all, AMPHION does not attempt to build software 
from the primitive instructions of a programming language. 
II IS content to start fr,?m high-level components in a ma
lure ~ohware library. Each component already embodies a 
~ood deal of domain expertise and programming knowl
edFc-AMPHION is merely gluing it together. 

Secondly. AMPHION's theorem prover does not attempt 
10 maintain equal competence in all subject areas. AM· 
PHION invokes the theorem-prover SNARK. which has been 
developed at SRI by Mark Stickel panicularly for applica
uons In software engineering and artificial intelligence. 
SNARK allows us to provide domain-specific control strat
egies. which guide its attempt to discover a proof. For ex
ample. for the planetary astronomy domain SNARK 
employs a special strategy, devised by Thomas Pressburg
er. that would only be appropriate for software composi
tion. This gives it a sense of direction atypical of domain
independent theorem provers. In particular, the strategy 
guides SNARK from abstract, specification-level constructs 
towards concrete. implementation-level constructs. 
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How's it Work? Here's the Skinny! 

The user of AMPHION engages in a dialogue with the 
menu-driven interface, developed by Ian Underwood and 
Andrew Philpot. that elicits the graphical specification; the 
user does not need any prior knowledge of the specification 
language or the software component library. Specifications 
developed with the interface are correct with respect to 
syntax and type. 

Once the user is satisfied with the specification, it is sub
jected to a preliminary semantic analysis that often reveals 
common specification errors. It is then rephrased as a math
ematical theorem, which states the existence of an output 
entity that satisfies the specified conditions. 

The theorem is then sent to the theorem prover. SNARK 
employs a classical first-order logic but is restricted to be 
sufficiently constructive that. in proving the existence of 
the desired output entity, it is forced to indicate a method 
of finding it That method becomes the basis for a program 
to compute the output. which is extracted automatically 
from the proof. 

The proof is conducted in an application domain theory 
that provides the knowledge on which the software de
pends. The specifications of the components in the library, 
the constructs of the specification language, and the prop
erties of the application domain necessary for gluing the 
components together are all represented by axioms in the 
domain theory. This theory also determines the options of
fered to the user by the graphical interface, which is itself 
domain-independent. 

The program extracted from the SNARK proof is in an 
applicative language; it is translated into the desired wget 
language. such as FORTRAN, ADA, or C; in a subsequent 
transformation phase, which is relatively quick and 
straightforward. 

The proof from which the program is extracted estab
lishes the correctness of the program with respect to the us
er's specification, provided the domain theory is accurate. 
For high-assurance applications, one would require that the 
correcmess of the components must also be verified, per
haps by the same process. 

What More Could You Want? 

If a piece of AMPHION-constructed software needs to be 
enhanced or modified. the changes are made at the specifi
cation level. In fact, users have most often found it conve
nient to develop graphical specifications for new problems 
by revising existing specifications for similar problems. 
The abstract graphical notation makes it much easier to 
identify the required modifications than tracing through de
pendencies in someone', code. AMPHION's graphical edit
ing operations facilitate making the changes. AMPHION 



retains a library of specific:a1ions that can be used for the 
purpose of specification reuse and modification. No at
tempt is made to retain the proof or the previous program
the proof process is fast enough so that it may be recon
structed entirely from scratch. In this way there is no dan
ger that in modifying the program we may be 
compromising its correctness. 

Some aspects of the domain theory development and 
extension were relatively straightforward. For example, 
during a visit in September of 1993, the head of the JPL 
group that developed SPICELIB wanted to specify a problem 
involving a new feature that was not yet pan of the domain 
theory: the pole of a planet. In fifteen minutes we were able 
to add in the declarations and axioms to the domain theory 
that were needed, and then demonstrated AMPHION gener
ating a FORTRAN-77 program for a specification involving 
the pole of a planet. We anticipate developing tools that 
will empower domain experts to make such incrementa1 
extensions to a domain theory themselves. 

In the planetary astronomy application, software was 
constructed from a single subroutine library. However, dif
ferent routines would assume different coordinate systems 
or different units of time measurement. The AMPHION user 
could compose these routines and remain completely 
oblivious to differences in representation. This suggests 
that AMPHION may be equally capable of composing soft
ware from diverse machines or environments, even if the 
user is ignorant of discrepancies in representation, languag
es, and ontology of these environments. 
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Design of Languages for Multimedia Applications Development 

1. Introduction. 

Jacob T. Schwartz and W. Kirk Snyder 
New York University Center for Digital Multimedia 

August 1994 

The design of programming languages intended to support the development of multimedia 
applications raises interesting new challenges for the language designer. The multimedia world is 
very different from that contemplated in traditional language design. Images are central data 
objects; video and sound must also be accommodated. Interactivity is a second central issue. As in 
all language design efforts, a key strategic goal is to develop conceptual models of the essential 
semantics of a language's intended application area which are powerful enough to allow the 
designer to 'put it all together'. That is, one aims to design a framework which embodies just the 
right tradeoffs between featureless generality and limiting specificity, in a way which brings 
powerful, intuitive capabilities together in an environment that facilitates their easy use. In abstract 
terms, the multimedia area differs from the would of conventional programming in the greatly 
expanded role of large data objects such as images and sound which need to be 'sculpted' within an 
interactive environment rather than described numerically. The working environment can no 
longer be the simple sort of text editor that suffices for conventional programming; a multimedia 
'Language' must be as much an advanced interactive environment as a conventionally structured 
programming language. Thus both aspects of multimedia authoring tools must be designed 
together. In the multimedia area one must also aim to accommodate large projects and large data 
sets, and to support cooperative work by substantial groups of developers. Multimedia therefore 
challenges the language designer in new ways and is suggestive of ideas unlikely to arise in 
connection with more conventional applications areas. 

The academic world has not yet contributed substantially to this industrially driven area. 
However, a wide variety of commercial tools, embodying an interesting variety of design 
approaches and suggestive of paradigms that need to be refined and generalized, have appeared. 
Some of the most significant of these are: 

(i) Macromind Director. This widely used Macintosh/Windows authoring/animation tool is 
organized around a 'musical score' notion allowing graphics and interaction widgets to be 
constructed using a small, well-integrated set of sculpting tools. The current version 4.0 of this 
system also incorporates a general purpose programming language ('Lingo') which supports 
creation of interactivity via a system of event-handlers. Lingo also supports various standard 
procedural constructs, up to and including elementary list facilities. 

(ii) Visual Basic. This is much more a standard programming language than Director is, but 
nevertheless is organized around much the same event-handler notion as Director. Visual Basic 
provides various significant capabilities not available in Director, e.g. access to full database 
systems and easy linkages to C and to Windows inter-application linking capabilities such as OLE, 
which are apt to be of particular importance in the multimedia world. 

(iii) Many interesting 'elemental' or 'asset preparation' tools, which serve for the preparation 
and organization of images, audio, video. MIDI music, and related fonns of data, have become 
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available to the multimedia applications designer. These include Photoshop (Image preparation), 
Premiere (video editing), lllustrator (graphics), Strata Studio Pro (3-D modeling and animation), 
Sound Edit (Macintosh sound editing), Elastic Reality (Image morphing), Virtus Walkthrough (3-
D modeling tool supporting real-time virtual reality walkthroughs), Pixar Typestry (Specialized 
font-based 3-D animation tool), Streamline (conversion of bitmapped art into line drawings), 
ScreenCam (screen-clip utility), Vision (Midi music development and acquisition), and 
Debabelizer (color palette reconciliation tool). The foregoing list emphasizes commercial 
Macintosh applications; however, many of the same tools are also available in the Windows 
environment. Generally comparable tools are available on other higher-end platforms, e.g. Sparcs 
and Silicon Graphics machines, and on platforms ranging from the mid-range systems on up to 
functionally comparable but higher performance systems which only run on specialized systems 
priced in the $100,000 - $1,000,000 range. 

All these applications are sources of new ideas for multimedia work-environment design. 
A particularly interesting aspect of many of them are the sets of 'widgets' through which much of 
their functionality is made available. 'Widgets' are simple or complex graphic entities which 
respond to user mouse clicks and other gestures by changing their graphical appearance in various 
helpful ways, while at the same time performing associated but invisible data manipulations. To 
take just one interesting example, a significant widget used in 'Director' is its 'score', which 
incorporates some of the 2-D layout of a musical score (but as time versus graphical element or 
'sprite' instead of the time versus pitch and instrument). This widget allows very natural gestural 
representation of many important multimedia collaging and animation operations. 

2. The 'Panel' Language. 

At the New York University Multimedia Center we have recently begun an effort to design 
and implement a new multimedia development language tentatively named 'Panel'. This is much 
influenced by 'Director', but aims at a major strengthening of its capabilities, especially its ability 
to support large educational projects that must incorporate complex simulations and interactivity. 
The remainder of this paper will review various aspects of the design of this system, with 
something of an emphasis on motivations for significant design decisions. One such design 
criterion for Panel is that it be self-describing, in the sense of providing facilities powerful enough 
for easy definition, via a combination of standard programming and gestural description 
('sculpting'), of all the widgets that the language will use. 

(i) The 'Internal' part of the Panel language will be close to an extended version of the SETL 
very high level language. In the presence of the extensions described below, this should support 
complex simulations and interactivity well. However, the language will be extended to support 
various multimedia objects, e.g. sound files, pictures consisting of drawn and bitmapped graphics, 
and video directly. 

(ii) It is assumed that Panel will exist in an operating environment in which other like programs 
may be running. All of these will be able to intercommunicate via a system-maintained set of 
message queues, which will also serve as a source of standard 'events'. 

(iii) It also assumed that Panel will exist in an operating environment which connects it to 
various local area nets and to Internet. This is reflected in the availability of various high-level 
services, e.g. an FT'P service having the form of a function call 
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identifier_atom := FrP ~et(internecfile_name,local_file_name,password) 

which either copies the file located by the internecfile_name into the file located by the 
local_file_name and returns a message of the form 

[transfer_successful, identifier _atom], 

or fails. 
(iv) An object construction. In many cases it is useful during graphic (and other forms of real

time) experimentation to 'attach' some of the constants of a procedure (or more generally an object) 
to graphical widgets (e.g. sliders), allowing them to be varied easily for experimental purposes. 
Panel's internal language will provide a general way of doing this, without restricting the widgets 
used to any specific form. This idea will be supported by one of a small group of related extensions 
to SETL, which we will now outline. These extensions will be realized as extensions to the SETL 
var declaration, namely 

static var v_l,v_2, ... ; pointer var v_l,v_2, ... ; instrumented var v_l,v_2, ... ; 
persistent var v_l,v _2, ... ; 

The meaning of these declarations is explained just below. In some cases variables will be 
declarable with several of these qualifying suffices, e.g. 

static instrumented var v_l,v_2, ... ; 

and so forth. 
The meaning of these declarations is as follows. 

Has much the force of the ALGOL own declaration. 

is relevant for the declaration of instance variables within objects, and states that changes in the 
value of any of the variables listed does not change the logical identity of the affected object 
instance, i.e. does not imply any copy. This in effect suspends the normal SETL insistence on pure 
value semantics, and gives instances of the object containing the declaration 'pointer semantics' in 
regard to the variables declared as pointer var. 

The considerably more novel declaration 

changes the semantics of left- and right-hand occurrences of the variables v_I, v _2, ... , provided that 
they have also been subject to 'procedure assigning calls' using the special built-in function 
secprocedure(v j.lhs,rhs); 
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In this call it is expected that Ihs is either a procedure of one argument or some other value, and 
that rhs is either a procedure of zero arguments or some other value. Moreover, in the presence of 
the declaration and of the call shown, right hand occurrences of v ~ are treated as occurrences of 
the construct that would otherwise have to be written as 

if is_procedure(rhs) then rhsO else v ~ end if. 

Likewise left hand occurrences of v ~ := x are treated as occurrences of the construct that would 
otherwise have to be written as 

if is_procedure(1hs) 
then lhs(x); 
if rhs = OM then v ~ := x; end if; 

else 
v~:=x; 

end if; 

Thus to assign a right-hand procedure to a variable v that has been declared instrumented one 
simply sets rhs equal to the procedure; and then to 'freeze' the value one executes 

procedure freeze(v,lhs); -- the Ihs will be retained 
secprocedure(v,OM,OM); 
v:= rhsO; 
secprocedure( v ,lhs,OM); 

end freeze; 

similarly for the left-hand side. 

The declaration 

makes a simple form of persistent storage available in conjunction with the present SETL 'library 
and package' system. This declaration should occur within a SETL package or package body 
declaration, e.g. in the form 

package my _pak; 
persistent var v_l,v _2, ... ; 

end my_pak; 

The associated package body mayor may not contain additional code. 
In the presence of this declaration any changes in the values of the variables v_I, v _2, ... made 

by a program that uses the package, e.g. by a program 

program my_prog; 
use my_pak; 
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end my_prog; 

is written (at program exit, but not before, and in particular not if the program aborts before exit) 
to the library file housing the package, making these values available for subsequent use by any 
programs that subsequently use the package. This creates a convenient facility for storage of large 
multimedia objects by edit programs that can create them, followed by retrieval, as 'resources', by 
applications that need them. 

Widgets. 

Panel will represent widgets procedurally, specifically by procedures which can also access 
and display graphic elements using the standard primitives and conventions described below. 
(Note however that in favorable cases it will be possible to compose these procedures very easily 
from lower level routines using auxiliary widgets.) Any widget must therefore have some way of: 
(i) acquiring, and then accessing, all the data needed to define any graphic object or objects which 
it will display; 
(ii) receiving notification of the events to which it must respond. 

The widget will of course be an object instance 01, and for (ii) we simply propose that all 
widgets must support a method OI.react(event), where 'event' is a standard form event message 
representing the events acknowledged by the system, e.g. mouseDown, mouseUp, mouseRoll, 
c1ockTick, keyDown, etc. It is then the responsibility of the widget to respond appropriately. 

In regard to (i) we note that, when ready to run, the widget can store all the PIer and other 
data it needs in a set of persistent variables of the widget class. To set these variables initially, the 
widget should provide a method 

ini tialize(file_name); 

which receives a binary file name as parameter, reads the corresponding file to find all the 
subsequently persistent data it needs, and installs this data in the appropriate persistent variables. 
Note that this 'initialize' procedure only needs to be called when the widget design has been 
changed; at other times the widget will find all the graphic and position data it need in a set of 
persistent variables attached to an appropriate one of its defining packages. 
Conventions for Event handling in widgets; Hierarchically Designed Widgets. 

It will often be effective to construct widgets hierarchically, out of subwidgets which are 
themselves constructed out of sub-subwidgets, till at the bottom level only simple graphic elements 
need to be constructed. The following issues need to be faced in this connection: (i) How to get the 
graphic appearance required, and in particular how to arrange (and possibly resize) the separate 
widgets in appropriate geometric relationship to one another; (ii) How to transmit the events to 
which the widget must respond to the subwidgets which will actually generate the response. As to 
generating widget-associated graphics we propose that a procedural approach be regarded as basic. 
I.e. a widget, on receiving the parameters p_l , .. ,p_n needed to define its graphical appearance, will 
use them to make whatever top level calculations are necessary, following (or during) which it call 
recursively on everyone of its subwidgets, each of which will return its own representing graphil.:. 
(As explained in more detail in the following section, each such 'graphic' is actually a tree of 
graphic images with their 'inks', each such image being logically resident in its own bitplane, until 
the ultimate combination of all of them into a final image to be displayed to the user.) These 
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graphics will then be moved to their appropriate relative positions and a vector of graphics 
returned. 

Each widget is also obliged to support a Ol.react(event) call. For hierarchically structured 
widgets, the skeletonized structure of this 'react' procedure will be approximately as follows: The 
top level widget code will decide procedurally which of its subwidgets is actually to handle the call. 
It will then initialize for the call, next execute the call, and finally respond in appropriate manner 
to any values returned by the call. 

The weakness, yet at the same time a strength, of this approach is that it makes each top 
level widget responsible for deciding, in some unspecified procedural manner, which of its 
subwidgets should respond to each incoming event and how each such subwidget should see the 
event. It is however easy to suggest conventions which 'decentralize' this decision making in a 
standard, intuitive, and convenient way. Specifically, we can agree (for 'ordinary' widgets, not 
necessarily for all) that mouse events (which normally are mouseUps, mouseDowns, and 
MouseEnters) are always routed to the frontmost non-disabled (hidden) bottom-level graphic, in 
the back-to-front order in which we will always arrange graphics (see below for additional detail), 
at the point of the mouse event. (A MouseEnter event takes place when the cursor crosses a region 
boundary; the nominal place of the event is the place of this crossing). It is then the responsibility 
of the frontmost graphic object receiving the event to respond to the event, and no other object will 
respond unless this object either has no handler for the event or if its handler decides to pass the 
event along (a primitive operation is provided for this purpose.) 

On the face of it this convention only allows handlers to be associated with bottom-level 
graphics, not with composite graphics composed hierarchically out of lower level elements. 
However, if one wants to associate some action with one or more higher level entities, it is only 
necessary to cover the full geometric extent of each of these with a transparent graphic. This can 
respond, and then pass the event through to the widget's subcomponents for additional processing 
if more needs to be done. 

Since the graphic environment we propose (described below) is one in which each 
graphical object is nominally written to its own graphics plane (before these are all combined into 
one image by a the system's 'rendering engine') it is easy to set up this association. The routine that 
draws graphics can be supplied with a triple of handler routines for each graphics plane, each of 
which should also be marked with the extent of the graphic it contains (as a 'region' represented in 
some suitable condensed format, so that the sensitive portion of a graphic can be of arbitrary 
shape.) The draw routines in total then need to write this information, in some standardized form 
(say as a map from image plane number to sensitive region and handler tuple) to a variable 
accessible to the event interpreter for the widget. This interpreter can then search this data structure 
to determine the handler to which the event should be dispatched. 

Here as later we meet a structuring convention which seems highly acceptable in the sense 
that most ordinary screen interaction management conforms to it, and also in the sense that it can 
be evaded when necessary just by placing a transparent cover over the whole screen which can 
respond in any fully procedural, non-standard way desired. 

More Details Concerning the Panel Graphic Environment. 

This section give more details of the Panel graphic environment by spelling out some of the 
conventions that the crucial objects used in this environment must satisfy. A central aim of our 
design is to make it easy to create both highly procedural graphical objects (which are useful for 
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creating all kinds of screen widgets) and collages of simple, non-interactive picture-like objects. 
That is, we want it to be easy both to attach images (via an appropriate degree of sculpting) to 
procedures written as code of ordinary form, and to sculpt relatively static, Director-like collages 
of images and text. A related aim is to ensure that all the sculpting widgets used in the Panel 
implementation can be constructed using the set of draggable graphic objects provided by Panel 
itself. A third aim is to ensure that the collection of graphical objects provided can be extended 
indefinitely by adding high efficiency, C-written implementations of new graphic primitives as 
these are invented. 

Toward these ends, the following conventions are proposed: 

(i) An inked color bitmap placed at a specific (x,y) position on a graphic plane is called a 
placed picture. Since Panel's render routine will deal just as well with nested tuples of such objects 
as with simple placed pictures, we will sometimes use the term 'placed picture' to refer to what, 
strictly speaking, are nested tuples of placed pictures. 

(ii) Placed pictures will always be generated from image objects. Each such object 0 must 
support a standard parameterless method O.gecimageO, which returns a nested tree of tuples 
whose bottom level elements are placed pictures. The data internal to these objects can be 
manipulated by additional calls, whose details can vary from object to object. Changing the internal 
data of 0 will normally change the value of O.geCimageO. 

In addition, each image object 0 must support a method O.getjrameO, which produces 
some appropriate form of simplified graphical representation (a 'drag frame') of the true image 
produced by O.gecimageO. The image returned by O.geCframeO should be simple enough to 
allow dragging in real time, but should represent O.gecimageO faithfully enough to suggest its 
eventual shape and position clearly. (A familiar example is the use of 'dotted boxes' to represent 
rectangular bitmaps and windows while these are being dragged.) If O.gecimageO can be 
calculated in real time, it is best for O.geCframeO to be identical to O.gecimageO. 

(iii) Image objects are required to be translatable, in that they must have a standard secposition 
method: 
Ol.secposition(x,y) 
The screen image of 01 which 'render' produces immediately after a call Ol.secposition(x,y) 
should relate in the appropriate geometric way to the screen image of 01 immediately after a call 
Ol.secposition(x',y',) with different parameters. 

(iv) The required O.gecimageO call should actually return a bit more information than just 
a placed picture; namely information that can be used to optimize the 'render' routine which 
composites any tree (or sequence of trees) whose bottom level elements are placed pictures into an 
overall screen image. Ignoring these optimization considerations for the moment, we can describe 
the workings of 'Render' as follows: 

(a) Walk the tree (or sequence of trees) in left-to-right order, converting its collection of leaves 
into a linear sequence of leaves, each with an [x,y] position, and with an ink. 

(b) Starting from a background of known color, apply the inks separately in each image plane, 
to calculate an overall image I. 

(c) assemble all of these images I into a single screen image. 

Like all 'structuring' conventions in programming languages, the graphical conventions just 
outlined restrict the generality of the system being designed in order to make it more intuitive and 
simplify its use. Conventions of this sort succeed if the freedom they give up is undesired in most 



cases because the structures they create generally lie close to the paths that even an unconstrained 
design would actually take. The specific conventions outlined imply that the Panel graphic 
environment must always be viewed as an ordered sequence of 2-D graphical objects seen in some 
back to front order and subject to various quite general rules of translucency. This is a convention 
used comfortably in may 2-D graphics systems including Director, an moreover the limitation of 
flexibility that it seems to imply is easily overcome since it allows an entirely general graphic, e.g. 
a 3-D animation projected down to two dimensions for screen display, to be written any of the 
graphic planes superimposed to make the final image seen by the user. 

We construct the sequence of graphics to be superimposed by 'Render' ass a tree rather than 
a simple sequence in order to give the graphic environment a fully recursive character. This allows 
nested graphic structures of arbitrary complexity, e.g. complex subwidgets of even more complex 
widgets, to be returned by recursive construction routines which can regard them as graphic 
totalities. 

Efficiency considerations. 

Rendering of any particular image object may either be efficient enough to be pleasantly 
immediate in real time, or less efficient. As inefficiencies mount one goes from situations in which 
the rendering takes a few seconds to situations in which rendering operations run for hours or days. 
If some comprehensible representation an image object can be rendered in a few tenths of a second 
as its parameters vary, the object is usefully 'draggable' by the mouse, as above. Even ifthis is not 
the case, when simple sequences of images are wanted they can be generated off-line and then 
turned into static arrays of pictures. As in the rendering of morphs or of a 3-D fly-through into 
QuickTime movies, this may expand a small amount of data into a very large data mass, which is 
one of the reasons why static rendering is undesirable if it can be avoided; another reason is that 
multidimensional (rather than I-dimensional) interactivity is lost. 

Some Examples. 

To gain confidence in the broad utility of the 'frontmost object responds' convention 
proposed above, we will now outline the way in which various well-known widgets and 
subwidgets can be constructed using this convention. 

Buttons are very simple: they are just graphics with associated response routine. Buttons 
(like check-boxes) which change their appearance when clicked simply need to substitute one 
graphic for another and redraw the screen. Groups of radio buttons are merely buttons anyone of 
which may which change appearance when some other button in the group is clicked. 

Simple menus can be represented either as a graphic sensitive to mouseRoll events (so that 
the usual 'highlight bar' can move along with the mouse to indicate the current selection), or as a 
graphic covered by a transparent graphic consisting of mUltiple rectangles, one such rectangle 
covering each menu line, with omitted, I-pixel wide strips separating them, so as to generate 
mouseEnter events whenever the cursor moves between menu lines, allowing the highlight to be 
shifted as necessary. To get the standard Macintosh menu action, in which the menu remains 
visible even when the cursor leaves it (but disappears when the cursor enters the menu bar), a 
transparent graphic covering the whole screen should be placed immediately behind the menu (as 
usual, we assume that any widget has been moved (or copied) to frontmost position whenever it is 
active.) The presence of this transparent 'cover' prevents other items present on the screen from 
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reacting as long as the menu remains open. 
User drag gable graphics (2-D sliders) are graphics sensitive to mouseRoll.events, which 

record the position of the mouse when first clicked and then continually reposition themselves to 
maintain a fixed position relative to the mouse. Like menus, draggable graphics should place a 
transparent cover across the whole screen, since they may need to recapture the cursor if it has 
move out of them between successive mouse roll events. When employed as a drag handle attached 
to some more complex object, they may not only move their own positions but also change the 
appearance and position of other graphics. Draggable graphics can also record the history of their 
own motion in some auxiliary data structure available to other procedures. 

I-D sliders, rotating knobs, graphic trackballs, etc. are much like 2-D sliders, except that 
they position themselves in some graphically constrained way involving a simple or not-so-simple 
calculation based on mouse position. 

Graphic objects which need to respond to all clicks sufficiently near their extent can simply 
cover themselves with a slightly larger transparent graphic defining this sensitive region. Groups 
of objects which need to respond differently depending on which object is closet to the point of 
click can cover the whole area to which the group is sensitive with a single transparent graphic, 
which can then respond by passing the event on to the closest object in the group. 

A s.tandard paint window consists of a primitive color bitmap with an invisible draggable 
graphic (the 'brush', 'eraser', 'paint bucket', etc.) of selectable shape (and possibly other attributes) 
which modifies the bitmap in some specified way when dragged over it or clicked on it. 

Text with hotwords consists of text graphically expanded by use of appropriate fonts, 
stylings, and color conventions in which the collection of words marked 'hot' is covered by a 
collection of rectangles (probably grouped into a single 'broken rectangle') whose position and 
geometry is derived automatically from the string contents and styling of the text. Each 'hotmark' 
should then carry an indication of the code to be invoked when the hotword is clicked. The 
superimposed broken rectangle will respond via a case statement in which all these code fragments 
are grouped together. 

The availability within Panel of powerful means for constructing widgets of the 
sophistication outlined above will tend to give Panel programming a somewhat different flavor 
than that typical for Director programming. Often, where Director uses mUltiple successive or even 
separated screens, Panel will instead display a widget of changing appearance against a static 
background. For example;a Jumping' text widget, which displays successive marked sections of a 
continuous text too large to be appropriate for single-screen display may be seen against a fixed 
background, or 'reveal-and-conceal' text which covers marked parts of itself with translucent 
rectangles may be used. This will give Panel programming something of the flavor familiar from 
Hypercard, though of course all the resources of Director will also be available. 

Construction by Pure Sculpting. 

Whenever the layout and appearance of an hierarchically structured widget is not too 
elaborately variable or repetitive construction by pure sculpting may be a feasible alternative. To 
convince ourselves of this, we have only to propose sculpting conventions capable of defining and 
collaging the basic graphic elements and relationships mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. 
Sculpting operations can use a set of simple auxiliary tools, somewhat resembling the columns of 
the Director 'score', to support a useful kind of 'layered' subwidget construction. We will call these 
tools 'layer columns', and imagine them to have the appearance shown in Figure 1 below. Such 



layer columns are used to arrange the subwidgets of a hierarchically constructed widget in back
to-front order. As shown in the figure, the parts of a layer column are its header (which assigns it 
a string name), followed by successive rows designating its parts. Each part has an optional part 
name (if this is left blank, a number is used instead), a visibility indicator (used during editing, to 
hide parts so as to avoid clutter), a subhierarchy-open indicator) to hide and show the naming 
details of subobjects, and a subwidget name, which must either indicate that the part is a primitive 
widget of some kind or must be identical to the Column name of some other column in the 
hierarchy being constructed. An auxiliary 'cast' widget showing helpful thumbnails is assumed to 
be available; as primitive widget components are constructed, by painting or in some other way, 
they are assigned positions in this cast. To begin constructing a hierarchical widget using 'layer 
columns' one opens one or more such layer columns, gives each of them a unique identifying name, 
and then installs the needed primitive widgets into them. As in Director, this is done by clicking on 
an unoccupied row in a layer column to identify it, and then dragging the desired primitive from 
the cast to some desired position on stage. Bottom level layer columns will consist entirely of 
primitives; higher-level layer columns will reference lower level columns, introduced into them by 
clicking on an unoccupied row in the higher-level column and dragging the desired lower-level 
object on stage, using a drag starting in its name field. Interaction with the parts of widgets makes 
use of the 'frontmost active object' responds convention described above, and of a Director-like 
convention for assigning code blocks to the mouse events to which graphic objects will ordinarily 
be sensitive. 
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To (:mupose la.rg(: sea.le ~;oftwarc: them has to he a.gre:mmmt. ahout. tlu: tm'lus, sim:(: our modds 
depmul on sYlllholil: linkages among the (:om}>oneuts. In modestly-shmd systems, we im
plil:itdy eouut. OJ1 S11(:11 an agreelUent. Within a H}>m:ifi(: doma.in tm'lIlH are: indued likdy to hu 
c:oJlsistmut, so that. sp(:dfil:atiom; (:iUl he: de:vdop(:d from English (or other nil.tural) langllag(: 
SOllree: dO(;1JIUmlt.s. When (;omhim:d with a (:o}wrmlt framework we: have tlw lUuh:rpinniIlgH 
for a DOJlliull-Spe<:ifi<:-Softwaro Ar(:hitm:tlU'(: (DSSA). In this ahstra(:t we: propOHe (:xtmuling 
(:om:(:pt.s llsed in ohje:f:t.-hasml stnu:tural algebras and DSSA r(!Snardl to a lmowlmlgll-luumd 
algehra, suit.ahl«: for (:olllposing largor systml1s that Hpan multiplo dormunH. 

TIu: prim:ipal uIH!rations in t.lw illgehras are Himple and provide for tmll:c:tinn from tlu: 
ohjm:t.1'l ill the soun:o domain sluu:e mu11)ladng thom into now douuunH that mpr(!Smlt tlw 
illfuruw,t.iou Il(!(:dml for Uw (:oJUpm;od rl:tmlt.s. 

1. BACKGROUND 
Divid(!-aml-couq1H:1' is iUl m;smltiill apprmu:h in s(:imu:e and tm:llIlology, a.nd in larg(: software: 
syst.eJUs as wdl. EiU')Y Iluulifestations of division of tasks in softwa.re won: sdc:ntifi(: suhroutine 
Iihraric:s, silH;o t.heir dc:v(:lopuumt mid evaluation n:quirml UIU:OIlUllon rigor. Tlu!Se lihrnri(!S 
gmw to (!JH:OIllpass stat.ist.i(:;ll pr()(:edun!S SAS [Ros(::83j, lUul sp(!(:iali1.ml Iilmui(m H(lrve div(lI1W 
doma.ins as plmu:t.a.ry navigation NASA [A(;tou:93] ;uul Grn.phi<:;ll Us(lr Int(lrfiu:(!S. Todny 
(;oulIfwr(;i.ll firms or fUIldml servi(:e agmu:i(!S provide JIlOHt of sud. 1i1mui(!S. 

All altel1mtive approa.c:h is the devc:lopuwut. of piu:kag(!S, whidl an: not intmulc:d to lu: 
iJlt.(:gmt(:d iIlt.o larg(:r suit.es. TIm'l(l wen: illso popular in the statisti(:ill domnill, as BMD 

[DixOIl:69], hut Imve heml hU'gdy sllpphultml hy (:mupoHnhle routines, whidl ullow the: nppli
cat.ioJl of st.atist.ie.'i t.o a vari(:ty of applieat.ioll domains. 

III t.his ahst.ract. W(: c:oJlsider t.lu: (:mlstI1u:tioll of softwiu'(: from autoIlomoUS Jlwduic!S, 
Jlwgal'mgnllJlluillg [Wic:deriwld:92]. W(: refer to tlw s(:ope of autonolllous modules us tlHlir 
domaill, ami to t.lw t.(:l'ms us(:d to d(:s(:rilw itmns iUld their rc:latiollships in a dOllluin us their 
dmuaiu ontologies. Whil(: the tel1us ill dUlse ontologim; arc: often only Jlumipu)at(:d in paper 
fOlll1 or p(:rlmps iL<; IDEF [Loomis:87] do(;uIll(!I1t.s: we h(:liev(l t.hat the (:ontmlb~ of OIlt.O)Ogi(:tl 
WiUTiUlt.S forlllal lJuuliplllat.ioll if rdinhh: systellls m'e to 1m (;OIllI)()H(:d. 



2. DOMAIN SPECIFIC KNOWLEDGE 
Ohj(:d. t(:dlllology has hlmmuwd due to the iIU:orporation of tmma.ntit:s within the unitH that 
the Hoft.wal'l: mld retrieval stl"tl.tegieH dmu with. The ddinitiollH that make retrieved objm:tt; 
t:oJwrmlt. are partit:ui;u' to a spe<:ifi(: appli<:atioll area and itH domaill. The f()(:uH of msmm:h 
in DmIlain-Spm:ifit:-SoftwiU"l:-Ar<:hitedm'e (DSSA) lul.H heml the n.<:qUiHitiou of knowledge in 
a spm:ifie clmnailJ, A working definition of a domain is ml area of tH:imu:e or prodm:tH whem 
tlwn: is a (:omIllon olJtology Gl'lher:93]. 

Having a (:01l111lon ontology mmhlm; (:ollahoratorH to work together with minimal riHk 
of mitmndmnt.muling (mdl oUwr. When (:o1l1putm' systmmi are lUmd aH the iutermediari(:t; in 
(!oUahorat.ive work, the need for a (:mlllnon ontology iH even greater hm:allHll many of the (:1UlS 
t.hat. exit;t in fa'(:(l-t.o-faee interH.{:tion, the raiH(l(i eyehrow, the waudering of attmltion, ut(:., 
(:mlllot he pert:<livml hy mw's pmtner. 

The ardlit.e(:t.uriu a .. o.;pm:t of a DSSA apprmu:h iH that., OIU:e mumgh kuowl(l(ige lul.H hllml 
ganwrmi ahout. a H}Hl(:ifit: domain, the Ohj(l(:t. dassl:t; (:an h(l defined and pliu:ed in un O}Hlr
ational rdationHhip t.o (mdl otlHlr [Hiuid()(:k:94], Within a d01l1aiu, we il.HSU1I1(l (:ousistmu:y, 
uamely, t.hat. t.lHl t.enus IIU:;).I1 the smll'e thing, i.e., refer to the identi<:iu ohjm:t instmu:l:t; 
[Wi(:derhold:91], and ha.ve the tiil.IJHl relationship. 

3. DOMAIN DIFFERENCES 
Having defined domains hy their intenml (:onsist.llIU:y, W(l must uow (!ousider tlHl (:ll.H(lS whem 
H1H:h (:mlsist.llIu:y dOllS uot hold. FiInt of iill, differmlt dOIIUWUi will (:01lHid(lr diff(lrtmt ohj(l(:ts. 
Differeut. dmuaiuH art: likllly to have differmlt ontologillS. TlulSe diff(lr(lIU:llS (:l1.U 1m simply 
due t.o differ(llU:(lS in naming aud st:opu, hoth with r(lHpm:t to tlm IUUI1(:t; iuul H(lIIUUlti(;t; of 
Jlwt.a-iuformatioll ahout attIilmtllH that appear iu tlm sdulIIlil. iuul the llil.IlUlS mui HmlUmti(;t; 
Umt. applliU' as values ill tlUl (:outeut of a datalul.Hll: 

1 Naming att.rihlltll items diffemntly, ThiH iH (:01I1IIlOU, hut iLltio the (lil.HitlSt iIU:OIlHis
t.llIu:y to resolvll. A (lXampltl of thiH type ()(:(:UrH when mnploY(l(lS ure IUuIlmi iu till: 
payroll domain EMF mId iu the personnel domaiu PEOPLE. A simple table (:ml b(l 
llsed to support the desired 1Imtdl ~u1(l bring the iufonllatiou tog(~tlUlr .. 

2 S(:OIHl differmu:es m'(l 1I111(:h mom inHidious, iLIul Imvll to b(l det(~nniIUld by (:out(mt 
awuYHis. The personnel domaiu my indud(l ilssigI1(~(lS from other im;titlltious, who 
are not. list(:d in payroll. The Payroll may iIu:lude support for Htlldeut hmlllfitH for 
empioY(l(:'H t:hildreu, hut t.hose t:hildrml im:, nppropriatly, uot liHt(ld in personnel. 
llesolut.iml requires estahlishing, validating, iLud pr()(:essiug of 1,1l(lS. These nlleH 
t:all refm' t.o variahles iu tlw domain that ~ll'(l uot hil.Hi(: to the domain int(lrHm:tion. 

:l Elll:odiug differllIU:es of vahHls ill'(l (:UIIlIl10n as well. When IlllIl1h(~rs iU'e lIsed, a 
cOlllven;ioll call he est.a.hlislwd wit.h a fOllllula, say meter = foot/O. 305. More 
t:OlllpitlX iU'(: differmu:(ls in dat(ls mld idmltifimn, say ssn with or without. layph(~nH, 
lien: l1Ih:s havl: t.o h(l int.nHhu:ml as well, hut wheu (lJu:odingli m'(l irr(!glllar, for in
st.aln:(: stock-codes, tahleH have to 1)(: introdm:ed, Tahl<lS dmiling with iIlSt;UU:(lS of 
values ()(:t:uring iu datahases l"el}uim ougoing maintmuuu:e. We (:~m hope that pr~u:
t.i(:iU illt.eroperat.iou provides feedhat:k whidl (lVllIlt.ually will mu:ourag(l (:olu!rmu:e 
muoug domaius, 

'1 At.t.riimt.(! scopes iU"l: often suhje<:tiv(:, Tllll tenll hot Im.o.; a. diff(lrllIlt. mmuling ill 
I.he weather domaill thml t.he truck-engine or truck-cargo doumillH. If hot 
weather l:au dft:d. t.he truck-engine l!Xpert. knowledge is Jleml(!d to mak(l tim 
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lillkag(:. Diffm·t:m:t:s ill st:o}>e lead to diff(:rmu:m, iu rd(:renc:ing, whic:h nmk(:H their 
resultioJl y(:t mort: (:ritic:al. For (:x~ul1ple, hoth patients lUul nurses ur<: 8uhHnts of 
people, hut their roles in a hospital are quit(: distinc:t, HO that it would lu: 1Ulwitm 
';0 (:reate gmwralhmd people ohje<:tH lUul mu:apsuIat(: all thu diff(:rmu:(:8 iutunmlly. 

No (:mlt.ral ()rgmli~atiou (:iUl r<:Ho}ve all tlw8e cliffert:Iu:<:H, they r(!(llrim kuowlmig(: ahout tIm 
som·(:.: dumaius and their iut(:nw(:t.iou. 

Tlw difft:rmu:es eIllU1wratml ahove eml malw a ouc:(Huul-for-all iutugrntiou of diHtinc:t 
doma.iu iuf(!i1.'iihle. A dywunh: (:apahility is (:ss(mtial if we wish to ~u:hiev(: nsso<:intiv(: n.c:(:(~ to 
1I11lItiplc: domains, siIH:e the trmIHfonnations n:quir(:d to ndrievc: optiIl1i~ntioIl 1Il1lHt IIUliutnin 
tlu: (:on-ec:t S(:IIliUlt.i<:S. For instmu:(:, tIm PENGU1N HystmIl (:0I1HtnlC:ts ohjm:ts us ncmd(:d out 
of rdatiolla.l da.t.a.hi1."U~, giVUIl a stJ1u:tllrallI1odd of (:oullm:ting mfer(:I1(:m~ [Banm]ou:91]. 

4~ DOMAIN MERGING 
Tlwre mot: suv(!rnl nppr()a.du~ to dualillg with Inrildillg (:oUlpoKed olltolugi(~ fr01ll ciuumiuK 
that. lULV(! out.ologi(:al differ(:IU:(:';: 

1 Aggr(:gat.u t.hu t.erms ii·OUl all rd(:v~ult Olltologi(:s, give thell1 to a. (:uII1urittm:, lUul 
ask thmu to prc:par(: d(:fillitiolls that are m:m:ptahIc: to all. Wlwn tim defiIritioI1H 11m 
(:omp1c:tdy dO(:mlwIltml, rdease the d()(:llIlWl1t mul (!Xpe(:t that nIl pjlrti<:ip~ults will 
adjust. t.heir usage to (:oufol"Ill to the defiuitions. 

2 ASSllUW that t(:nl1s lUat(:h, mul wluUl misII1a.tdu:H nr(~ dis(:uv(:f(:<l, IImIm tIm tl~nl1H 
distilld, t.ypil~uly hy pmfixing thmu with Houn:n or domain idmltifi(:f. This is tIm 
apPl"o;}.c:h l1S(:<1 hy UMLS [Hmuphreys:92]; Hll the: HOllr(:(~ nrc: Inhdml to IJm]m H1I<:11 
distiJ1(:tiom; nasy, lUul hy CYC, wlwm mi(:ro tlu:<Jri(:H (:ILll (:IU:lLPH11ln.t(: diif(:f(:Jw(:H 
[Lmmt.:90]. Over timn: tlw pr()(:(~:H of Hluuil1g of infonllutioJl mu:ouragml hy tIm 
availahility of the joint ontology will (~l.\lS<~ (:UIlV(:fgml(:(~ of Jlu:u.nings, lutlumgh (:0-

lu:rmu:e C:iLn Il<:v(~r hc~ ~1.C;Sllrc:c1. 

3 Assnuu: t.hat. t.enUH J1(:vc~r I1U:;Ul tlw mUlw tlring 11111<:88 mcpli(:itly instnu:tml. Su<:h 
illst.r1U:t.iUIU;, c:Iu:odml ~1.'i 1111ltc:JU1Jg nu(!.'i, fonn n. kIlowlc:dgc}-lulH(! to h(: I1uLlmg(!(1 
hy c:ollahorators from two or more dmIUl.iJIH. No n:Htri(:timlH ure iIl1p()s<~d OJl the 
(:vollltiou of loc:al t(:nl1S withiu n. domain. T(:nns thn.t lLre (:ov(:rml hy I1mtdliug nllc:H 
fonn a IWW, st:<:uud lay(:r n.hstrad outology. Higlu:r u.h8tru.c:t luy(:rs (:lUl he <I(:fil1<:<1 
n:c:nrsivt:iy, h:;willg llllIumdml ahstnu:t t(:1"1118 lc)(~u ill tlmir nhstnu:t layer. 

We: fm:m; here: Oil Ute third alt(:nmtive. 

5. An Example for Limited Domain Sharing 
A JIIuH.i-dolllaiu algdml. needs tiu: kuuwledg(: ahout. Um doumius, s}>(:dfi(:ully ahout. the s(}
lIIf1.ut.it:s of Un: illt.mnc~<:tillg t.m"llls. 

W(l will ilhu;1.ra.t.e the (:mu:c:pt with a. Himplc: (:xiUuplc:: 
S DOll1aiIl S is of l;1uH: st.()1"(:H, with ohje<:ts ~Ui I;}U":S to he: sold~ (:llHt.()lI1erH~ thdr fm!t, 

~alt:s pc:opit:, Imsim:ss 1()(:atiuI1s, iUul suppliers. 
F DOIUa.iu F is of sho(: fac:tories, with shu(:s Imiug procim:ml, h1."t.s, I1mt(~riu.lH lUi Ic:a.tlwr, 

ghw, muls, ~ulCl thn:ad, suppliers for tim nmtc:rial: mllpluym:H, IUld prod1l(:tiull I1ln
dlillery. 

III urd(:r to (:rc:at.c: au iufolllmtiol1 system tha.t. (:mnhiIH~ data. from hoth, it is not neC:(~6a.ry 
lo uu:rg(! hot.h the S ~ulCl F olltologi(:s c:oIllpl(:t.eiy. Gnly t(:nl1s n.loug their c:oIlum:tioIls 1I111St. 
he: llIe:rgmL we: a."suu,,: hy dda,lllt. t.hat t.l:nru; cll) Uot. llmt(:h. The re(luirc:d kuowlmlgc: is: 
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F: factory. name 
F: shoe. size 

S:supplier.name -
S:shoe.size 
S:shoe.color color_table (F: shoe. color) 

Tim eolor tahle provides the trnm;latiou l)(:twmm thn (:olon; heing ~~ttndu:d to Imlns itmns, 
tmdl as pretty pink and the eolor designation used iu" the fn<:tory, say, 13XF3. SouwtiuulH 
tmdl relationships Gall he eXj)l'(!ssnd as flUu:tions~ say, (:ouv(!n;ions from em to inches. 

Not illdudml in the knowledgo-hasn, H.nd hmu:e uot (:omposnhln is the tnnn nail, whi(:h 
in tlw store domain S is part of the (:llstoUU!r's iLIULtnmy, and in the fa(:tory F dnsiglllLt(!S 
pa.rt. of t.lU! nmt.miaJ 1U;ml to miLlee shons. Similarly, tlw employees remain distim:t, Him:(! tim 
data eollectml for sa.les people differ froIIl thosn in the fac:tory. 

The attadwd FiguJ'(! illllstrat(:s the issm:s. 

Domain Intersections 

Knowledge 
size = size 

matching rules: color = table (ccode) 

Foot = foot 

• Shoes { ... ) 
• Customers { ... } 
• Employees { ... } 

Employees 
Nail (toe) 

Department Store 

• Material inventory { ... } 
• Employees { ... } 
• Machinery { ... } 
• Processes { ... } 
• Shoes { ... } 

Employees 
Nail (metal) 

The im:mu(! t.a.x domain I will estahlish otlwr eOIlIledions l)(:tW(!eIl it iLIld the sah!s and 
fad,ol'Y domains. A depiu-tuu:ut stor(:, iIu:orpora.tiIlg IIlany sa.h:s suhdmnaius, will have more 
smuant.i«: COllIw(:t.ions, hut still avoid m!mliug ;Ul lUu:oustrained uuion of all its outnlogi(!S. 

W(! adliev(! sea.lahility of iufonnatiou syst.mns iu this apprmu:h hy thn outologieal par
t.it.ioning [Gmher:94]. We: elmhl(! eompositiou over tIl(! parts by haviug n knowlmlgo-hased 
alg(:hra. The illdividmus dmrtered with defining iUld maintaining the knowledge nm!d mom 
hr(!adt.11 tl1ml t.hos(! t.hat. maiutaiu doumin-spm:ifi(: outologi(!s, but do not nm!d til(! SiUIW depth 
of kllowledge for t.he shoe supply (;ollIwdiou. No kuowledge ahout nuumfaduriug d(!tail is 
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nemled, alt.hough Uu: f;u:tury ma.y l)I"ovide ml ahstra,(:t.ioll (:allml quality. 

6. A DKB algebra 
Given a formal DOIllaiu-Knowl(:dg(:-Bilse modd (DKB) (:outaillillg mat(:hing nU(:8 tlULt dll
fim: sluu'ahle tmllls: the DKB-algehra. 61uHUd (:ontain the following hinary olwrntioI16 JUlloug 
domahu;: 

Operation symbol semantics 

DKB-Intersect ion n (DKB) create a nev subset ontology t 
comprised of sharable entries 

DKB-Union 

DKB-Difference 

U (DKB) create a nev joint ontology t labeling 
all but shared entries vith their source 

-(DKB) remove entries from an ontology t but 
shared entries are retained 

Simple lU:gat.ion is avoided: so tha.t 110 lufinit(: olltologi(:8 11m (:n:a.tml. 
S\1(:11 au algehra. (:all provide: a hash; for interroga.ting multiple dutulms(:8 whi(:h arc: 

sl:mati(:ally disjuiut.: hut wlu:re a Hlmrml kllowlmlge-hase has heml (:8tahlislwd. TIus pr()(:(:sH 
milTun; tlu: appI'ofL<:h lUH:d ill CARNOT, wlwr(: a. kllOwl(ldg(~ haSt: iH \lsml to (:rc~atn artimdntiOIJ 
;J.}(imw; for joining of data [Cull(:t:91]. How(:v(:r, CARNOT \lS(:8 the: d(:fa.ult Ju;t;uIllption tha.t 
everything nmtdws. When CARNOT uses a. hu-ge JUld broa.d CYC knowledge Ims(:, IIULUY 
il1·devmlt. retrievals eall m:(:ul', so that in pra.(:til:(: CARNOT 6y6tmn appli(:atimm limit tim 
depth of tlem"<:il. 

Au ahstra<:t. la.yer (:I'(:atml hy taking tlw union (U(DKB)) of 6(:vera.1 prior int(:l'6m:tiollt; 

(n( D 1(B)) should not (:olltaill 60 miU1Y tenl16 thnt (:olwrmu:n is luu-d to H.dU(lve. Tlw rdative 

atltouomy of tilt: lo<:al tlOlU'(:e termtl provid(:6 6(:aJahility. Tlw InY(:I'(:d 6tnu:tum m:tllully 
ahdopts for iuforma.tion tltI,u:t.uring tlw domainlUmmgmmmt 6trategy USt:d hy the: INTERNET 

dist.rilmt.ed ua.Uling <:onvmltiOlls [Kalm:87]. 
With t.he <:ollservative: assuIllptimm mlllwddmi ill tIm DKB-IIJmlc!l, the risk i6 tlmt, 1m

<:autle of having immffidmltly UUUlY nmtdung nd(:s, too littlu infonlUl.tion will he: retrieved. 
By il.-;siguillg t.he t.il.-;k of (:nmting IImtdlillg nue6 to nUU1Y mqwrt groups, we: mcpm:t that 
high <lllillit.y upm·a.tiol1s ovur data. froIll distim:t, hut overlnppiug d()umius (:lUI 1m (:mntc:d 
at. a n:il.-;ollahle (:ost. To evolve tlwse 6yst.<!Ins <:ff(:divdy: fm:dlm(:k loopH JIlust meist tl1;lt 
pmlllit. usm's t.o suggetlt. new (:;uulidate nmt<:hing nd(:6, or to modify existillg OIU:8. HavillgH
mall, distrihut.ed groups to umilltain tim partitimwd DKB-1JJCJClnls will hdp (mSllre r(~l)OllHiv(: 
lIIaiut.cmaJu:e of Ute: doma.in kllOwlc:dge. 

7. CONCLUSION 
hlfOl1lla.t.ioll t.(:dllloingy is l-ierving us wdl ill spm:ific: dC)lfmins, although we have: rmnailled 
depmuic:ut. 011 l-ipec:ialist. modd d(l.,>igm:rs iUld progt'iUllIlwrs for the implmneIltatiol1. Ohjm:t 
t.edlllology le.-;scms nul' dc:pmulmu:e ou 6lmdalist.H hy beillg ah1t: to use all infrastl1u:tllm whidl 
a.ggn:ga.t.(:~ ddail int.o Illmulillgflll lUlitH. 

When tlw hrc:a.clt.h of infonnatioll systmn grows Imymul (:oIHmmt doumillH, further kuowi
mlgc: sllCmlcl he itu:oIl>orat(:d. To profit from 611(:11 kuowledg(: we propose: a ku()wit:cigo-luu;(:d 
illfoJ'lllat.ioll algc:hm. TJw til.<;kli of (:oUm:tillg Juul maillta-iuiug 6m:h algnlmu; (:ml he nntu
rally part.it.imwcl mJlong spm:ialist:.; mid (:ullahornt.uriug illt(:grnton;. Int.egration c:ml pr()(:(!ml 
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at. multiple levels of ahstmc:tioll, avoiding tlw (:entralil'-atioll that hinders progl'(~H in data 
exploit.at.ioll of dat.a from diverse tmul'(:(~. , 

Tools are w:edml t.o tmpport tmt:h developnu:ut, hut t.o have dfm:tive toolH a (:oumum 
fOil Il a.l st.nu:t.um is nm:dml. Artifidal Int.dligmu:e tm:lmology has hmm ha.rd to Henle wlum 
dOll1a.inH grew large or hm:a.nw diverse. The tm:llI1ology we d(~t:rihm~ul provide tlu: nm:ded 
fOil 11 ali Sill hy Imilding Oil rdat.iona.l algehras, fOl1Imi uuuulgeuumt of Hmml.nti<:s, luul tIm 
iJl(:oll)()rat.iou of out.ologit:al t:OIu:ept.s as a fouudatiou for the uuumgmmmt. of the n:quir(:d 
kl1()wl(:dg(: hases. 
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Abstract 

If something goes wrong with a software/hardware implementation then it is important to know 
what caused the problem. Sometimes the error lies in incorrect implementation of a specification 
but it is thought that a more common source of problems lies in earlier stages of the develop
ment process, where there may be mismatches between the requirements of the domain and the 
specification. For this reason, it is common (particularly in safety-critical applications) to find 
tightly monitored regimes of specification, in which the strategies of specification designers follow 
prescribed conventions and are closely constrained by regulatory reviewers. It would be useful if 
this process were as explicit as possible, making the design and reviewing process more open and 

- accountable. One way of doing this is to provide formal descriptions of design strategies and to 
require designers to endorse their use of these by reference to appropriately formalised parts of the 
regulations. We examine how this may be done, using as a concrete example the domain of oil 
platform emergency shutdown systems. 

1 Introduction 

Our general approach is to follow an existing methodological framework, using formal methods to 
reinforce key parts of existing practice. Figure 1 gives a sketch f the main components of this framework 
and their interactions. Our prime concern is to provide an acceptable system specification, which we 
would expect implementation designers to realise in appropriate software and/or hardware. To be 
acceptable, the specification must address more than just the behavioural requirements stipulated for 
the domain of application. It must also be considered "well designed", by conforming to standard 
practice for the the specification language concerned. Furthermore, it must have been "carefully 
designed" - that is, designers should be able to show that they have taken appropriate codes of 
practice for the domain into account when constructing the specification. Ideally, they should be 
able to annotate appropriate parts of the specification with evidence to show that they have paid 
attention to standard design principles and codes of practice. This is what we mean, in this paper, by 
accountability in specification design. 

To ground our discussion in a realistic domain, we consider the use of this methodology in speci
fying oil platform emergency shutdown systems. Oil production platforms are complex and expensive 
systems in which it is necessary to place humans in close proximity to potentially hazardous industrial 
processes. This situation is sometimes caricatured as "building a hotel next to a chemical plant". It 
is therefore essential that the emergency shutdown systems on production platforms function reliably 
and that the design of such systems is performed in a highly disciplined and accountable manner. We 
shaH begin our discussion by presenting an account of the specification methodology of this domain 
(following the template given in Figure 1). We next describe a mechanism for formalising part of 
standard design practice (using schematic design components) and then show how this can provide a 
framework for attaching endorsements on design decisions in terms of parts of a code of practice. We 
conclude by raising some questions which we believe are particularly germane to this line of research. 
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r---- SPECIFICATION REVIEWER DOMAIN SPECIALIST 

DESIGN COMMUNITY 

SPECIFICATION DESIGNER - Standard Design Strategies (schemata) 

1 
System Specification 

IMPLEMENTATION DESIGNER 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of one type of specification process 

2 Sketch of the Shutdown System Design Process 
The entire process of production platform design and commissioning is highly complex - involving 
collaboration between government, oil companies and numerous subcontractors. We shall concentrate 
on the core of this process, which involves the requirements stipulated in an oil company's code of 
practice and its interaction with the specifications used as the starting point for system design. Because 
of the high risks involved, the company provides a detailed code of practice for emergency shutdown 
and process trip systems. This contains a mixture of information, ranging from general goals which 
must be achieved by the system engineer (e.g. that all the relations stipulated in the cause-effect 
matrix should be accounted for) to specific requirements for system behaviour (e.g. that trips should 
latch outputs in a de-energised state). The design of a shutdown system begins by determining the 
inputs to the safety system (from devices such as sensors or trip switches) and the outputs (which 
activate alarms, shut down machines, etc). A typical safety system might have 1500 inputs and roughly 
the same number of outputs. To provide a coarse-grain description of the relationships between inputs 
and outputs, a cause-effect matrix is drawn up. This gives, for every input cause, the output effects 
which should be initiated if the input is tripped. Tripping is normally signalled by de-energising, 
thus ensuring that power failure initiates safety shutdown. Given a cause-effect matrix, the next step 
is to design a specification for the safety system such that the stipulated cause-effect relations are 
obtained and that conforms to the company code of practice requirements. The standard language for 
specification is "functional logic", which is a diagrammatic language based on standard logic circuit 
elements with time delay components. There is a high degree of standardisation in the construction 
of these specifications, with similar configurations frequently being re-used. 

Strong links between requirements and specification are important at two stages in the evolution 
of the specification. The most obvious of these is in representing standard patterns of design and in 
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~ reset I & 
input! output! 

value( outputl, Time, Value) -
previous_time(Time, Tp) & 
value(outputl,Tp, VO) & 
value(resetl,Tp, VI) & 
value( inputl, Tp, V2) & 
or(VO, VI, Vor) & 
and(Vor, V2, Value) 

value( output!, Time, Value) -
initiaLvalue( outputl, Time, Value) 

% A Value for outputl at Time is obtained if 
% Tp is a the time point before the given Time and 
% VO is a value for outputl at Tp and 
% VI is a value for resetl at Tp and 
% V2 is a value for input! at Tp and 
% Vor is the logical 'or' of VO and VI 
% Value is the logical 'and' of VOT and V2. 
% A Value for outputl at Time is obtained if 
% Value is the given initial value for Output, with 
% Time being the initial time. 

Figure 2: Reset configuration: diagram and FOpe interpretation 

linking these to the appropriate details of the code of practice during program construction. This 
provides a formal framework for specification, making the connection between design decisions and 
company requirements more explicit. A less obvious, but perhaps more important, role is during 
later maintenance of the system. If part of the implemented system needs to be changed then it is 
important to ensure that this alteration remains consistent with the code of practice. However, the 
connection to the code of practice from the specification diagrams may not be obvious, unless the 
original designer has kept detailed records of the links between the two. In the next section we shall 
describe the techniques which we have employed to maintain these types of links. 

3 Specification Schemata 
In Section 2 we noted that designers frequently re-use ·variants on standard configurations of speci
fication components. We refer to such configurations as schemata. One of the simplest examples of 
a schema is the reset configuration, an instance of which is shown in Figure 2. The diagram shows 
the standard method of displaying this configuration with an annotated Horn clause interpretation 
of this diagram appearing below itl. A reset configuration is used to allow a trip to be reactivated 
after deactivation. Thus, in the circuit of Figure 2, if inputl is deactivated then outputl should be 
deactivated and remain so until resetl is activated at the same time as input!. Note that the Horn 
clause interpretation we have given for the functional logic is not necessarily the "correct" one, since 
this depends on the level of detail with which one wishes to model the behaviour of the circuit. We 
shall return, briefly, to this issue in Section 5. 

If we examine the circuit in Figure 2, we can see that it contains elements which distinguish it as 
a reset component: a feedback loop from the output to a logical 'or' with the reset, with the resulting 
value being 'and'ed with the input. However, there is flexibility in this definition - in particular, we 
could cater for a conjunction of more than one input signal simply by installing a sequence of 'and' 
connectors (one for each additional input, with the output from each 'and' being carried forward to 

I We adopt the Prolog convention that constants are represented with words beginning in lower case letters, whilst 
variables begin with upper case letters and are implicitly universally quantified 
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schema(reset, Agenda, Output, 
{ value(Output,Time, Value)

previous_time(Time, Tp) & 
value(Output,Tp, VO) & 
value(Reset,Tp, VI) & 
value(Input,Tp, V2) & 
or(VO, VI, For) & 
AndGoals, 

value( Output, Time, Value) .-
initiaLvalue( Output, Time, Value)}, 

reseLcl uster( Reset, Inputs), 
generate_and_sequence(/nputs, Tp, Vor, Value, AndGoals), 
{Reset} U Agenda). 

Figure 3: Reset configuration schema 

the next). Thus, we can define a general reset schema which, when given the appropriate subset of 
inputs which need to be allocated a reset, will generate the necessary circuit specification. In general, 
our schemata have the form: 
schema(N arne, Agenda, Output, Axioms, Problem, Constructor, Agenda') 
where: Name is the name of the schema; Agenda is the set of outputs which need to be accounted for 
in the design at the time of applying the schema; Output is the output which the schema produces; 
Axioms is the set of axioms necessary to produce the output; Problem is the design requirement 
which needs to be satisfied in order to use the schema; Constructor creates the necessary axiom 
structure; and Agenda' is the set of outputs which need to be accounted for after applying the 
schema. An example of a general schema for the reset assembly described above appears in Figure 3. 
The design requirement for this schema (reseLcluster( Reset, Inputs» is that in the requirements 
there should be some combination of Inputs which have to be connected with the given Reset switch. 
The generate_and_sequence constructor produces the appropriate sequence of 'and' connectors, thus 
instantiating the variable AndGoals. 

4 Constrained Generation from Schemata 
The schemata of Section 3 can be harnessed to provide a goal-directed mechanism for generating 
functional logic specifications, starting from the outputs of the cause-effect matrix and working "back
wards" to account for each of these in terms of the inputs. The essence of the agenda-based generation 
algorithm is described in Figure 4. Note that the search space for this algorithm is potentially infinite, 
since the application of a schema can increase the size of the agenda of outputs. The key to the 
successful operation of this algorithm is to be highly selective in the choice of schema for each output 
in the agenda, so that the specification is not only as compact as possible but also remains faithful to 
the requirements of the code of practice. 

In Figure 3, we have already given an example of a requirement at the level of the design itself 
which helps to constrain the selection of appropriate schemata. This was the schema problem condi
tion: reseLcluster( Reset,! nputs), which collects the necessary reset and input identifiers for a reset 
configuration. We expect the decision about which these should be to be taken by the specification 
designer (assisted as far as possible by our system). However, the designer must also indicate why 
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Assume we are given a cause-effect matrix with set, I, of inputs and set, 0, of outputs. The 
predicate generate(I, 0, O,AF) will, if successful, produce a set AF, of axioms describing the 
funCtional logic specification linking I to 0. This is defined recursively as follows: 
generate(I,O,A,AF) when: 

• If ° = {} then Ay = A . 

• Otherwise, remove an element, 0], from ° leaving remaining elements OR and: 

If 0] is already accounted for in A then generate(I, OR, A, AF). 

Otherwise, select a schema such that: 

* schema( Name, I , OR, Axioms, Prob! em, Constructor, ON) 
* and the conditions in Problem can be confirmed from user requirements. 

* and Constructor can generate the necessary structures in Axioms. 

* AN is the result of merging Axioms with A. 

* and generate(I,ON.AN,AF). 

Figure 4: Simplified schema application algorithm 

this choice was made by referring to the code of practice, otherwise it will be difficult to see how these 
more general requirements influenced the design. An example of a relevant general requirement from 
the code of practice is: 

"Attempted Operation of any reset facility with a trip demand still active shall have no 
effect. " 

This requirement does not, directly, determine the details of the specification design - it imposes 
a condition on the behaviour of the completed system. Thus, the choice of a particular instantiation 
of the reset schema of Figure 3 might be endorsed by appealing to the above excerpt from the code 
of practice. By forcing designers to make their assumptions explicit in this way, it becomes easier for 
other experts to assess whether they are warranted. 

Where requirements in the code of practice are sufficiently detailed, we may provide formal in
terpretations of these. However, since sentences in natural language typically admit a variety of 
interpretations the way in which we formalise requirements at this level may not be uniquely deter
mined. In other words, there may be more than one way of demonstrating that a requirement holds. 
Taking the reset requirement above as an example, one interpretation of this might be that if there 
is an initiating signal to one of the trip devices then there should be no combination of inputs to the 
other devices which can reactivate one of the outputs which it was designed to trip. Figure 5 gives one 
way of formalising this requirement. The axiom in this figure says that if I is a trip device and A is 
an action which should follow from I (as indicated by the cause-effect matrix and the initiatin signal 
for I is 1'] and S is the set of all inputs other than I and the activation signal for A is VA. then it 
should not be possible to find an time later than some initial time point, T, such that an assignment 
of activation values can be made to S and, using these, the activation value VA is derived for A. This 
more detailed rendering of the natural language requirement could be used by the designer to stipulate 
tlH' type of verification which he/she recommends as a way of confirming that the requirement has 
been met. 
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Given the functional logic axiom set, A: 

trip_device(I) & action_of(I, A) & 
initiation_signal (I, VI) & activation_signal(A, VA) & 
S = {Xl(input(X) & -.X = I)} & 
initiaUime(T) - -.( assign_values(S, T, V) & 

lateLtime(T, TF) & 
{inpuLvalue(I, AnyT, VI)} U V u A f- outpuLvalue(A. TF, FA)) 

Figure 5: Requirement endorsement 

5 Conclusions 
We have described, in simplified form, a system for constructing specifications of shutdown systems 
using schemata to capture standard design strategies for portions of the system, with a goal-directed 
specification generator tying the portions together. Our generation algorithm if unconstrained, would 
be capable of generating a huge variety of possible configurations so there needs to be some way of 
constraining the search. This is done by associating preconditions with each schema, determining its 
applicability to the problem which the designer is tackling. Designers must also endorse their choice of 
schemata by appealing to appropriate excerpts from the code of practice. Some of these excerpts may 
be interpreted formally - thus allowing designers to stipulate what they consider to be appropriate 
tests of compliance with the requirements. 

The domain chosen for our experiments is, we feel, particularly appropriate for the use of formal 
methods. The high stakes involved in oil production, plus the strong emphasis on accountability 
and monitoring, mean that the effort of producing a formal framework for interpreting requirements 
may be justified. However, we have applied a similar approach, with some success, in the domain of 
ecological modelling [2]. In the ecological domain, the emphasis was on the use of requirements as 
a way of buffering users from the details of specifications of ecological models. By contrast, in the 
domain of safety shutdown systems we expect users to be highly conversant with specification details, 
with requirements being used primarily as a means of endorsing design decisions. 

The strongest limitation on our system is the range of design strategies encompassed by the library 
of schemata which we provide to designers. Our approach works best when there is a high degree of 
standardisation in specification style. If users wish to stray beyond these limits then we must provide 
them with general purpose schemata which either require a high degree of parameterisation by the 
user or individually contribute only small portions of the design. One way of achieving generalisation 
in a more disciplined way, in the context of Horn-clause specifications is to use notions of specifica
tion "techniques", enabling incremental construction of predicate definitions. A summary of recent 
Edinburgh work in this area is given in [1]. 

A further, fundamental, issue in the formalisation of requirements in systems such as ours is 
the degree of expressive power which we allow users in describing their problems. Highly expressive 
languages, although perhaps theoretically appropriate, may not easily be understood by users in the 
domain. Simpler languages may be easier to present to users but may provide insufficient information 
to control the generation of specifications. In [3] we have examined this issue in the context of our 
work in the ecological modelling domain. 
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Wt~ takt, a reasonably broad view of what a formal method is and how it can be usefully 
applied. A formallllethod is any body of theory of a mathematical nature that can be applied 
t.tI some aspect of a software product. A formal method can be of value because it provides 
a soulld basis for specification, or a sound basis for design, or a sound basis for analysis 
amI estilliation of product characteristics. Any particular formal method allows users to 
altaly~e or verify particular properties or characteristics of a software product, where different 
properties or characteristics are addressed by different formal methods. For example, real
t.ime schedulability theory and formal language theory are both formal methods, where 
each call he llsed to guide design in different ways and verify different kinds of properties. 
llllportant dcfiuillg c.haracteristics of formal methods are that they are mathematical in 
Itatllre alJ(l provide some sort of sound analysis or verification or reasoning methods. 

Soft.ware should not be viewed as a monolithic and independent technology or industry. 
Software should be viewed as a medium of expression, where one must pay careful attention 
ttl t.11(' ideas and tt~dlllologies being expressed in software in a particular market or applica
t.iolt domaiu. For example, the skills, technologies and processes used to develop avionics or 
illdllst.ria.1 pron~ss <:ontrol software have some significant differences from those used to de
vdop iln:ollllting systems or compilers. Different combinations of formal methods are needed 
1.0 address the needs of different application domains. 

We propose two important challenges in the development and application of formal meth
ods: the identification of new and continued development of known formal methods that can 
lit! applied ill application domains of importance; and the integration of multiple formal 
Illethods to more comprehensively address the properties and characteristics of products in 
part.icular applicatioll domains. Such activity is enabled by emerging theoretical work that 
illtTea.:;illgly addresscs real-world details, emerging approaches to the application of formal 
IIIt!thot!s that mitigate lllallY previous concerns, increasing industrial openness to formal 
1I1t'1I10ds, alit! illcrea.sillg market acknowledgement of the needs that can be addressed by 
r"rlllal mdhods. 

This paper is based on all approach we have been taking in the ARPA/ONR Domain
Spt!ciiic Softwart! Architectures program to integrate, apply and transition selected formal 
11It'l.11t,t1s illto cmbedded software application domains. Our approach is based on identifying 
wHldy-usal,le idioms for computation, communication and control at the system or architec
IlIr.d II'vd; developillg forl1lal lwtatiolls based 011 these idioms that allow users to describe 
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Figun~ I: DSSA fur GN&C Architecture Descriptio/1 Languages and Tools 

IlIl\v a systeJll is built by composing source modules; and using selected formal methods 
1.0 providt' selll<Lutic:s for these architectural notations and to analyze and verify specified 
<I rdl i t.t~d u rcs. 

A kcy aspect of this approach is that by codifying the way that formal methods are 
illt(!~J"<lted aJl(i used within an application domain, and by automatically co-generating an 
illlplclJlcutatioli together with various formal models from the same architectural specifica
tiull, we lIIitigate objections to the use of formal methods as "too complex" or "too time
("ollsIIJlliJlg," at least within applicatioll domains for which solutions can be specified using 
our ilr<:!Jit(~dural Jlotatiol1s. From a business perspective, this approach can provide a high 
rdum 011 the investment made to obtaiu the various development assets (which include the 
variolls formal llIethuds, models, tools and techniques). 

We will first try to make this approach somewhat more concrete by describing as an 
(~xall1ple the architectural notations, tools, and design and implementation techniques we 
iln~ developing. III keeping with the emphasis of the 1994 workshop, we will then briefly 
di:wuss how Ollr approach addresses two important practical problems: first, how can multiple 
sp('cilicatiolls alit! associated formal models and other assets be used together in a way that 
supports IIIlllli-disc:iplillary evolutionary development and verification; and secoJlcl, how can 
Oil-lillI' III'~raflf~s t.u 'L ('xeclltillg system he made more quickly and reliably. 

DSSA for GN&C 

Figllw I shows at CL high level the architectural Jlotatiol1s (called architecture descriptioll 
lillI~lIiLgl'S) alld tuuls that W(~ are developing. 

('olltroll J is a laJlguage used by guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) engineers to 
sllI'f"ify IIl1ulds "f ('xtemal ohj(~cts (e.g. airc:rafts, sensors, actuators) and algorithllls used to 
t"tJIIII'III 1,lwlII. (~fJlltrolll is hased on the hlock diagram notation commoJl ill the field and 
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IISl'S dilrereutial aut! diffcrcnce equatious as semantic models. The language also includes 
Cl 1I111l11wr of advanccd features such as a rich set of types, type inferencing, and generic 
Opt~rators to support reusable GN&C models and designs. In addition to automatic code 
nllllpositiou/generation, tools are available to provide simulation, equilibria determination 
Clllelliuearizatiou, allli (from several commercial vendors) to perform various standard math
t~llIatical aualyses. 

Mdall is a lauguage used by computer systems engineers to specify how systems are 
t'otllp()st~d frolll such objects as subprograms and packages, processes, message and event 
,'oJlJlt!cl.ioJl:>, :>hared data, modes of operation, processors, memories, and inter-processor 
('OIJIIIIIIJlic:atiou hardware. MetaH can be used to hierarchically combine simpler components 
1.0 1'01'111 1I10J'(' complex "mega-components," and to combine mega-components (possibly 
gt!lIerated by various discipline-specific toolsets like COlltrolH) to form an overall product. 
Melall semalltics arc based in part on fixed priority preemptive scheduling theory, and we 
aJ'(~ c,lJI'wlltly workiug Oil stochastic models for certain classes of events (e.g. aperiodics, fault 
t~Vt'.lIt:». In additioll to automatic code generation/composition, tools are available to support 
suftware/hardware billding and perform real-time schedulability analysis. Future extensions 
aI'(' tooi:; for reliahility analysis, secure partitioning analysis, and stochastic performance 
allalysis. 

TIlt' overall dfort represents a selection, integration and automation of analysis, design 
itllt! illll'lt~lllentatjou technologies that enable us to specify reusable software architectures for 
it I'('.asollahly broad class of embedded software products. Associated with these architecture 
dt'script.ioJl languages are tools to perform various analyses based on the formal models 
IIst~d to provide architecture semantics, and tools to generate/compose source modules to 
providp an implementation for a sufficiently detailed architecture specification. Importaut 
il:>pec:ls of these languages and tools are support for partial and evolving specification and 
illlalysis; t.11t' use of formal methods to provide analysis for design trade-offs; co-generation 
of illlplelllclILation and formal models to increase assurance of implementation correctness; 
anel well-defined mappings between specifications and well-structured outputs to support 
illlt'r-disciplinary design trade-offs and to support system-level verification. 

Composing Formal Methods and Architectures 

SOliit' important challenges in developing our toolset have been deciding where and how to 
d,·t'utIlPOSt' overall system specification into different languages that provide complementary 
vit'wS of a SySt.t'.lIl; and the selection and integration of formal methods to provide reasonahly 
I ,Weill St!lIlilJltics with allt.011lateti, consistent analysis and implementation. 

I'art. III' Olll' :O;lIllltioll has beclI to provide two different specification languages to provide 
t.WII di"'t~I't'IIt. vit~\vs of a syst.elll for two different disciplines: ControlH for GN&C engineers 
fllld l'vldilll for n)Jllplller system cllgilleers. Otlter views are possible (e.g. we have looked 
illl.lI display mallagelllent aud signal processing views). Important factors are the degree to 
whidl till' vil~ws aJ'(~ "orthogonal" in terms of separability of concerns during specification 
illld illlalysis; <tlld till' ease of composing source modules produced in the different views. 

Mosl. of tlH' primary performance and robustness concerns of the control engineer, ex
pllll'l'd ill pilrl. Ily allalyses suclt as polp plots and IL analysis, are indirectly related to issues 
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Slich as real-tillle schedulauility and software/hardware partitioning. There are a few basic 
('onstrllds and ('()f)cepts common to both languagcs, such as time, periodic processing, and 
operaturs / su upl'Ograllls. 

The mega-components generated by the ControlH toolset, when viewed as software en
t.ities by the computer systems eugineer, form a colJection of subprograms, processes and 
t'OIJllcctiufls that plug fairly naturally into an overall MetaH architecture. The external in
I.(!rfan~s awl real-time requirements from the control engineer's perspective can be captured 
ill t.,,1dalJ, and ill fad our CoutrollI toolset also automatically generates MetaH specifications 
tlliLl descrihe the generated GN&C source modules. 

Afl important aspect of all this, in our opinion, is using code assembly/generation and 
IlIotld gelleratioll techllologies that produce well-structured outputs having a reasonably 
illtllit.ive mapping back to the original specification. The resulting traceability extends across 
tire illterface hetween the different views, to the extent that a computer systems and a control 
sysl.(!IIIS (~lIgiw~(~r call discuss the results of the various analyses and make multi-disciplinary 
d('sign trade-utfs together, even though .each has only a limited understanding of the impacts 
aile! alterllat.ivt!s ill tire other's field. 

Witllill each view, multiple formal methods need to be used in an integrated way. For 
t'xilillple, witlrill ollr MetaJI view, fixed priority preemptive scheduling theory is used to 
provide telllPoral scmautics for specifications and to analyze the temporal behavior of the 
illlplelllclltation. Coucurrent state machine models are used to specify the configurable ex
t','utiVl' tlrat implements the real-time process model seen by users, which leads to increased 
aSSIII'aw'(' of tile soundness alld completeness of the design. Within each view there is a 
(,1I1I,'dioll of lIIutually consistent source code and formal model artifacts, written in partic
ular lallgllages for particular tools. This approach enables multiple, consistent analysis and 
\"'rilil'atiull capahilities within each view (for more details see Binns, "Real-Time Software 
.llld !'roof I\rdlit(!(·1.lIrcs," ill these proceeciings.) 

Reliable Upgrades to Executing Systems 

Stili ... ilpplic:atiolls lIeed to he modified on-line (e.g. industrial process control systems, 
II'IC'('UlIllllllllications systems). The justifiable hesitance to make such upgrades without ex
tC'lIsiv(~ t.t!stillg alld allalysis has ueen identified as a major impediment to upgrading systems 
will. IIC'w('r tl'c:/lllology amI evolving towards more "open" systems. Trust is a human qual
il \" illle! a Illajor pradical contribut.or to trllst in a system is a long-term history of correct 
"!'c'ra t. illll, 

()lIr Wild, (·xl.c-lIds t.11<! c1egn'(' to which variolls methods call be applied to assllre L11C' 
IIIITt',°l.lwss of CL product prior to fieldillg that product, inciudillg assurillg the correctllcss of 
il 1I1t1c1ilicatioll t.O it prodllct. However, there always comes the "moment of truth" at which 
IIII' oll-liJl(' system is Illoclifi(!d during operatioll, We will outline two enabling teclmologies 
IlliIl nurld lldp llIake it easil!r to face tire moment of truth: secure partitioning and dynamic 
111(1(/(' dlallg('S, 

S(!C'III'1' partitiollillg is a concept. recently introduced into commercial avionics systems. 
/)ilr,~I'(~IIt. s'yst(~11l ("()1II1)(HIt-mtS have different. criticalities assigned (e.g. navigation is more crit
ical thall IlraIlCl~(!lIwllt of passenger elltertaiullIellt facilities). A kel'llel that provides secure 
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part.it.iollillg enforces cOllstraints at run-time that assure the consequences of software de
ft·d.s ('(\.IIIIOt. propagate from lower criticality components into higher criticality components 
(this is all example of a security policy that might be verified by a MetaH security anal
ysis t.ool). Secure partitioning requires traditional address space protection and capability 
checkillg as well as enforcement of real-time temporal constraints (all of which MetaH sup
ports). Assllrillg currectness at high criticality leveJs is extremely expensive and dominates 
till' deve\opmellt cost of such components. Secure partitioning allows this to be done only for 
that. rdatively small fraction of the application that is genuinely critical. In addition to cost 
alld Lilllt' savings, this allows COTS software (whose correctness usually cannot be assured 
to allY signific.ant level of criticality) to be used for low criticality functions. The enabling 
t(·chllologies are methods for developing and assuring the correctness of the enforced secure 
partitioning constraints and kernel to the highest level of criticality. 

III Metall, a mode of operation is a collection of processes together with associated event 
alld Iliessage cOllllections that are active simultaneously throughout some interval at run
t.illlt~. MlIltiph~ modes may be specified., with event connections defining the pattern of mode 
(laall~(~s t.llilt call uccur at run-time. A Illode challge may stop some processes, may start some 
pnll'(!SSeS, llIay daauge some event connections, or may change some message cOIlnections. It 
is illiportant to note that a mode change may affect only a portion of an executing system. 
'\11 illlport.allt implementation detail is that a mode change protocol is used that provides 
SYllciJl'tHlized fault-tolerant real-time mode changes in multi-processor systems. 

'1'ogetllt~r, such features could be used as follows to increased assurance that an on-line 
dltlllg(' to all exec.utillg system cannot lead to a catastrophic failure (along the lines of the 
CMlJ/SEI recovery/renewal work). Each change is first specified as a delta to the specifi
cat.ioll of til(' IIludes of operation of the currently executing system. That is, each change is 
sl.rud\ll't'c1 as all added seL of modes. A design principle followed in all versions (old and new) 
is 1.1 Iii I. 1.11('1't~ aI'!' a.lwa.ys trusted versions of critical fnnctiolls and trusted monitors capable 
til' dd(~l'lIIining wlwLhel' other implementations of those functions are operating acceptably. 
Whellever allY lIlollitul' detects an anomaly, it triggers a change to a mode in which the 
I.rust.(~c1 fUliclioll assumes control. Highly trusted functions can often be very simple (and 
thus easy to v(~rify), the primary difference between a trusted and a new component being 
tilt' It:vl'l of performau('c or optimality achieved. 

All d(~sired orr-line vcrification and validation methods would be employed. The new 
IlIodt'S would theu he luaded into the executing system in background. The moment of truth 
(,,"sists of a Illude challge from the current to the uew mode of operation. Afterwards, if a 
I.rllst(~cl lIlollitur ddects allY anumalies then a change back to a trusted mode of operation 
i:-. t.ri/!,~c·n~d hy t.hat mOllitor. Any defect-induced errors in a new component are prevented 
f!'llJll prtlpil~ilt.ill~ I)y SI'('III't~ partiliollillg. As a systelll evolves, antiquated modes of uperation 
wtJllld lit' ell'CIllt'd out. 

.:III WI/wilLful bibliography and copie~ of ~e'Ut'1'U1 papers can be obtained via anonymous 
.JIll fl'lllli :;/'1' .Iw/t f'!J 1I1tll, ('om, 1mb /ci.<;sa/papt.'l'.'i. 
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1 Introduction 

TIIt~ following is a sober but constructive view on the current state of formal 
mcthods. The purpose of expressing this perspective is to start the lengthy pro
cess of rchabilitating formal methods by facing our problems directly. Hopefully, 
by beillg realists, formal methodists will be able to improve upon the current 
st.at.e of affairs and meet the needs of the defense, and more broadly, commercial 
collllllunities. The paper concludes by analyzing data from a survey of indus
trial applications of formal methods I [11] from the perspective of a particular 
illilovatioll adoption model. Such an analysis can provide recommendations of 
how hl!St to overcome the technology transfer problems facing formal methods. 

2 Failure of Technology Transfer 

'Iilllay, thl' lIIaill issue facillg formal methodists is the technology transfer of a 
foruml IJwthods capability from the realm of formal methodists to the broader 
WIIUllllllities of defense and commercial system developers. Even though there 
have lJeclI a slllall number of successful applications of formal methods tech-
1I010gy, in which improvements in quality and reductions of cost and time-to
market have been reported [11], there is a clear resounding failure of technology 
trallsfcr. While technically advanced systems (such as ORA's EVES [1, 2] and 
Penelopc [:1] systerus, Computational Logic's Boyer-Moore-based systems [4, 5], 
SH.I's Ell DM [6] and PVS [7] systems, to name oilly a few) are successful tech
lIi!"al devel0Plllents, their effect 011 the defense and commercial communities has 

J III addition to the two authors of tllia; position paper, Susan Gerhart (now at the University 
.. f II .. u"tulI at Clea.··Lake) was a prillcipal ill perfonlling the survey. 
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been minimal.:I We must recognize that technology transfer is not solely an 
issue of developing an eminent technology: there are also active political, socio
logical awl econolllic forces that act as impediments. Consequently, we can only 
l"OucluJe that fundamental change in the development and marketing of formal 
lIlethods are necessary to overcome these impediments to diffusion. 

3 Requirements for New Technologies 

In IllS t.hesis [8]. Nico Plat expresses an opinion that: 

"New Technologies are not only required to be effective, but also 
have to solve a perceived problem and have to be acceptable to their 
intended users." 

While there are undoubtedly other requirements for new technologies, for 
the purpuse of this paper and in the remainder of this section, we will look at 
t.11t' three properties that Plat fe~ls are fundamental: 

• sulutiull to a perceived problelll, 

• dr(~c.tivcness of formal methods technology, and 

• acn:pla),ility of formal methods to their intended users. 

3.1 Perception Problem: We don't have a perceived prob
lem! 

Even with the ongoing gripes about the "software crisis," 3 industry and the pub
lic do not yet believe a problem truly exists in software or systems development.4 

Suhstantial fortunes are being made by computing technologists and marketers 
alld lIIany systellls appear to work satisfactorily, if not with a high degree of 
rdiahility. With the insertion into society of tools that can replace intellec
tllal effort (e.g., the use of calculators to perform simple arithmetic operations), 
l"Oncems have been voiced about the "dumbing down of society." Coinciden
tally, CUllSlllller expectations of software appear to be substantially below what 
is expected of other commercial or defense products. 

21l is, perhaps, of some note lhat two European based lools and methods ([10. 9]), appear to 
have llIuch iJroader user cOllllllunities thall the union of the conullwlities of the aforementiolled 
systellls. 

~ More accurately a "software condition" or "software faet of life" as a crisis does lIot last 
fur :.!5 years. A crisis is, accordiug to The Coucise English Dictionary, a momeutous juncture 
ill war, politics, <;ouunerce, domestic affairs, etc. 

• lu pal't, this I>elief appears to I.e a result of the generally perceived improvements ill pro
.Iuc:tivity arisinK from the use of 50ftware products, eveu though those products may mallifest 
~11 ...... isilll\ I.dlllviur frum lime-tn-time. 
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llllforLunately, we have come to the view that only a series of catastrophes, 
dirt!r.t1y attributable to poor software, will result in any change in perspective 
and collsequent expectations.5 So, even though a survey by Genuchten showed 
that for 1!J 1 organizations, the average cost overrun of projects was 33% and 
that projects were sometimes or usually late in nearly 80% of the organizations 
surVt'YI~d, the status quo persists. 

Another iudication of the perceived wisdom that a "software condition," 
does lIot exist, is the ongoing growth in the complexity of systems envisioned 
and implcmentations attempted. Software Engineers and others involved with 
tllc deVelopment of systems, have yet to accept or even define what are the 
engineering limitations of the technology. }o)-om a historic perspective, software 
is 1I0t unique in pushing the limits of extant technology. Much of engineering 
hlUi its roots ill empiricism, in which artifacts were built, (based on the folklore, 
craft and, yes, science of the day), and failed when limits were exceeded. Bridges 
alld Imildillgs collapsed and planes crashed. Once the science and engineering 
uf the physical realities were understood, artifacts were built within the relevant 
I"OlIstraillts: Our disciplille, software engineering, has not reached that level of 
maturity. 

A ratlwr topical example is the current problems with the baggage handling 
system at the new Denver airport. According to a New York Times article, 
cost overruns are iu the order of $1 million per day alld an expectation that 
the total cost of the airport will double to nearly $2.5 billion. Recently, the 
press has reported that the airport authority has decided to build a second, 
Cllllvelltiollal, baggage handling capability.6 The failed developments of other 
I"OIJlplex systems, such as the British-based attempts to develop an automated 
LundoJl alllbulallce dispatch system and a software based stock trading system, 
along with the whole litany offailures reported in Peter Neumann's Risks Forum, 
ilC1·Clltllill.t' Icu·k of disciplillc. 

3.2 A re formal methods effective? 

If one takes a cold scientific perspective on this questioll, the best one can re
spond is that the case for forlllaimethods is inconclusive. Various surveys (e.g., 
(II J) llilve provided reasonably systematic anecdotal evidence of effective illdus
trial lise of formal methods. However, none of the formal methods application 
projects have followed strict scientific principles and the putative benefits may 
arise for other reasons-excellent staff or an improvement in process, for example. 

1> Admittedly, ca~astrophe is a strong word to use. It may be that a series of failures 
(e.g., cOIII.ider the currellt public relations image of NASA) or security breaches (e.g., the 
penetration of the tax aJld/or health reconLo of public figures) will suffice. 

"NoL J.eing familiar with the technical difficulties being encowltered with the baggage 
J.'Uldlillg system, we do IIOt make allY claims as to whether the application of fonnal methods 
would ur could alleviate: the liituatiou. Oue suspects the problems are Lroader thall purdy 
'o:dll,;,·"lIy .. .-i"nto:,1. 
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Su, the claims of formal methodists are primarily based on religion and 
allecdute. (Mind you, formal methodists are not unique in making such claims.) 
This is lIut to say that the claims are necessarily false; only that they are 
scientifically unproven. 

Additional problems arise because of the lack of metrics for estimating the 
cost. of projects that use formal methods. It appears that formal methods 
projectlS skew the development curve so that significantly more effort is directed 
al. the rt'quirements and specification stages. This results in edgy managers who 
are IIsed to seeing code being produced rapidly.7 Hence, there is a perceived 
risk tu ameliorate. 

The potential effectiveness of formal methods has further been harmed by 
the profusion of unreliable, cost ineffective and weak tools. Tools are meant to 
t'xtellll human capabilities. By using cars and planes, one travels further; by 
IIsillg telescopes and spectacles, one sees further. Formal methods tools should 
perforllJ silllilar feats but, on the most part, do not, as they are still labour 
ill\.t!lIsiv(' alld the labour involvell is usually highly skilled. 

:{.3 Are formal methods acceptable to their intended users? 

In general, we must conclude that the answer is a resounding no. There is a 
huge chaslll between formal methods experts and traditional software engineers 
allllllJangers. While there is resistance arising from inertia, resistance also arises 
IH!CaUlSe of different world views. Logical notation, proof systems, the methods of 
formallllethodlS are all quite alien to software engineers and managers. Even the 
idea of disciplined development is anathema to many, 50 called, professionals. 
Our survey [11) discusses a number of barriers to the successful transition of 
forlllal lIIethodlS technology. 

4 Adoption of Innovations 

lIaving painted a rather sobering picture, we now aim to be constructive by an
alyzing the data provided by our international survey of industrial applications 
of forlllal methods [11] from the perspective of adoptability in order to assess 
the problellls so far encountered and suggest possible solutions. The current 
analysis (which is still rather preliminary) differs from the effort in [11], in that 
the survey analysis was a "c01ll1l10n sense" analytic framework. 

All analytic framework used in this analysis is borrowed from the study of 
illllovation carried out in the 1970s and 1980s by several scholars and industry 
iL-;slJriations (e.g., E.M Rogers, Nathan Rosenberg, Richard Collins, The Sloan 
SchOll I of M anagemcnt, the A llIerican Electronics Association, and the U.S. 

7 Of "" .. rSI:, that formal lIIeLhotls have led to increased effort at the requirelllellLli stage is 
1 ... lldi.·i"l; ~1 ... li.,~ have "huwll thul arollnd 60% of lIyslem e .... urs CAn he allrilmtl:d to poor 
1t"lui. c·uWIII:o.. 
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National Academy of Sciences, to name a few). This framework has come to be 
acn·pl.ed by both academia alld industry as a useful way to assess strategies for 
innovatioll adoption and has been useful for identifying impediments. 

III t.llis analytic framework, the criteria used are: 

Hdativl! mlvalltage: An analysis of the technical and business superiority of 
I.he illllovation over technology it might replace. 

Cumpatihility: Au analysis of how well the innovation meshes with existing 
approar.hes and techniques that are routinely used. 

Cumplexity: An analysis of how easy the innovation is to understand and use. 
Complexity is usually reflected in both the nature and extent of training 
alii I the manifestation of any new tool support features. 

TrilllnhiJity: An analysis of the type, scope and duration of feasibility experi
IIWllts allli pilot projects. 

o hSl!l'vailili ty: Au analysis of' how easily and widely the results and benefits 
of IIsing the ill novation are cOlJlIllunicated. 

Tl'ullsf'uruhility: An analysis of the economic, psychological and sociological 
fadors that either impede or aid adoption. Principal factors are prior 
t.,·chllology drag, irreversible investments, sponsorship, and expectations. 

4.1 Survey Cases 

The survey [II] organized the twelve industrial case studies into three clusters 
(fOlIIlIJercial, regulatory, and exploratory) and reported on a series of findings 
011 earh cluster. Additionally, subjective evaluations of the impact of formal 
IlJetllUds were made for each case study in terms of vectors indicating a positive 
(+), lIeut.ral (0), or negative (-) impact of formal methods. The appended table 
Sllllllllarizl'S the cases and evaluations. 

'1'111' (;olJllllcrcial Cluster consisted of five cases in which the profit motive 
was parailioullt. Products developed by JfiM, Praxis, InMos, Tektronix, and liP 
Wt're evaluated. The Regulatory Cluster consisted of four cases in which safety
allli /Security-critical regulatory agencies were involved and high assurance a 
lIecc:;sity (TeAS, M ultinet Gateway, Darlington nuclear reactor software, and 
Paris lilIhway rOlltrol system). The Exploratory Cluster consisted of three cases 
ill wllid. expcrilllentatioll was the prime motive. 

4.:.! Evaluation 

III I.his st'rtiulI, we prescllt all introductory analysis of the survey data froll1 the 
1',·rs,,,,,·l.iv,· "f thc atiupt.iull frailiework. 
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4.2.1 Relative Advantage 

In general, the survey [11] shows that the use of formal methods had a generally 
positive impact on most key evaluation criteria relevant to relative advantage 
across the three clusters. The use of formal methods clearly enhanced the abil
ity to demonstrate increased assurance in safety-critical systems over existing 
lIIdhods, thereby aiding certification by the regulatory bodies. In the case of the 
Commercial Cluster in terms of key commercially-oriented criteria (e.g., cost, 
quality, time-ta-market) formal methods were marginally positive (with one ex
ceptioll of inappropriate application of an immature method). The observed 
marginally positive benefit may understate the relative advantage of formal 
methods because of the first-time nature of the application (learning curve). In 
terllls of lifecycle stages, formal methods showed a net positive impact. 

4.2.2 Compatibility 

There is limited evidence in the twelve cases studied of formal methods success
fully integrating with existing <!evelopment methods or the existing installed 
IIiIS(~ of tools ami techniques. Several of the projects studied made the choice to 
work apart from the conventional software development process. 

Only one of the cases (SSADM) attempted (and succeeded) to integrate 
forlllal methods with another method (Object Oriented Design). III the CICS 
case, the existing IBM software development process was modified by adding an 
additional step in the then current IBM process architecture. In the remainder 
()f the (~ases, the formal methods activity was either carried out separate from 
or ill parallel with the conventional development processes. 

4.2.3 Cmuplexity 

The evidence in the survey indicates formal methods as currently crafted are 
dilliwlt to understand, and are notationally complex and complicated. It also 
sh()wl~d that moderate (on the order of a few weeks to a few months) levels 
of l!dlll~ation ami training, when coupled with follow-on work on real projects, 
('ollsiderahly helped understanding of such formal artifacts as notation, specifi
ralioll lallguage structure, and rudimentary proof checking. In contrast to many 
formal methods research projects the cases studied in the survey did not as a 
rule illvolve deep or scientitically hard problems. 

4.2.4 Tl'ialuhility 

Furmal I\lcthods are relatively eru;y to experiment with, and there are no unduly 
('''pellsive lIIateriab or tools to buy in order to get started. Several of the cases 
surveyed showed that experimentatioll and pilot projects played a major role in 
furtlll'rillp; till' adoptioll of the forlllal method used ill the serious development 
".-uj,·!'ls. 
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4.2.fi OLservahility 

Formal Methods appear to be more observable in the negative than the positive. 
The degree to which knowledge of the results is transferred outside the group to 
a wider soft.ware engineering audience or general system engineering community 
has traditiollally been only whell the results were negative. Software engineer
IlIg, as a discipline. does a relatively poor job of systematically surveying results 
of important projects. relying instead on grapevine reporting of anecdotes. 

With respect to what groups outside of the specific project group learned 
or knew about the results. it appears there was limited awareness of the formal 
lIIethod activity in any substantive sense. This fact would seem to argue that 
results of formal methods use cannot be communicated well or easily. 

4.2.G Thansfel'ahility 

The survey <lata indicate that Formal Methods suffer from prior technology 
drag and the perception of irreversible investment. but have also benefited from 
s\lstailll~d sponsor!!hip. FM has I.argely lost the expectations game. 

Prim' Tm:llI1o}ogy Drag: Somewhat paradoxically, in several cases (IBM 
(:ICS. Pari!! subway. COBOL Structuring Facility. InMos. II P) prior technology 
acted as a stimulant rather than a drag to the adoption of the formal method. 
Thc~ illllovatioll represented by formal methods either represented a way to gain 
illtelledual control over all inadequate legacy system in order to re-engineer 
it, or to IIIlU)ter a new technology with which the organization had no prior 
"XJ"~rlell(:e. 

Irl'eversihle Iuvestment: The perception on the part of potential new 
adopters of irreversilJle iuvestment is definitely a major impediment to the adop
tioll of forlllal methods. This situation is an exalllple of where perception and 
rl'ality diverge. The survey data show the up-front costs in tools and education 
for all twelve cases were relatively minor. roughly comparable to the costs for 
allY III!W lIIethod or technique. While not trivial, the evidence shows they are 
lIut Olll'f11I1S. Tool support is a relatively minor cost. with basic tools to assist 
ill writillg alld reading formal specifications available for a few hundred dollars 
10 III' 1.0 as Uluch as $)000 for proof checking or theorem provers. It should be 
1I1l1.c!d that these tools arc far from industrially rugged when compared to CASE 
I'ruducts. 

Spunsorship: Government sponsorship has figured strongly in the devel
opillellt of formal methods. This sponsorship role has beell two-fold: first. as 
a prospective (allel eventually actual) user of the technology; and second. as a 
slILsiclizcr of early adopters. The first role has largely been successful in bring
iug al>uut IIccessary developments ill mathematical theories, logics. automated 
tool suppurt, anti education and training. The effectiveness of the government 
ill 1.111' til'COIIII role is sOlflewhat more problematic. On the one hand. the goal of 
I'r .. vi"ill~ t Iw lIIeans of tlt'veiopillg !letter softwart' as a result of applyillg 1II0re 
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/'il~ientifil- rigor to what is otherwise a largely ad hoc activity has had an impact 
in the fields of security and safety-critical systems, fields in which the responsi
hilitit!s of governments as evaluators and certifiers is undisputed. On the other 
hand, this goverlllllent perspective has for the most part ignored outside market 
and industrialization trends which have been evolving over the past decade in 
/IIort: sophisticated environments of tools, changing demands for accessibility 
hy users, lower cost structures, different programming and development pro
cess paradigms. The effect has been to retard the ability of early adopters to 
integratc with the larger software engineering community. 

Expeetatiulls: Evidence in the survey shows FM has not benefited from 
positivc expectations that it would become a dominant and widely used tech
uology. Further, FM has suffered from negative expectations as an a priori 
illlpedilllent [12]. Given that expectations involve psychological and sociologi
cui attitudes of the potential adopter community (in this case programmers and 
software tmginecrs), there is a notable faddishness to the number and attributes 
"I' elltrau\.s into the better software business, which accompanied with market
iug puhlicity, creates a "honeymoon" period during which the innovation takes 
ulr. Also, grapevine reviews, aided in recent years by the explosion of networked 
uscr groups, have spread a variety of llIostly negative messages. For the 1II0st 
part, forlllaimethods has not experienced a honeymoon period enjoyed by other 
softw,U"t~ cugineering lJIethods. Almost from its inception as a discipline, formal 
IlIcthOlb has becn vicwed by the mainstream software development industry ill 
largely uegative terms. At best, FM is perceived as an evil that is either to 
bl' avoidt!d (because of cost, education and overselling) or, if mandated (as per 
!!,oVI!rlllllcul. requirements), then carried out in damage limitation mode. 

4.3 Possible Solution Paths 

Haviu!!, illl!utilied adoptioll impediments, ,there is a responsibility to suggest 
/'iOllle ideas on possible ways to overcome them. Certain solutions are suggested 
hy till' I~ases thcmselves. Th~e recolllmelldations are preliminary as we have 
yd to I'IlIlIplcte our analysis. 

4.:1.1 Gmlcl'ul RCI:()llllllClldatiulls 

Various gcul!ral fixes are suggested: 

• I )eveluplllent of improved tool interfaces. We need both more familiar 
illterfaces (e.g., Windows) and interfaces that keep pace with evolving 
other cOIllPuter techllology trends such as visualization, animation and 
Iliult.i III£''' ia. 

• nCVdOI'III~nt of robust and reliahle tools. These tools should incorporate 
idl'as fWIII CASI-: tool!; ami S~~s, sudl as versiun cOlltrol and configuration 
II aallagl'llIt~lIl.. 
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• Development of l>etter notations that are expressive and accessiule to 
larger IIser base. 

-1.3.2 Aduptiou Criteria Recuuuuelluatious 

III udditioll, the adoption analysis also suggests possible routes to overcoming 
the specific prohlems highlighted ill the adoption criteria. 

COlupatihility: There are several ideas concerning how formal methods 
lIIight lillt! pathways for r.olllpatihility. With respect to integrating with existing 
lIIelliot!s ami processes: 

• The existellce of a rigorous process architecture provides natural insertion 
puiuts for formal artifacts (e.g., CMM levels 3 and auove, or, as in the 
SACEM case, as an additional step). 

• Tlw searchiug of compatibilities between existing techniques or methods 
alltl elellients of formalizatioll (e.g., the work of Jackson and Z ave link
ing JSf) and FM), or common aspects of ohject orientation and formal 
slwciliratioll (as iu the SSAOM case). 

• I )c'vdopiug hooks into existing CASE tool suites. 

Ollsl!l"vahility: Olle rueaus of improving observauility, is through such ef
fllrt.s as tile survey. Other ways to increase observability are through inclusion of 
IIItertJal software education and training programs (such as the IBM SWE Work
shops) and better exploitation of publicity mechanisms such as newsgroups, ill
dustry assoriatiou meetings aud the t.rade press. On the more technical side, 
lh(' survey reported the lack of appropriate relevant ruetrics for FM projects. 
I )t~vel(Jpllll:nt of such metrics, particularly if they were integratable int.o cur
nmt. III1!asurelJlent practices used in industry, should help facilitate making the 
results lliore accessible. 

Tl"allsfl~rHhility: Overcoming prior technology drag requires a deliuerate ef
fort t.o lillk fOrillal methods with meaningful change in industry, either through 
re-ellgilleering efforts or quality assurance. Often this involves mundane prob
It!"'s whidl are 1I0t viewed l>y many in the formal methods community as chal
lenging. As a nuruuer of the cases surveyed show, these mundane problems 
have the adval.ltage over challenging research topics of either representing a fi
lIallcially lIleaningful revenue stream or an installed base that does not make 
IIIlSillt'ss sense to jeopardize. III addition, as a starting point, mundane problems 
lIIay have a hetter chalice of demonstrating successful results, which can lead to 
lIIore I"flallcngiug work. 
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Table 1: CG R Evaluations of Regulatory and Commercial Cases 

Darling Multi 
Sacem TCAS ssadm IBM! cobol! Tek 

Trans 
ton Net CASE CICS sf puter 

Client 
Satisfaction + + + + NA NA NA + + 

Cost (of 
product) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA + 

Impm:t 
+ + + NA NA + NA + NA 

Quality 
0 + + NA + + + + + 

Time-to-
Market NA NA NA NA NA NA NA + NA 

Cost (of 
process) - NA 0 NA NA 0 + 0 + 

Impact (of 
FM process) 0 0 + + + + + 0 + 

Pedagogical 
+ + + + + + + + + 

Tools 
NA () + NA - + 0 0 + 

Design 
+ + + + + + + + + 

Reuse 
NA + + NA NA NA NA + + 

Maintenance 
NA NA NA NA NA + + NA NA 

Require-
1I1~llts + + + + NA + NA + 0 

V&V 
+ + + NA + + + NA + 
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All illll'ort.ant class of formal methods are those applied to the real-time behavior of computer 
sysl.('lIIs. Silln~ 110 sillgle theory deals with all aspects of a system's behavior, an integration 
or (~xistillg tht!ories 1IIust be achieved to simultaneously address different real-time require
IlIt!lIt.s of colllplex systems. Different real-time scheduling theories provide implementation 
I.,-dilliqllt's alld allalysis algorithms that allow aspects of timing behavior to be formally 
Cllla.ly:wd, providing increased assurance of temporal correctness. An integration of hard 
l"I-al·t.illH' scheduling techniques with stochastic methods for soft real-time requirements and 
Iwllilviors is lIeecled, coupled with concurrent state machine models of the implementation. 

MdllUds and associated tools that allow a systematic and automated application of 
tllt~St, t.(~dllliques are lI~edcd and are possible. In particular, our work focuses on developing 
illtt'gmtcd sdwdlliing theories that provide temporal semantics for high-level specifications. 
Tlws(' sp(~cilicatiolls can be fed to tools that automatically configure and populate a real-
1. iIIit' '~Xt','11 t i v(~, ,LII \.olllatically generate real-time schedulabili ty models of the configured 
S'ySt.(~III, (LIlt! alltolllatically solve the schedulability models. We outline what we call a proof 
Clrdli1.,'dlll't~, which is a reusable (parallleterized, configurable) proof outline that iutegra.tes 
variolll-i fUl'lllal IIwt!.ods needed to verify the real-time properties of a particular application 
IJllilt. iI('l'tmling t.o a reusable software architecture. 

TIlt' ,Idails of Utii' current work in real-time software architectures provide an example of 
what is a 1IIore gellcral approac!.. Software architectures are evolved (often from an existing 
1"I-lls,d,I,' soft.ware architecture) along with an associated proof architecture. These architec
tlln'san' n~lIsable l)t~cause they call be reconfigured for a large number of applications within 
il ~iv"11 e1olllaill, alld pussess a formal semantics provided by the various formal methods that 
1101\,(,111"'11 sd,'I'I."d alld illt.('grat(~d. Allalyses and arguments of correctness are thell ohtailll!d 
lilrp,I'Iy by "plup;-alld-dlllP;", where lIludl of tltis call of tell be automated. 

n.eal-tilll(~ Application Requirelnents 

AIIIIIISI. all t'OlIlpl(~x t~IIlLedded systems 1II11St provide traditional hard real-time feedback 
1'IIIII.roi Clllel IIIIISI. alsu halldle events that can best be characterized stochastically. Some 
11I11t.1'01 :-ysl."lIls an' safety-critical, and a souud formal basis for scheduling that supports 
olilitlysi:-. illid v,'rili('iltillll is highly desirable aud will illcreasingly be required. 
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Sy:;tt~JIIS that colltrol continuous physical processes depend heavily on the hard real-time 
sr/wcilllillg of periodic tasks, where the exact requirements for a particular periodic task 
sd lIIust ht~ arrived at ill conjunction with the control engineer. In general, the tasks may 
illI have differellt periods, specific deadlines, or may produce outputs or consume inputs 
at puillts other thaJl the beginning or ending of their executions. Tasks may also need to 
s),lIdll"Ouizc' access to shared resources or need to be distributed among multiple processors 
1.11 rlleet the c.omputation requirements. It must be possible to handle transient processor 
oVt'r1oads dlle to variations in task execution times, etc. 

( :olllplex systellls must also handle events as wel1 as manage continuous processes. Phys
ical processes cunespond to a variety of different events (e.g. valves open and close, humans 
ill1.t~rac.t. with the system, targets and threats appear and disappear, system components fail). 
This tralJslates ilJto a requirement that a system be able to support aperiodic tasks, which 
is 1.11 say support computations that occur in response to specific events. In some cases an 
I·vellt lJIust he respolJded to withiu a fixed hard deadline, e.g. target proximity detection for 
1/1 issi II' fusi IJP;, grouJld collision warnin& for terrain following flight direction. In some cases 
1.111' WSPUJlSt· 1.0 all event Call best be dlaracterized stochastically for a class of events, e.g. 
!,x'X. of tIlt' tillle a dialtulle will be obtained within 4 seconds of lifting a telephone handset. 

What is typind ill practice is that many real-time requirements are not directly specified. 
II/skild, they are derived during developmellt frolIl specifications of system fuuctionaJity 
.llId quality of st-!rvic:e. Rcal-time requirements are ofteu difficult to identify, sometimes 
tllIlI 'I. <tppc~ar il.'; explicit system requirements, alld are extremely difficult to verify. 

HI~al-tiJ)w Ileflavior is a property of the overall system, not a property of individual 
1,.,IJIPOIWlJts, and must lIe dealt with at the systems level. There are often interdependencies 
111'1 \VI'C~/I dilrc~r(!/It n!al-tillle rcquirclllcllts that rcsult ill poorly understood desigll trade-orrs 
filld illtt~rildiolls hetweeu components. Such interdependencies are sometimes manifest as 
• IIIII,,"'X 1.radc~-tlfrs 1)(~t.w(~elJ functiolJality at the system specification level, and can lead to 
.'\In·IIIC-I,y slJbtlp clt~reds havilJg widc-rallgillg and possibly catastrophic effects. 

H.eal-Tilne Software and Proof Architectures 

'I'lli' real-time n~CJlliwlllcnts of largc complex systems are diverse and often compcting, and 
1111 silJgl(~ alJalysis OJ' proof technique or tool is appropriate for the verification of all of a 
~ystl'lII 's wal-timt! requirements. What we will do is list some formal methods of use in 
IIIII' I'IlrrelJt work Oil real-time software architectures, sketch out a configurable software 
.1 ... ·hitc·d.IJI'C~ Ilfl.')ed 0/1 these formal methods, then introduce the idea of a proof architecture 
I,,· ,·xilillpl". t\~ tilt' softwart:' architectllre is evolved (populated, specialized) to creatc il. 

:.p.· .. ili, ilpplit'iI.tiulI, tIll' Jll'llof Clrdlitecture is simultaneously evolved to provide analysis 
.llId illt'J'I'a.,,,·d a:-;slll'aUCt~ uf c.orl'eclncss of the tillling propertics of that application. The 
.'>ysl.I'llIitl,ic Wily ill which this is dU/Ie is autolJlatable, at lcast to a significant extent, as we 
IliI\o'l' aln:iuly delJlUlIstrated for sOllie of this process in our ARPA/ONn. Domain-Specific 
SlIfI \\' iI 1'1' A r('h i tc·t'l1J J't~s progralll [1]. 

Ball' JlllJnut.UII it' CLllalysis allows ont> to analyze the behavior of a set of fixed priori ty 
pn"'Jllpl.al,ll· real-I.illlt' prucesscs sharing a processor. The basic theory deals with periodic 
1'II11'I'SSI'S c'"dl havillg sJl(~cifil!d hOlJudl!d cOlllpute tillles, intervals between dispatches, dead-
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lilll~s rdat.ivI~ t.u I~ach dispatch, and interactions with other processes. This is the model 
provided lo IIsers of our automatically configurable executive, who specify the collections of 
l'I~al-t.iIJII· proccsses (and associated source modules) they wish scheduled, together with the 
1'(1.1.1.1'1'115 of COllllllllllicatioll and resource sharing among those processes. 

Com:II .... clJl stale machine models and related methods of process algebras and temporal 
I()~ics provide powerful notations for specifying complex discrete state event-driven systems, 
t.ogetllcr witll methods for demonstrating liveness and safety properties for a specified sys
t.1~1J1. The desigll of our configurable executive is based on such a model. State machine 
IIl1ulds an' IIsed at a process level, a mode level, and a processor level. At the process level, 
t.11«' stalt~ IlIachilJc is described by a "life cycle" with transitions among process states of 
stopp(~d, illitiali~ilJg, suspended, and executing. Different modes of operation are supported 
II)' allowillg varyillg subsets of processes to active at different times. At the mode level, 
J'II11-t.i lIIe 1IJ(J(lt' t.rallsitiollS are modeled as state transition models that must interact with 
till' variulls pr()CI~SS state machines. At the processor level, different instances of a configured 
e~XI!clI\.ivl' ex(~cllt.t~ 011 dilferellt processors, where these concurrent state machines go through 
variOIlS powcr-lIp, operatiolJ, cOllsenslIs' protocol, ami shut-down states. 

Our proCt~SS level colJcurrent state machine implementation model executive is differellt 
frolll \.hat. of ( !S I' (Ada, Occam) in that state machines are not processes in the traditiolJal 

·se·lIse~, IIISt.t!ild, (~Vt~lIts t:urresp01J{1 to thillgs like clock interrupts, service calls made by pro
n~SSI!S, de. St.at.l~s are predicates over iuternal kernel variables (e.g. which queue contains 
il I'rol'l'ss, an:lIllJlllated process executioll time). Transitions are event-triggered invocations 
"f 1I01lIm~(~llIptahh' subprograms that manipulate the internal kernel variables. Traditional 
Floyd/lloare scquelltial proofs can be used to show that a piece of source code correctly 
IlIilpS a prograllJ stat.t~ ill which a givclI precondition is true to a program state in which a 
~ive~1I post.cullditiull is true_ Process level transitions are the result of event-invoked sllbpro
~rallIs wit.h pn~cOllllit.iolls dcfiued by the predicates of the state prior to the event and post 
nmditiuliS by tl.~ predicates for the the state resulting from the event. 

A IIser wishillg tu create a specific real-time application defines a set of processes and their 
ClSSII("iilt.(~d tilllilig n~qllirelllents along with a set of modes of operation and the transitions 
illJII)JJg t.helll, This is done using an architectural description language called MetaH. The 
illfonllat.iull ill tli~ Metall specification is then used to specialize source code templates 
fur tlw nJIIligurahle executive and a real-time schedulability model. We have not formally 
I'ilptllrt~d t.he t:()JlclII'rent slate machine design or state predicates using any toolset yet, but 
tile ide~iI would IH~ to similarly specialize model templates for such tools using information ill 
\.11t~ spt!cilicaliulI, 

TIlt' SIIIII"I'I' ("ocll' iLlI" model templatcs are configured by inserting the proper nUllll,er of 
prun~SSt':-; of the prupt'r t.yP(~ (wl.er~ a proC(~SS type in Metall correspolJds to the statt~ llIiL

dlilil' t.11iLt. dl's('.rilws tlw schedulcr state trallsitions that a process can undergo at run-time). 
'1'111' IIlocll' trallsit.ioll diagralJl llIust also he illsertcd. Values like periods, compute times and 
de'ildlill('s iLrt' substituted for the appropriate parameters in the various templates. Evolu
t.illllill'Y IJItHld speciiication and associated software development is supported by allowing 
pilrl iill SI)('cilit:atiulis t.o he generated amI allaly~ed for temporal correctness. The analysis 
l.e·dlllllllll·S ill 0111' Cllrrellt proof architecture system have been applied to specifications with 
s(,vt~rill dt)Z('lIs of processcs awl arc designed for applications with a few hundred processes 

1111 ,I 11I1I1t.il'rul'I'sslJr sysll~JlI, 
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Proof 'I'echuiques for Hybrid Scheduling 

:\1I101l,l!, all f"(~al-tillle requircmeuts of a complex system, accurate and predictable schedulillg 
i:-. ilIIIUII,I!, the Illost illlportaut. Systems that are not desigued and analyzed using sound 
IIW1.lluds an! suhject. tu unpredicted and unmanaged transient overloads and/or thrashing. 
TllI'sl' si1.lIatiolls sUllletimes have au unfortullate tendency to occur at the worst possible 
1I101l1(~1I1. (t:.g. fault, event handling, appearance of multiple threats, "alarm storms"). In this 
Sl"ditlll, Wt' luok at huw the principles of a proof architecture apply to a more detailed and 
It:ss wdllludt!rs1.ootl proIJlem called hybrid scheduling. Hybrid schedules include mixtures of 
pt!riudic:, hard deadline aperiodic, and soft deadline aperiodic traffic. 

WI' an! wurkillg towards the development of integrated analysis and implementation for 
Iaylu'id sciledllliug ill MetaH, which currently supports periodic processes using fixed priority 
pn!(·lIIp1.iv(~ sdwduliug and aperiodic processes using the deferred server method. We are 
wtlrkiug ttl t!x1.(!11t1 this with slack-based implementation techniques for aperiodics. Slack
l'iLs(!d CLualysis will he IIsed fur hard deadline aperiodics [2,4], and we plan to integrate 
ilIOn' trculitiollal iLJlt!riodic analyses (e.g. qucuing theory, Petri Nets [3], or more generalized 
stochast.ic proC't!sses) for large scale appruximations of non-critical traffic and time averaged 
:o;y:;t.elll I,dmviul' fur underlying slack servers. 

Fn., II I the IIS(!I"S perspective, a set of aperiodic alld periodic proc.esses are specified. The 
pt!riutlic task sd is lirst analyzed alone for schedule feasibility using our linear schedulability 
;lIli1ly~t!r P"I,(il .. Theu the maximum slack, or equivalently the maximum amount of utilization 
t1wt. call Iw CtlllSllllled while guaranteeillg the deadlines of periodic processes, is computed. 
TIlt' ilpt'riodin; are also priority rallked relative to one another and to the periodics. Worst 
.'ilSt· ('(JIII I'll t!! t.ill\(~:;, illlY deadlines, and arrival assumptions must also specified for aperiodics. 
(Tilt· pJ't~t:isiuli ill the specification of arrival assumptions will depend both un the traffic 
sl.n·iLllI's n'qllil't~lIlellts awl on the criticalness of the requirements.) 

Slat'k valtlt!s art! thell c.omputed at each priority level, and slack availability for the spec
ilit·d l't!qllin!IIIt~lIts is assessed across the priority levels. It is sometimes permissible to allow 
it /It'a-iudit' to lIliss <L deadline uccasiuually to favor a high priority aperiodic. Our current 
tllol /lrovitil!S aualysis values that allow all assessment of possible impact on a periodic by all 
iIJH!riut/ie hy l!xallliniug the compute time variations that can be tolerated at run-time. Our 
,'IIITellt auel plaullcd algorithm and analysis techniques provide some flexibility and support 
fur tmdt'-olfs I,etween the various performance characteristics of an application (e.g. peri
udie d(!itdliu(~s v(!rSIlS aperiodic respouse times, average throughput versus the risk of missing 
.. /liLa-l.ina/ar d(~(Ldlille), alld wc have ideutified additional forms of such sensitivity analysis 
illful'IJliLtiulI thaI. Jllay be useful. 

t lsill~ slad,-I",st·t/ IIIt!thotls, it is possible to automatically handle the low-level details of 
:-.-Il\'dlllill,l!,. This fJ'(!(-~s the system developcr frulll the lIeed to construct timelines for all pos
sil,l!' sysl.t'JlI st'ilt!duliug hehaviors. The Illodels ami executive implementatiolls are devdoped 
I.II~dllt'r, <tIlt I ('x('clltioll tillles uSt~d ill detailed analysis for aperiodics will also iuclude illl-
1'1t!llwlIl.al.iulI oV(~rht!iul:; such as context swaps, scheduler overhead tillles and inter-proccssor 
syudirullizal.iull alltl I'lJlIIIIIUnicatiulI. III a slack-based implementation, a configured ex eell-
1 iva' t'olll.ilius a tiL"lt! uf statically computed slack values. Slack values are determined fwm 
tilt' I"'riudie worklOild, and ill sullie case:; higher priority aperiodic workloads. Slack COUII-

1"1:- ...... IlIiLilll.ilillt'd iLlld lI"datl~t1 wlwil the kcmell'hanges state as dcscrihed ill the previolls 
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st~l"I.i"lI. I J IIUtit~d executiOll time (compared to the worst case specified) is easily reclaimed 
a.lld llaa.de iLVililablt! ilti slack bandwidth to aperiodics. 

Our approacll ~lI1phasizes maintaining detailed consistency between design, analysis and 
illlplelllelltatiulI, so tllat the analytic results provide assurance of implementation correctness 
tlanJIIgllout tire software evolution process. Our detailed design-time analysis of mixed peri
"die iLild aperiodic (lIyhrid) workloads can he extended and used in conjunction with other 
alia lysis tuub, botll to estimate the likelihood of certain kinds of anomalous behaviors and 
t.u st.udy tilt> feasibility of various design alternatives. For example, further work could pro
vide allalysis capabilities that allow us to more accurately examine the tails of distributions. 
Tlriti is lI~eded for allalyzing system behavior that is not near the mean, e.g. probabilities 
of lIIissiug deadlilles, probabilities of queue overflow, probabilities of data loss. These analy
st's art' especially difficult and especially necessary when modeling the reliability of complex 
sySt.t~IIIS, aud iu llIakiug design evolution trade-offs that involve system reliability. 

Ollr n~lIsablt~ real-time architectures then consists of the collection of source code and 
forrllill 1II0dd t.elllplates. Acquirillg tl.le associated tools, developing the templates, and 
tlt:vdupillg tlw lIIethods for configuring the templates in a way that assures their mutual 
t"OUSistl~llt:y arc colllplex tasks subject to some of the usual criticisms of formal methods: 
t.11t~y r<~qllirt~ high Ic'!ve\s of specialized skills and they take a large amount of effort. However, 
Ullt"t' t.lwSt~ assets are obtained, they can be easily reused on many, many applications. More
tlVt~r, t.lw spccializatioll of the templates and invocations of the analysis tools can be largely 
i1l1t"lIlat.(~(1. By developing a highly reusable software and proof architecture, the original 
('XP('IIS(' of applyiug furmalmethods can be amortized across a large number of applications. 
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A FORMAL MODEL OF PROBLEM 
SOLVING AND ITS IMPACT. ON 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT .. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION. 

by 
Daniel Cooke 

University of Texas at E1 Paso 
E1 Paso, TX 19968-0518 

There appear to be at least two problems concerning formal models for software development. 
These problems contribute to the separation of the associate theory and practice. The first problem is 
that many formal models impact only a small portion of the software life cycle. Therefore, the 
cost/benefit ratio for the micro-mode" is unfavorable (Le., the utility of a model is often low). 

To address this issue, many broader models' actually incorporate several models, where each 
constituent model addresses a ponion of the life cycle. The solution to the first problem leads to the 
second problem: the fact that macro-model. often incorporate several models, requires the user to 
understand several different abstractions and the interactions among them. The resulting complexity 
may be perceived as a situation where the cure is worse than the disease. A worthy goal appears to be 
a formal model that addresses a larger share of the software development cycle in a single abstraction. 

In order to be more useful the model must provide support beyond the software development 
phases and address operational issues such as reliability. This paper presents three considerations 
which affect the utility of a formal language/model2 for software development. First, languages must 
be more readable and writable so that developers can be more effective when producing software. 
Second, languages should, in a single, uniform abstraction, allow the developer to express as many 
aspects of a problem solution as possible, including constraints on the software's behavior. Finally, 
languages should support software evolution. The potential impact of a formal model for problem 
solving based on the language, BagL, is discussed herein. By showing how BagL addresses the three 
considerations above, one may observe how the BagL model may impact a larger share of the software 
life cycle and how BagL may lead to improvement in (1). the effectiveness of software developers and 
(2). the reliability of their products. 

2.0 ABSTRACTION AND REPRESENTATION. 
If one can make a software developer more effective, then it is possible to favorably impact the 

reliability of complex software products. Software developers are more effective when using more 
readable and writable languages to express software solutions. 

In order to improve upon the readability and writability of software solutions, suitable abstrac
tions and associated representations are necessary. One approach is to abstract out of current pro
gramming languages major sources of complexity and do so without ending up with an inherently 
ambiguous language. 

• ReHarCh lpolWored by the Air Force Office of Scientific R-.dl (AFSC), UDder contract F49620-93-HllS2; NASA, UDder 
contract NAO 2-670 Supp. , 2, and by NSF IfUIl No. CDA·901S006. 

I AI an aside, one IDUIt realiz. that moat CUI1'tnt mode" Ulume a IOftWare Iif. cycl. more or I ... lib the traditional waterfall 
model. How.ver, luppoa. there .mt diff.rem formal approacbM to probl.m eolvilll which would actaalIy replace the 
nditionallif. cycle with a new one. Such a fomal approach mipt .... ult in an abbreviated lif. cycle (compand to tboee .... DOW 

UM) and impact a much Iar,.r lhare of &he new lif. cycl •. 
What could caUlt auch a radical alteration in .. IOftware life cycI.? In lhiI paper, it .. bypath .. b.d tIat a true abift in 

11l1fUI,. puadiJlll would .. ult in a .. w eoftware Uf. cycl.. n. current Iif. c:yd. baa .wlved aroUDd &he imperadve 
propmmina 11l1fUI,. paradiJlll. A new puadiJID mi,hllibly re quire a new Iif. c)'cle for eoftware development. Por 'nmpl., 
the rapid prolOtypilli model lUiJNlI a life cycle much diff .... nt from &he current life cycl... [Luql] 

::! lIere it il Ulumed that a fonnal langua,. impli .. a model for problem IOlviDj. 
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2.1 ABSTRACTION. 
"Since Pratt's paper on the design of loop controi structures was published [pratt] more than a 

decade ago, there has been continued interest in the need to provide better language features for itera
tion. "[Bishop] The need for better language features is due to the fact that the construction of looping 
algorithms is very complex and costly. [Mills] 

In order to establish better abstractions for loops, it is necessary to identify the fundamental 
purposes served by loops. Iterative control structures are employed in order to process nonscalar data 
structures. [Bishop] The three basic purposes of loops are: 

1. To produce nonscalars from scalars (e.g., Fibonacci sequence); 
2. To produce a scalar from a nonscalar (e.g., summation); 
3. To produce a nonscalar from a nonscalar (e.g., squaring a matrix). 
[Cooke91] 

In the same way languages like Algol and Pascal introduced fundamental control structures in 
order to limit the degrees of freedom in solving problems with GOTO-based languages, the research 
leading to BagL has attempted to introduce fundamental constructs for processing nonscalar data 
structures. This research has uncovered that there are five ways in which nonscalar structures are pro
cessed: the reg.lar, irreplar, generative, eveative, and tr"aIlaitive proces~ of nonscalar 
structures. BagL possesses constructs for. each of the five types of nonscalar procesSUJg. Thus, the 
BagL abstraction effectively replaces iteration and recursion with a small number of constrUcts for 
processing nonscalar data structures. 

BagL is a formal, executable specification language which provides for database and scientific 
computing in a uniform level of representation. Using BagL, a problem solver provides little in the 
way of algorithmic detail in a problem solution. Instead, the problem solver describes the solution di
rectly by specifying, via a metastructure, the data structures which will hold results useful in solving a 
problem. 

A metastcucture is a single, general purpose structure which is configurable into any possible 
data structure. The structures of BagL are persistent, in that there is no need for the programmer to 
write routines which convert an external database (i.e., one stored on disk) into an internal database 
(i.e., one existing in memory) or vice versa [Lamb]. 

BagL is a small language, in that there is a small number of language constrUcts. All BagL 
constructs interact well; all constructs are defined to operate only on bags, ..ao.d all constructs produce, 
as results, only bags. The denotational semantics of BagL were completed in the spring of 1993. A 
prototype interpreter based upon the semantics was written in the summer of 1993 and is cUlTently 
being revised. BagL possesses the simplest possible computational model. There is nothing in 
BagL's computational model that does not absolutely have to be there. By abstracting out a major 
source of complexity, BagL offers an abstraction which should improve the effectiveness of problem 
solvers. 

2.2 REPRESENTATION. 
The representation of a problem solution in any language, regardless of the abstraction level of 

the language, is complicated by two needs: 

( I). the need to present nested operations and 
(2). the need to select operands upon which the operations are to apply. 

Nested program structures are a major source of confusion when attempting to read or write a 
program. In procedural programs this source of complexity. is ma~e worse by the fact .that ~ere ~e 
many different types of control structures that can be nested, 1Jlclud1Jlg proc~dures, .functlons, 1tera11ve 
statements, and if-then-else structures. Programmers must understand the mteractlon between nested 
statements of differing constructs (e.g., loop~ i~ide if-then-else, etc.) and then they must understand 
the interaction of the non-control statements 1ns1de the nested structures. 

BagL presents an improvement over the procedura1languages in that oaly non-~o~ol state
ments are nested in BagL (Control statements, other than guarded commands, do not eX1st 1n BagL). 
Therefore, the programmer need only understand the interaction of nested terms and relations in BagL 
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-- nothing else can be nested. However, BagL still suffers from some of the confusion which results 
from'nested structures. Consider the irregular BagL function to compute the square of a matrix: 

, function square( dom(t), ran(sq» is [+( [*([t(i, (*»,t( (*),j)])] )] 

This function is indeed daunting. It states that for each i and j associated with table t multiply row i by 
the corresponding elements of column j. This operation results in a bag of products to which the + 
sign is distributed, resulting in the singleton bag corresponding to the i.jth position of the range bag, 
sq. 

With the square function, one observes the difficulty of representing nested strUctures; we call 
this problem the containment problem. What is inside what? The typical approach to dealing with 
this problem is to use a directed graph to represent the flow of the equation. [Berztiss] See figure 1. 

t(i.*) 

~ ~I * + 
t (* ,j) 

.figurel Nested Stnu:;tures, 

While an improvement over the textual definition, there may be better ways to indicate the 
nesting of BagL terms. Using our method', the containment of an operation is self-evident. Consider 
again the BagL function to square a matrix, but this time the presentation will benefit from an improved 
visual approach: 

Figure 2, Containment, 

As one can observe, the containment of an operator is self-evident when compared to the tex
tual function, above. BagL's abstraction actuaUy facilitates the development of a visual interface. The 
research into visual languages and interfaces is typically based upon current paradigms of program
ming. The languages serving as a foundation for this work have complicated computational models 
which tend to muddy the waters in the search for interface improvement. As stated previously, BagL 
has the simplest possible computational model. There are no unnecessary complications in the model. 

Similarly, the BagL model suggests basic operations associated with the selection of operands 
for computation. There seem to be basic selection operations which may also have revealing visual 
definitions. The two fundamental ways to select data are (1). based upon value and (2). based upon 
position. The darkened row and column of tables t in figure 2 suggest a scheme to depict the selection 
of operands based upon position. With a better representation scheme, BagL should provide a view of 
problem solution that is easy to read, write, and comprehend. With better comprehension should come 
increased effectiveness, 

3.0 INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS. 
BagL can be extended to impose database integrity constraints. The extension we are 

developing will not add to the knowledge required of the BagL programmer. Functions which impose 
integrity constraints behave in a manner consistent with the behavior of BagL functions which compute 
results. Consider a simple example. Assume a database exists, like that presented in figure 3, view 1. 

A BagL function to compute a ten percent raise for all employees, as applied to the Employee 
Database, would be: 

Function Raise( Dom(Salary), Ran(Salary» is [Salary * 1.1] 



O~e. type of B~gL function, called an ollter function, is initiated for execution based upon the avail
ability of data In the database. In particular, the domain variables of the function (e.g., Dom(Salary» 
must b.e paired with values in the database to which the function is applied. (fhe data dependent 
execu.t1on ~ategy provides the BagL eventive construct.) When the function begins execution, the 
domain vanables are consumed from the database. Assuming R.ai.e is an outer function, the initiation 
of its execution results in the change to the database as it is depicted in view 2 of figure 3. 

View 1 View 2 View 3 
Name Salary Name Name Salary 

Employee bob 50,000 bob bob 55,000 

Database mary 55,000 mary mary 60,500 

sue 90,000 sue sue 99,000 

figure 3, Modl(yuJg the Employee Database 

It is possible for domain variables to be protected from consumption. It is also possible to ini
tiate functions in the more traditional way, via function references (or invocations). Given that func
tion F is invoked by some other function G, the function F is called an ilUler fllDction. Function F 
receives its arguments from and returns its result to the invoking function O. When an outer function 
completes execution, its results are paired·with the range variable(s) and placed in the database. For 
example, when function R.ai.e completes execution, its result is produced in the database and paired 
with the name Salary. See figure 3, view 3. 

The R.ai.e function contains the term Salary • L 1. In BagL, when a scalar (like L 1) is 
paired with a nonscalar (like Salary) the scalar is "normalized" to the length of the nonscalar and the 
associated operator is distributed among the corresponding elements of the associated structures: 

[50000,55000, ... , 90000] * [1.1] 
[(50000 * 1.1), (55000 * 1.1), ... ,(90000 * 1.1)] 
[ 55000,60500, ... , 99000] 

becomes 
which becomes 

In order to impose constraints on a database, it is typically incumbent upon the programmer to 
distribute appropriate guards into all functions which update a constrained field. For example, sup
pose there is a cap placed on salaries in the Employee Database above, limiting salaries to be no greater 
than $100,000. To impose this constraint, the programmer in a typical language must place an appro
priate guard on any statement updating the salary attribute. Furthermore, the programmer must be 
concerned about indirect updates to the constrained attribute. For example, when a new employee's 
infonnation is added as a tuple to the Employee Database, the programmer must recall that there is a 
constraint on Salary and furthennore, the programmer must recall that Salary is an attribute of the 
Employee Database. 

The problem with relying on the programmer to impose constraints is that the programmer has 
to keep track of the constraints and know when it is appropriate to impose them. When a constraint 
changes, a system maintainer must remember all of the functions which are affected by the change and 
make the appropriate modifications. 

One can envision BagL functions which initiate encution upon availability of databases rather 
thlUl upon domain variables. We are making sim~le alt~tions to the syn~ and semantics of Bag.L so 
thal constraint functions will behave and be wntten In a manner consIstent to BagL compuUl.lonal 
functions: 

Constraim(Dom(DB,OB'),Ran(OB» is 
[ [DB'] when <=(Salary' ,100,000) 

[DB] otherwise ] 
. 

This function executes whenever the named Database and its successor (denoted by a prime) is 
available. Whenever the named database is updated (i.e., when both DB and DB' become available), 
the function, CODstraint, returns the new database if the Salary constraint is met. Otherwise, the old 
database is returned. There is no need for the programmer to place guards throughout a program or set 
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of. programs which affect, either directly or indirectly, the constrained attribute. The constraint is 
stated one time and is imposed on _y update, whether direct or indirect. If, at a later time, the con
straint changes, only one software update is necessary. By removing the responsibility for imposing 
constraints from the programmer, BagL provides a foundation for the production of more reliable 
software. 

4.0 SUPPORT FOR SOFTWAIlE EVOLUTION. 
The reliability of a program is subject to eaviroJUlleatat influences. Programs do not operate 

in a vacuum. They are expected to fit into some environment and operate reliably in that environment. 
Unfortunately, environments change and specifications which were true in the original environment 
may not be true in future environments. Environmental changes are indicated when a system is pre
sented information which is inconsistent with the program's knowledge. A program cannot respond 
correctly when environmental information contradicts specified information. 

In [Luqi and Cooke] it is shown that many environmental changes result in an inconsistency in 
the software system's specification. Using the integrity constraints discussed in the previous section, 
shifts in knowledge resulting in inconsistencies, are easily detected in constraint functions which 
operate on a DB and its successor, DB' (e.g., when some information is true in DB and false in DB'). 
Detecting inconsistencies permits the system itself to alert programmers of the need for adaptive 
maintenance. Thus, through its features for integrity constraints, it is possible that BagL may provide 
additional support for maintenance and, 85 a result, further improve upon the reliability of systems 
deveJoped in BagL. 

5.0 CONCLUSION. 
Formal languages may lead to improvement in (1). the effectiveness of software developers 

and (2). the reliability of their products. To do so, however, languages must impact a larger share of 
the software life cycle. This paper presented three considerations which affect the reliability of 
software products. First, languages must be more readable and writable so that developers can be 
more effective when producing software. Second, languages should, in a uniform abstraction, allow 
the developer to express as many aspects of a problem solution as possible, including constraints on 
the software's behavior. Third, languages should support software evolution. 
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Abstract 

The long-term goal of our research is to reconcile the conflicting goals of increased software quality 
and shorter time-to-market. We have proposed a theory and a methodology centered around so-called 
features and have applied them to a software development project, the design of an SQL database 
management program. A corner stone of our approach is that it allows the software engineer to keep 
track of features throughout the life-cycle. This includes the reliance on incremental enhancements, the 
explicit specification of relationships between features, and the mapping of software features to the code 
that implements them. 

We are also currently working on automatic support for our methodology. This includes the devel
opment of an interactive tool with hierarchical modeling capabilities, a browser for feature dependencies 
and interactions, an automatic version generator. and a consistency checker. 

Keywords: Computer Aided Software Engineering, Configuration Management, Design Methodologies, 
Features, Feature Dependency, Feature Interaction, Life Cycle, Software Quality, Software Understand
ability, System Analysis and Design, Version Control. 

1 Introduction 

A pressing concern of the software industry is decreasing time to market without sacrificing software quality. 
Yet, the inherent complexity of modern software systems makes the goals of rapid delivery of applications 
and the attainment of high quality standards appear mutually exclusive. Much of the complexity of current 
software is caused by the abundance of features they support. 

Many UNIX tools have upwards of 30 options, off-the-shelf commercial software has manuals totaling 
thousands of pages. To combat the inherent complexity of large software systems, it is necessary to break 
their structure down into manageable pieces. We see three dimensions in which this can be done: 

Modular Programming, the oldest approach to hierarchical decomposition, attempts to organize system 
components around collections of related tasks. 

Object-Oriented Programming, a more recent paradigm, organizes the data structures of a software 
system around collections of objects. 

Feature-Oriented Programming, our contribution, alms at breaking down system functionality into 
collections of features. 

While current modularization techniques seem sufficient to create a manageable first version of a software 
system, the complexity introduced by subsequent modifications and enhancements tends to get out of control. 
This problem has gained much importance through the increasing popularity of evolutionary life-cycle models 

[4.6]. 
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1.1 Vertical versus Horizontal Abstraction 

The best weapon to combat the inherent complexity of large software systems is abstraction. Traditionally, 
higher-level notations have been used to abstract from implementation details. However, there are two 
problems with this vertical approach: First, it is difficult to verify the consistency between different levels of 
abstraction. Second, even if we abstract from all implementation issues, the external behavior of systems is 
becoming increasingly more complex so that it can no longer be easily understood. 

The feature-oriented approach presents a horizontal alternative to the vertical abstraction paradigm. 
Rather than omitting implementation details, we investigate the omission of behavioral details, i.e. well
defined pieces of system functionality. Subsequent decomposition of these pieces leads to atomic features. 

Horizontal abstraction induces an algebraic structure which gives a precise mathematical meaning to fea
tures. As a result, we can explicitly associate atomic features with software fragments ("marked fragments") 
and thus disable and enable features at will. This makes them traceable and manageable throughout the 
software life-cycle: 

• During requirements analysis, our approach allows structuring and decomposing functionalities into 
features. All known feature interactions are also made explicit at that time. 

• During design, internal system functionality is identified and managed in exactly the same way that 
external functionality was before. 

• By mapping the functional structure into the actual source code, programmers are confined to im
plementing features in a clean and traceable way, which leads to understandable and maintainablt> 
code. 

• For testing purposes, parts of the system functionality can be disabled, which allows testers to focus 
either on specific features in isolation or on feature interactions. 

• Automatic evaluation of regression tests is usually difficult because the behavior of the system is not 
exactly the same as previously. By disabling functionality added in the meantime, the old behavior can 
be obtained at any time, although the internal structure of the system may have changed significantly. 

• Marketing considerations sometimes require feature bundling in a way that was not anticipated during 
design. Instead of increasing the system complexity further to achieve the desired bundling, unforeseen 
functional subsets can be created easily with our approach. 

• In order to train people in the use of a new product, it is often useful to start with a simpler, mort> 
understandable version of the system in which certain advanced features are disabled. 

• Maintenance does not always mean adding functionality. Sometimes features have to be retired because 
they have turned out to be useless, poorly implemented, or even harmful. Our approach guarantees 
full reversibility, i.e. easy removal of obsolete or unwanted features. 

• By using run-time feature control, a new approach to fault-tolerance becomes possible. If an error 
occurs within code belonging to a certain feature, only this feature needs to be turned off. The overall 
system may be able to continue operation at reduced functionality. 

In [2] we illustrate most of these stages through the example of an SQL database management system. We 
give an analysis of its set of features, and show how this analysis has guided the design and implementation 
of the system. In addition, we show how readily available tools such as cpp (the C preprocessor), sed, and 
grep can be used to support selective enabling and disabling of features. 

1.2 Related Work 

We know of two previous attempts for obtaining better feature traceability: 
Norman Wilde (University of West Florida and, like us, a member of the Software Engineering Research 

Center) has created the notion of "software reconnaissance" [8]. He runs test cases over an instrumented 
program to find out where in the program a certain feature is implemented. His reconnaissance tool tries 
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to identify "unique code" with respect to the feature in question, i.e., program statements that are only 
executed when the feature is invoked. 

Hart and Shilling (Georgia Tech) try to solve the problem earlier, viz. at the time a feature is being 
implemented [3]. They designed a syntax-directed editor that allows programmers to declare features and to 
link them explicitly with nodes in the program tree. Advanced operations like feature extraction (selected 
disabling of features) and feature instantiation (creating additional instances of generic features) are also 
possible. 

What has not been attempted, though, is to define the concept of a feature. According to [3]. "it IS 

precisely this lack of rigor which gives features much of their power. The designer is free to define as a 
feature any useful, easily described, slice of program functionality. " 

While we agree that features may resist a complete formalization, we have found that a high degree of 
precision is desirable and achievable. Our feature-oriented methodology, which spans the entire software 
life-cycle, would not be possible otherwise. 

The formal basis of our feature theory is elaborated in [1]. There we define features as sets of functional 
atoms that enjoy certain closure properties. Features give rise to a lattice of system versions with the 
bottom version possessing no features, the top version supporting all features, and intermediate versions 
implementing some consistent subset of features. We also illustrate the theory by applying it to a real-world 
program. 

1.3 Organization of this Paper 

After a brief introduction to feature-oriented terminology and feature theory (sections 2 and 3), we present 
our view of the evolutionary life-cycle in sections 4 through 9. We conclude with some thoughts on tool 
support and the role of formal specifications in feature-oriented software engineering. 

2 Feature-Oriented Terminology 

We define some feature-oriented terminology that forms the basis of the feature-oriented approach. 

2.1 Features 

Features of a system are found by imagining simplified system versions, which we call reductions. One can 
think of a reduction as a historic predecessor (which it might in fact be), or just as a preliminary version to 
be shown to the customer. The difference between a reduction and the full version is a feature. 

Similarly, to determine whether some capability of our system is a feature, we try to imagine a reduction 
that would result from its removal. If such a reduction is possible and easier to understand than the original 
system, we have identified a feature. 

The converse is not always true, though. One feature might logically depend on another feature, so the 
latter cannot be removed alone. But if the reduction becomes possible after removing some other features, 
we also know that we have a feature. (The full version inherits the features of all its reductions.) 

2.2 Functionality 

The overall system functionality is composed of three parts. They are core functionality, library functionality, 
and feature functionality. 

Main input, main processing, and main output together form the core functionality, which would typically 
be the kind of view given in the first chapter of a user's guide. The core functionality must be preserved by 
every reduction, which means (by definition) that it is free of any features. 

Library functionality is functionality that is not application-specific and is provided by the programming 
language, built-in procedures, run-time libraries, and other general-purpose tools. . . 

Core and library functionality are completely free of features. All features are captured by the remammg 
feature functionality. In its entirety. feature functionality can be seen as one big composite feature. although 
in practice it is more useful to decompose it into individual features of a finer granularity. 
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3 Feature Theory 

Not -only is the feature-oriented approach of practical relevance, but it is also firmly grounded in theory. The 
following is a summary of some results of our feature theory. 

Features are collections of atoms which in turn are atomic units of system functionality. Features satisfy 
a certain closure property, hence not every collection of atoms is a feature. The fact that singleton collections 
of atoms are features allows us to identify any such feature with the atom it comprises. 

Two features can be classified as either orthogonal to (1.), dependent on (>-), or parallel to (II) each 
other. Orthogonal features can be disabled and enabled independently. If orthogonal features are present 
simultaneously, feature interaction may occur. Feature dependency is an irreflexive, anti-symmetric, and 
transitive relation. Dependencies restrict the way in which features may be added or deleted. Parallel 
features cannot be disabled one after the other. They occur when features have some atom in common or 
when conflicting dependencies exist. 

Versions are defined as downward-closed collections of atoms. Versions form a complete lattice with the 
full version as the top and an extremely reduced core version as the bottom. Any feature can be constructed 
as the difference between two versions, and any difference between versions is a feature. 

Our version lattice is analogous to the version lattice of [5). But they use it to model vertical abstraction, 
while we are interested in horizontal abstraction. Consequently, their partial order means "refinement" while 
ours means "simplification". 

Features may be composed. It turns out that features form a monoid l under feature composition, which 
is defined as a restricted form of the union of features. 

4 Feature-Oriented System -Evolution 

The feature-oriented life-cycle is evolutionary in nature. At the beginning, a core version is developed, which 
is subsequently incremented with feature functionality. Every increment is an atomic feature. 

The feature-oriented life-cycle allows for maximum customer interaction. Every new feature the customer 
requests is inserted into a "wish list" , which is transparent to the customer. At any time, the customer may 
put a new feature on the wish list, reorder priorities, or cancel a feature. Of course, it is in the interest of 
both the customer and the developer to keep the wish list as stable as possible. If the customer suddenly 
requests a feature that cannot be implemented with the present design, then the price for that feature will 
have to cover all the redesign and recoding effort. 

Features from the wish list are processed according to their priority. First, the requirements engineer 
clarifies the semantics with the customer. If the feature is still on top of the wish list after that, the effort will 
be estimated and a price calculated. If the customer accepts the price and the feature is still on top of the 
list, the designer will devise an implementation strategy. Subsequently, it will be implemented and removed 
from the wish list. All these activities happen asynchronously, with the wish list acting as a pipeline. 

Should the customer change his mind later, he can still cancel a feature after it has been implemented. In 
a feature-oriented implementation, features can be disabled and enabled at will. So if the customer changes 
his mind again, he can have the feature back. 

Another advantage of automatic disabling is that a new version can be given to the customer every time a 
new feature has been implemented. Traditionally, an expensive synchronization is needed in order to obtain 
a stable and consistent version. All implementation and testing activity in progress must be finished, and 
nothing new may be started until the new version has been frozen. In a feature-oriented implementation, by 
contrast, features that are not ready for release can be disabled, and the customer gets one new feature and 
nothing else. 

I A monoid is an algebraic structure with an associative operator and a unit element. 
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5 Feature-Oriented Specification 

5.1 Core Specification 

The first step to a feature-oriented specification is to specify the core functionality, which is equivalent. to 
specifying a core version. The core version should be a useful approximation of the full version. It should 
capture the basic idea behind the system, but leave out any additional bells and whistles. 

Everything else is based on the core specification, so it should be made as small, clean, and precise as 
possible. Since the core version is not "messed up" with features, it is far more susceptible to a formal 
specification than the full version. But even a semi-formal core specification will profit greatly from the 
simplification achieved by feature omission. 

5.2 Feature Statements 

The next step in the requirements specification phase is to decompose the feature functionality, i.e. the 
difference between the core and the full version, into features. This happens in two directions: Starting from 
the full version, we can remove features to get a sequence of reductions. Starting from the core version, we 
can add features to get a sequence of enhancements. It is a good idea to mentally construct each of the 
versions and to verify that they are logically possible. Every feature must also be checked to verify that its 
removal has a simplifying rather than an obscuring impact. When the two sequences meet at some version, 
we have completely decomposed the feature functionality into a set of mutually non-parallel features. 

Whenever a feature has been identified (i.e. either something that has to be added to the core version 
to increase its complexity toward the full version, or something that can be removed from the full version 
to simplify it toward the core version), the question of atomicity arises. If the feature is quite complex but 
can be decomposed into simpler features by constructing intermediate reductions, then it should be further 
decomposed. Otherwise, decomposition halts and the feature is declared atomic. 

Once the atomic features have been identified and named, their precise meaning must be defined. For 
each feature / the following question must be answered: "How does adding (or removing) / change the 
behavior of a version?" It should be easy to give a precise, informal feature statement. Note, however, that 
the feature statement must take into account the presence or absence of other features. A special case is 
that / cannot be added at all unless feature 9 is already present. This would mean that / depends on g. 

5.3 Interaction Statements 

Dependency is not the only reason why it may become necessary to mention other features in a feature 
statement. Suppose / and 9 are orthogonal, i.e. there are versions with / but without 9 and vice versa. If 
the functionality of both features is to apply some transformation to the same data, then the order in which 
these two transformations are performed may be significant. Therefore, the feature statement of / would be 
incomplete without specifying that / must happen, say, be/ore g. Similarly, the statement of 9 would have 
to require that 9 happen after /. 

The above relationship between orthogonal features is called feature interaction. Generally speaking, 
interaction between / and 9 means that it is impossible to deduce the exact behavior of a version in which / 
and 9 occur together from the behavior of versions in which only one of them occurs. Interactions between 
three or more orthogonal features are also possible. 

Note that every feature interaction must clarify an ambiguity introduced by the simultaneous presence of 
orthogonal features. If a straight-forward combination of the features is possible, then there exists a versioll 
in which the features are all present without any interaction. Adding unsolicited interaction between the 
features would increase complexity, so the "interaction" is really a new feature. 

Clearly, specifying an interaction in all the corresponding feature statements would introduce an awk
ward redundancy into the specification. Therefore, feature interactions should be expressed in interaction 
statements, separately from the feature st"atements. Through this convention, feature statements may only 
contain references to prerequisite features, not to orthogonal ones. 
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6 Feature-Oriented Design 

6.1· Core Design 

Similarly to the specification phase, in feature-oriented design we deal first with the core functionality. As 
feature-orientation is orthogonal to existing paradigms, any appropriate design method can be used to design 
the core version. 

It is important to review the core design with respect to features that are already known from the 
specification. While some features might fit in smoothly with the anticipated system structure, others might. 
be impossible to implement without major restructuring. The core design should be adjusted accordingly, 
until every known feature is expected to be implementable in a clean way. 

6.2 Library Design 

Another issue to be addressed during core design is to identify all the library functionality needed to imple
ment the core functionality. Some of it will be covered by existing libraries, the rest has to be designed as 
new libraries and logically separated from the application design. 

The decision what to delegate to a library and what to leave inside the application is often based on a 
tradeoff. This is true for existing libraries as well as for new ones. On the one hand, we want to move out of 
the application as much functionality as possible to keep it simple. On the other hand, we lose the flexibility 
to make arbitrary, application-specific changes once we incorporate functionality into a library. 

While the distinction between genuine application modules and new libraries written during the project 
seems not too important in conventional software engineering, it becomes vital in feature-oriented develop
ment. The reason is that functional enhancements to application modules are always explicitly registered as 
features, whereas, e.g., adding an entry point to a library module is not considered a new feature. 

6.3 Feature Design 

The core design is not updated when a new feature is designed. Like the core specification, we want to 
keep the core design simple, so flooding it with features is not a good idea. Moreover, changing an existing 
document is a tedious endeavor, and it's hard to keep track of what has been changed at what time and for 
what purpose. 

As in feature-oriented specification, we keep feature designs textually isolated from the design of the 
rort' version and from each other. Designing a feature means developing an implementation strategy that 
satisfies the semantics of the feature statement. It is often possible to encapsulate most of a feature in a 
IIf'W implementation module, which would then be designed with some existing design notation. How the 
new module must be "hooked" into the rest of the system, however, is explained in plain prose (feature 
attachment). 

Derived Features 

Tht' designer of a feature-oriented system must always be aware that a unique correspondence between 
application code and features is required, i.e., features may never share code. If it turns out during design 
that there would be shared code, then the common functionality must be factored out into a new feature 
and removed from the original features. Since the new feature was not visible at specification time, we call 
II a denved feature. 

The rule that features never share code may seem a little arbitrary. But one of the problems with 
conventional software is that code is often shared by many features, and the way in which a code fragment 
rontributes to each of them is never made explicit. With our "pure" fragments, on the other hand, there is 
110 such problem because each fragment contributes to one feature and nothing else. 

Let us look at an extreme example. With code sharing, it would be perfectly legal to say "all the features 
art' implemented by all the code". Clearly, this reveals nothing about the code/feature relationship. 
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Derived Dependencies 

Every derived feature causes derived dependencIes, because the features for which the shared code was 
originally needed now depend on the new feature. 

But this is not the only way a derived dependency can emerge. In many cases, the easiest way to 
implement a feature is to reuse the functionality of some other feature, even if there is no logical dependency 
between them. The features may be orthogonal in the specification, but because of the design decision to 
base the implementation of / on g, a reduction with / but without 9 becomes impossible. Hence, / depends 
on g. 

6.4 Interaction Design 

Apart from core functionality and features, we also need to design every feature interaction, i.e., to plan the 
incorporation of code that ensures that the interaction will happen exactly as specified in the interaction 
statement. 

Like in the specification, interactions are designed in textual isolation from the rest of the system. If a 
new module is introduced for the sake of a particular interaction, then the module design becomes part of the 
interaction design. If existing modules have to be modified (interaction attachment), then this is described 
verbally. 

It sometimes happens that an interaction statement requires no code at all to be implemented. One 
example are interactions like "/ has to happen before g". In sequential programming, putting the code for 
/ and 9 in the right order will do the job. (In concurrent programming, additional code for synchronization 
may be needed.) Another example are interactions that fall in place automatically as a consequence of the 
system structure. Because there is no explicit program logic that implements such interactions, we call them 
implicit interactions. , 

Whether an interaction is implicit or not is unknown at specification time, because it depends on the 
implementation strategy. Therefore, implicit interactions must be explained explicitly in the design. 

Derived Interactions 

In analogy to derived features and derived dependencies, there are also derived interactions. If the imple
mentation strategy of two features causes an undesired feature interference as soon as both come together, 
then additional code is needed to correct this problem. Since the implementation strategy, and therefore 
the interference, cannot be known at specification time, this code is a derived interaction identified during 
design. 

Failure to detect all the feature interferences is a major source of software errors. Although we cannot 
offer a recipe that guarantees complete detection, we believe that an interference is more likely to be noticed 
in a feature-oriented design than in a traditional design. After all, we can easily draw a matrix whose rows 
and columns are labeled with features. If we spend some time thinking about every field in this matrix, we 
should be able to explain how the two features interfere, or give an argument why they don't. 

7 Feature-Oriented Coding 

7.1 Marked Fragments 

The basic idea behind feature-oriented coding is to mark all the code fragments that are responsible for a 
certain feature. This may seem an expensive overhead to the coding task, but improvements in software 

quality do not come for free. 
The quality of the code is what ultimately determines the quality of the product. Rather than emitting 

as many lines of code per day as possible, programmers should be encouraged to think carefully about the 
precise correlation between the functionality they want and the code they write. The obligation to mark 
code fragments enforces this kind of awareness, which in turn raises the pride of the programmer and the 

quality of the code. 
A sophisticated environment for code marking with a syntax-direct~d edit~r can be f~und in [3]. In order 

to demonstrate that the benefits of feature-oriented coding can be achieved with much Simpler tools, we use 
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the C preprocessor cpp available on every UNIX system. The following yacc example shows a fragment that 
belongs to the feature where: 

select: 
SELECT { select_clear(); } 
sel_attributes FROM sel_tables 

#ifdef Fwhere 
where_clause 
#endif Fwhere 

'\n' { select_go(); } 

Nesting of marked fragments is also possible, but only if a relationship between the features has been 
identified during design. One case is feature interaction, because we must make sure that the interaction 
code disappears as soon as one of the associated features disappears. 

The second case is feature dependency, although strictly speaking nesting could be avoided there because 
the dependent feature may never be enabled without the prerequisite feature. However, it is often more 
natural to nest the code of the dependent feature inside the prerequisite feature. Nesting a prerequisite 
feature inside a dependent feature is, of course, forbidden. 

7.2 Code Suppression 

Although code insertion is the cleanest way to attach a feature, it is sometimes necessary to modify existing 
code. This can always be achieved by suppressing old code and inserting new code. Using cpp directives, 
we can write: 

#ifdef Fxxx 
< ... code with xxx ... > 
#else Fxxx 
< ... code without xxx ... > 
#endif Fxxx 

However, this option should be used with extreme caution and only if there is no similarity between the 
two fragments. Otherwise, each new feature would cause code duplication, which would blow up the code 
and introduce a lot of redundancy. Therefore, suppressed code fragments must be made as small as possible 
and should always be annotated with a comment that explains why the suppression was unavoidable. 

Most of the time, there is a way to do without suppression. Sometimes the existing code has to be slightly 
rearranged, e.g., by introducing a new auxiliary variable, but this is only good for the clarity of the code. In 
our personal experience, so far we have always been able to do without code suppression. 

7.3 Version Generation 

The benefits of marked fragments for code documentation and programming discipline have been mentioned 
above. Another advantage is the ability to generate reduced versions with a simple preprocessing step. 
Actually, this is the main advantage on which all the other advantages rely. The programmer is not only 
responsible for the correctness of the full version, but also for the correctness of every reduction. This makes 
coding much more challenging, and it fosters exactly the kind of alertness on which software quality depends. 

8 Feature-Oriented Testing 

A feature-oriented implementation contains much more information than a conventional implementation. 
In addition to the full version. every possible reduction is implied by the implementation and can be built. 
automatically by feature preprocessing. Feature-oriented testing uses this additional information in order to 
obtain more significant test results. 
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8.1 Feature-Oriented Correctness 

For a feature-oriented implementation to be correct, not only the full version must be correct, but also every 
reduction. The correctness of a reduction can be tested by comparing its behavior with the corresponding 
reduced specification. If the full version seems correct but some reduction behaves incorrectly, then this 
indicates that the relationship between code and functionality has not been completely understood by the 
programmer. 

This means not only that the functionality is incorrectly documented in the source files, but also indicates 
an increased probability that there are other problems with the code. It may even be that there is an error 
in the full version that would have never been found by testing the full version alone. 

Another advantage of feature-oriented testing is that the testing team can become familiar with the 
system functionality gradually. They can start testing the core version, and if they don't find any errors, 
they can add a feature and test it against the specification. To test a feature interaction, they would activate 
all the features that participate in the interaction. Of course, the correctness of extremely reduced versions 
is not'a sufficient condition for overall correctness. But it is a necessary condition, and it allows the testers 
to concentrate on one feature at a time. 

8.2 Extent of Testing 

For very big systems, it may be expensive to test every single version. On the other hand, the more resources 
have been allotted to testing, the more versions can be tested. The most profitable versions are probably 
the ones close to the full version and close to the core version. 

What should be done for every version, though, is to see if it compiles. It is straightforward to write a tool 
that reads all the features and dependencies, enumerates the feasible feature subsets, and builds all versions. 
Even though this is only a necessary condition for correctness, problems such as misuses of constants, record 
fields, variables, or routines outside the intended feature are all detected at compile time. Similarly, if the 
compiler reports unused variables or record fields, then the programmer might have forgotten to put them 
in a properly marked fragment. 

If automated testing is desired, we could even go a step further and write "feature-oriented" test cases 
with marked fragments. An acceptance procedure would also be written with marked fragments, so that a 
complete automatic test could be built and run for every version. 

9 Feature-Oriented Maintenance 

The goal of feature-oriented maintenance is to transform one consistent feature-oriented implementation into 
another consistent feature-oriented implementation. It cannot be overemphasized that a transformation and 
a feature addition are different activities. Adding a feature always means a transformation, but not every 
transformation is due to a feature. Marked fragments are only used for features, not for other transformations. 

There are four typical kinds of transformations: 

• functional enhancement 

• functional change 

• error correction 

• internal restructuring 

9.1 Functional Enhancement 

Functional enhancement is the most natural kind of transformation in a feature-oriented implementation. 
However, it is important to break down enhancements into features of reasonable granularity, and to mark 
new code fragments according to the feature to which they belong. 

Ideally, a feature can be implemented by mere insertion of new code (and maybe code suppression). In 
this case. the feature-oriented correctness of the reduced version comes for free, because as soon as we disable 
the new code fragments. we have exactly the system as it was before. 
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If slight rearrangements have to be made in order to implement the feature in a clean way, then some 
regression testing is required. For regression testing, the new feature is disabled, and the system is expected 
to behave exactly like it did before the transformation. Automatic testing can be of great help here. 

In the worst case, the enhancement is impossible without major modifications to the internal system 
structure. In this case, a separate restructuring transformation must be applied first, as described below. 

9.2 Functional Change 

A change to the system functionality does not always increase complexity. Requirements include many 
choices the customer might as we)) have made differently, and if such a choice turns out to be detrimental, 
it will be replaced by a different one, typically without a change in complexity. 

A functional change might even reduce complexity, typically if the customer finds out that a certain 
anomaly or restriction that was put in the initial specification was not such a good idea after all. A special 
case occurs when an entire feature is not wanted any more. Then there is no need to touch the code, because 
the feature can be disabled. Notice, however, that every dependent feature will be disabled, too. 

In general, changes to existing parts of the specification, the design, and the code wiII have to be made 
in order to realize a functional change. A good rule of thumb is that everything should look afterwards as 
though no change had ever been made (except for a change log in the source). We don't want to bother 
future maintenance engineers with facts that are no longer current. Their "historical" understanding of the 
system should be restricted to reduced versions of the current implementation, even if this is not the true 
history. (The idea to "fake" history stems from [7].) 

9.3 Error Correction 

Error corrections are handled much like functional changes. Depending on the phase in which the error 
occurred, we must update the specification, the design, or just the code. Under no circumstances should 
a correction be treated as a feature, e.g. by marking the fragments that correct the error. A proper entry 
into the change log is, of course, indicated, but we will never "reduce" to the erroneous version unless it is 
a simplification. 

If the erroneous version is a simplification, however, then "correcting" the error is really adding a new 
feature. Therefore it should be treated as a feature to begin with. 

9.4 Internal Restructuring 

The last kind of transformation, internal restructuring, is supposed to have no impact on the system behavior. 
(The only exception is that error corrections are allowed if the errors disappear as a side-effect of the 
restructuring. ) 

The reason for restructuring is to facilitate some functional change or enhancement that would otherwise 
be awkward to implement. Ideally, the initial design anticipates many future changes, but features that are 
requested many years later are often impossible to predict. 

In traditional maintenance, restructuring usually happens "on the fly" , together with major modifications 
of the system behavior. With this approach, it is anything but easy to verify whether both the restructuring 
and the functional changes have been done right. Automatic regression testing against old test data tends 
to be difficult because of the changed system behavior. 

A cleaner approach is to separate structural and functional changes, starting with the necessary restrur
turing. Since the claim is that the system behavior has not changed as a result of restructuring, regression 
tests with old test data are possible in a trivial way. A correctly restructured version with the old behavior 
can then be used as the basis for further functional enhancements. 

The separation of structural and functional changes is not limited to feature-oriented systems but also 
works for conventional implementations. However, feature orientation greatly amplifies its benefits in two 
ways: First, a feature-oriented regression test over all the reduced versions is much more significant than a 
regression test of the full version alone. Second, the regression test is not confined to the moment immediately 
after restructuring, but is still possible after many new features have been added. By disabling all the new 
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features, we can easily test whether the major restructuring plus all the subsequent minor rearrangements 
have preserved the original behavior. 

10 Tool Support 

It seems that the full potential of feature-orientation has yet to be tapped. The gains in software under
standability, testability, and maintainability look very promising, even if only simple tools are available and 
features are only controlled at compile time. 

More experience with larger systems will lead the way to more powerful tools, which could, for instance, 
keep track of feature dependencies and interactions in order to perform consistency checks on the implemen
tation. To cope with large numbers of atomic features, support of hierarchical structuring will also become 
necessary. 

As we gain more experience with feature orientation, we also expect it to feed back into programming 
languages and compilers. Current restrictions occasionally cause difficulties in code marking, e.g., because 
no comma may follow the last item of a comma-separated list. 

Although marked fragments are meant to make the code more transparent, excessive marking can easily 
reduce readability. Of course, there is no royal road to understanding complex software, but we do believe 
that there are better ways of presenting marked fragments to the human eye. For instance, feature-oriented 
editors could enclose code fragments in boxes, or distinguish features by colors. It would also be nice if the 
user could control the visibility of features with simple editor commands, thus walking through horizontal 
abstractions and seeing only what he wants to see at any moment. 

11 Formal Specifications 

In the past, a frequent objection to formal specifications has been that defining every detail formally is too 
much work and only leads to complicated, unreadable specifications. With feature orientation, however, 
there are some new alternatives. For instance, we could use formal methods to specify and develop a core 
version, but specify additional features informally. This would reduce the complexity of the formal paperwork 
significantly and thus increase our confidence in the core version. 

Another possibility is to go a step further and include also some fundamental features in the formal 
specification. An interesting option is to mark fragments of the formal specification according to the features 
they stand for. This would make the formal specification more transparent, and the semantics of every 
feature would be captured formally. 
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Abstract 
We propose requirements monitoring to aid in the maintenance of systems that reside in dynamic' 

environments. 
By requirements monitoring we mean the insertion of code into a running system to gather information 

from which it can be determined whether, and to what degree, that running system is meeting its 
requirements. Monitoring is a commonly applied technique in support of performance tuning, but the 
focus therein is primarily on computational performance requirements in short runs of systems. We wish 
to address systems that operate in a long-lived, ongoing fashion in non-scientific, enterprise applications. 

The results of requirements monitoring benefit the designers, maintainers and users of a system -
alerting them when the system is being used in an environment for which it was not designed, and giving 
them the information they need to direct their redesign of the system. 

Our approach builds the relationship between (decompositions of) the system's idealized 
requirements, assumptions made of the system's environment (these assumptions are what get 
monitored), and remedial actions to be taken to evolve the system design when those assumptions are 
violated. This approach is illustrated on a license manager operating in a distributed network setting. 

1: Requirements monitoring in dynamic environments 

We focus on requirements engineering issues arising in domains where the environment cannot be 
counted on to remain static. The general problem is that requirements, and the designs that emerge from 
those requirements, are typically formulated within the context of an assumed a set of resource and 
operating needs and capabilities. As the environment changes, it may render those assumptions invalid, 
necessitating the corresponding evolution of the system. This phenomenon is particularly prone to occur 
in what Lehman has termed "E type systems", whose installation in some real world domain induces 
changes in the environment itself, and so leads to altering the system's own requirements [Lehman 1980]. 

The two major questions we have been studying are as follows: 
i) How can we know when our system needs to be evolved? In particular, how can we carry through 

to run time the assumptions of resource and operating needs and capabilities made at design time? For 
example, if we design our system under one set of assumptions about the environment, how can we know 
when they become invalid once the system is in operation? 

ii) Suppose we could detect environment changes that necessitate evolution of our system - how can 
we use this information to orchestrate this evolution? In the ideal case, we would like this process to be 
automatic: monitoring information would be consumed by the system itself, which would adjust its own 
structure or functionality. More prosaically, we may supply this information to the human maintainers of 
the system, who will thus be aided in their task of evolving their system. 

Our approach has been to cast the first question as a problem of requirements monitoring: we advocate 
that as part of the design of a system, requirements monitors be installed to gather and analyze pertinent 
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infonnation about the system's run-time environment. We fonnulate specifications of what to monitor so 
as to gather the infonnation needed to detect divergences from our assumptions that adversely affect 
adherence to requirements. We address the second question by recording at design time not only the 
requirements, but also the assumptions comprising the context in which those requirements were 
fonnulated, and the compensatory evolutions that we might employ when those assumptions become 
invalid. 

2: An example - license managers 

We have studied the above issues using a small but representative problem, a distributed license 
manager running in an enterprise. The purpose of a license manager is to allow duplicate copies of a piece 
of software to be used simultaneously by some number of users; the enterprise will have purchased a 
number of 'licenses' for that software, and at anyone time up to that many users should be allowed to 
simultaneously use the software; the vendor, from whom the licenses were purchased, relies upon the 
license manager to ensure that at anyone time the number of simultaneous users does not exceed the 
number of purchased licences. 

License managers are of interest to us because there is a wide range of environments in which they 
reside. The environmental features affecting the license manager include number of potential users, 
patterns of usage, number of licences purchased, network performance, and available computational 
resources. More importantly, those environments are often dynamic - that is, their features vary over time. 
The number of potential users may vary, new computational resources replace old ones, etc. Such 
volatility is inevitable in companies that keep pace with changing economic circumstances and changing 
technology. 

We have studied one license manager in particular - FlexLM, distributed as part of the Solaris software 
package by Sun. FlexLM has been designed to be applicable in a wide variety of environments. It offers 
a set of "design parameters" to tune. In essence, the designers of FlexLM anticipated a range of different 
types of environments in which the system might be deployed, and provided system administrators with 
some design freedom in setting up the license manager for operation in their particular environments. 
Thus for our purposes, the 'design task' we focus upon is the selection (and re-selection) of those 
parameter settings. This frees us from the need to modify program code, which is itself a very difficult 
task! 

We are interested in what happens as changes occur to the environment in which the license manager 
has been placed. An example is a change in pattern of usage by users - if they become tardy in returning 
licenses when they no longer need them, and this is causing other users to have to wait a long time to get 
a license, the administrator may wish to switch to a design in which licenses have a time-bound placed 
on them (or to decrease the time bound if such a design is already in use). 

We will return to the example of license managers after describing more of our general approach. 

3: General approach - linking requirements, assumptions and evolutions 

In general, our approach is to establish the relationships among the following three concepts: 
• the overall requirements, 
• the assumptions made about the current state of the environment, and 
• the set of remedial evolutions available when mismatches develop between assumptions and the 

current environment. 
We propose the use of monitoring to detect the relevant changes to the system's environment. What to 

monitor for is determined by consideration of the relationships among requirements and assumptions. 
This yields a specification of monitoring needs. From such a specification, run-time monitoring code 
(that gathers information and performs analysis) is compiled. Related work on monitoring for debugging 
and performance tuning provides existing capabilities for such compilation (for a survey of such work, 
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see [Mansouri-Samani & Sloman, 1993]). Note that for debugging or performance tuning the 
perturbation caused by the insertion of monitoring code threatens to disturb the information gathered and 
the conclusions drawn from that gathered information, and so must be done with great care. However, 
what to monitor for is usually obvious, for example, unbalanced loads on multiple processors, or 

. communication bottlenecks. In contrast, for our purposes the perturbation induced by insertion of 
monitoring is not usually of great concern because it will not usually alter the inferences we draw from 
the gathered information, whereas the determination of what to monitor is the essence of the problem. 
Thus we feel confident that once we have developed monitoring specifications (i.e., determined what to 
monitor for) we can readily apply existing monitoring tools and techniques to create the actual 
monitoring code. We therefore will focus solely upon the relationships between requirements and 
assumptions about the environment, to understand how they give rise to monitoring specifications and 
how the results of monitoring can be applied. 

4: More on the license manager example 

The overall requirements of most license managers are as follows: 

1. At anyone time, the number of simultaneous users of a piece of software should not exceed 
the number of licenses purchasedfor that software. 

2.Users should not have to wait unduly long for a license. 
3.No more licenses than are necessary should be purchased. 
4.Users shouldfind the license manager to be as unobtrusive as possible. 
S.The running license manager itself should not overly burden the system resources (cpu 

time, network bandwidth, storage space). 

Note that the vendors of software, and the users of software, have competing interests. For example, 
users might like to 'cheat' by violating the first requirement, while vendors might prefer a license 
manager that made it likely that users would purchase more licenses than strictly necessary. The license 
manager itself sits in the middle of these competing interests, and our presumption is that the above set 
of requirements (or something like it) represents a balance deemed fair and acceptable to all concerned. 

In most cases, requirement 1 is a 'hard' requirement, ensured by the license manager. There is little 
purpose in trying to monitor for violations to this requirement, since our monitoring would likely not be 
any more effective than the license manager itself in detecting violations. 

The remaining requirements are typical of 'soft' requirements, which are tricky to design for, 
particularly in the context of a dynamic environment. They are expressed with varying degrees of 
precision (e.g., numbers 2, 4 and 5 are stated rather informally). They may be mutually incompatible 
(e.g., improved satisfaction of 2 through 4 may require consumption of more system resources, thus 
degrading satisfaction of 5). It is these requirements that induce the greatest need for the kind of 
monitoring we advocate, and offer the greatest challenge to determine precisely what to monitor for. 
Because FlexLM's design parameters give us the freedom to tune its installation, we can readily explore 
a large space of alternative designs that achieve a variety of compromises among these requirements. 

To illustrate our approach, we now consider one of the requirements in more detail: 2. Users should 
not have to wait unduly long for a license to use a piece of software. We manually subdivide this 
requirement into several cases, each of which is a finer-grained requirement. For each subdivided 
requirement we identify the corresponding assumption(s), and in turn, for each assumption, the 
corresponding remedy(ies) of how to evolve the design in the case that the assumption is violated - table 
1. 

In general, subdivision of requirements is done by following a process closely related to that described 
in [Dardenne, van Lamsweerde & Fickas, 1993]. A top-level requirement is subdivided and the 
assumptions behind the resulting sub-requirements are identified, to emerge with assumptions that are 
candidates for monitoring and remedial action. Generally, this process clarifies the informality present in 
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Table 1: Users should not have to wait unduly long for a license 

Subdivided Requirement Assumption Remedy 

Licenses sufficient for user popu- User population < k Purchase more licenses or reduce 
lation user population 

No more than x% of user Purchase more licenses or reduce 
population wants to use at user population 
once 

Individual users served licenses Longest waiting user gets Have license manager maintain 
fairly license first queue of waiting users 

Users do not hog licenses Issue time-bounded licenses 

Revoke licenses of current users 

Users not kept waiting if licenses License manager on reli- Relocate license manager to more 
are available able platform reliable platform 

Employ more robust license man-
ager design (backup, majority) 

License requests do not Subdivide license manager & 
become backlogged at licenses across several platforms 
license manager 

the initial requirements. The last step is to identify possible remedies to apply when the assumptions are 
violated; remedies take the form of evolutions to be applied to the system's design. 

For example, the initial requirement can be monitored (by watching for a user who is kept waiting 
longer than some pre-determined time for a license), but has no immediately identifiable assumptions or 
remedies to take upon detection of violations. In contrast, the above sub-requirements do have clear 
assumptions underlying them, such as the bound on the user population. Some of the remedies are 
straightforward, although not necessarily acceptable (e.g., purchase of more licenses will require 
additional funds, which might not be available). Some depend upon conditions that arise because of the 
imperfect nature typical of the distributed environments within which most license managers must 
operate - communication over networks can degrade or fail, individual machines (on which users and/or 
the license manager itself are running) can become overloaded or fail. For example, we may make an 
assumption of high reliability of the machine on which the license manager will be located, and, on the 
basis of this assumption, select a design that will (i) cause the license manager to run on that one machine, 
and (ii) cause licenses to expire whenever the license manager itself is inoperative (in particular, when 

it's machine crashes)l. Monitoring for violations of this assumption (i.e., downtime of the machine on 
which the license manager is located) can be used to detect when this has caused users holding licenses 
to lose the use of them, and waiting users to be unable to get a license. One possible remedy is to switch 
to a design in which the license manager is replicated across several machines, and a user's license 
remains valid as long as that user remains in live communication with a majority of those machines. Note, 

1. The latter may seem to indicative of a poor design decision, but in fact admits designs in which 
licenses are quickly 'retrieved' when users' machines crash, and so supports requirement 4. 
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however, that this design is less satisfactory with respect to requirement 5, and so should not be selected 
without good reason. 

As well as gathering information on how the assumptions and requirements are met (or not met) by 
the current design, monitoring can also be used to answer 'what if' questions about candidate alternative 

. designs. Continuing the preceding example, if the current design is of the manager running on a single 
machine, we could monitor for how much more reliable it would have been had the manager been 
subdivided into several incarnations running on separate machines, by monitoring the status of not only 
the license manager's machine, but also the status of those other machines. 

5: Current status 

Currently, we do the subdivision of requirements and identification of assumptions and remedies 
manually. We have experimented with monitoring a simulation oflicense management, modeling the key 
concepts of users, licences, etc., and encoding monitoring queries as AI-like daemons that watch for 
occurrence of those monitoring conditions. This is straightforward to do using our in-house AP5 
environment, which provides modeling capabilities together with the ability to declare daemons whose 
triggers have access to all the information present in the model [Cohen 1989]. Our focus has been the 
determination of what to monitor for; making the monitoring itself efficient has previously been studied 
by our colleagues [Liao, 1994]. Our next step is to monitor the functioning of FlexLM itself in a 
distributed environment. For this purpose, we will be using standard SNMP management stations as a 
means of monitoring our queries in the network setting within which FlexLM operates. 

6:· Observations 

License managers are, we think, are a small but representative example of systems that must operate 
in dynamic environments. Its 'soft' requirements are challenging to balance in the context of its operating 
environment, and its design must necessarily make assumptions about that environment. Monitoring 
shows promise as the means to determine when those assumptions are become violated, and whether, as 
a consequence, its requirements are not being met. It is particularly interesting to note that although the 
initial expression of requirements often lacks formality, requirements in conjunction with assumptions 
readily suggest easily formalized monitoring specifications. 

In conclusion, we believe a focus upon requirements of systems that operate in dynamic environments 
suggests the need for monitoring as a means to guide the appropriate evolution of those systems. 
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Formal Methods Experience and 
Recommendations 

Formal Methods Group 
Department of Defense 
Fort George G. Mead 

Abstract: The Federal Govemmeut has supported the develupment of Fonnal Methods for at least 
Ihe lust 2(1 yt'.ars. Indeed, it has been the leading fllnder of Fonnal Methods research and techllology 
,iuriug this period. This paper discusses ollr current Fonnal Methods program while highlightillg 
ollr experieuce and making recommmdatiolls for change in ollr emphasis. 

1.0 Introduction 

The rL'l.leral Government has leant substantial support over the last 20 years to the development 
of toob that U1:ie mathematical formalisms to aid in the specification and verification of computer 
1:iY1:items. The use uf mathematics to describe computer systems has gone under various titles. 
Among them arc "the mathematics of software engineering" and "Formal Methods". For pur
po1:ies uf the present discussion, the term "Formal Methods" shall be used. 

The dL'Cision tu invest heavily in Formal Methods was made because of the increasing realization 
that while the testing of computer systems found errors that could be corrected, sometimes at 
great cost, that testing did not guaranteed that all errors would be found and corrected. Argu
ments were made by researchers in the Formal Methods field that only the mathematical idea of 
lonnal dL'Ciuctive proof could ever guarantee that software functioned correctly. We began to sup
port the development of software tools that implemented proof procedures of mathematical lOgiC. 
We call these tools software proof systems. Over the years, we have supported both directly and 
indiredly the construction of many of tile software proof systems currently in existence. 

Advanced evaluation criteria have K><]uired formal verification that the top-level design imple
mented the requirements specification. Placing the formal verification requirements at the top
level b a goud idea for two reasons: (1) the state of the are then (and now, and for the foreseeable 
future) did not provide the ability to verify large amounts of implementation software; and more 
importantl y, (2) it was understood at the time that the major problems with software are usually 
traceable tu design flaws. This is still the case today, and provides the basis for our later argu
ments that we should place our Formal Methods emphasis on specification tools for the design 
level. 

2.0 Experience 

()ur rormal Methods activity has not, to date, been a practical success. This is despite the fact that 
there has been a dramatic improvement in the understanding and use of software proof systems, 
,lilt! some notable successes in spt.'ciaJized areas. There are several reasons for this lack of success: 

• Proving theorems is a difficult and Challenging process. 

• The soft ware proof systems developed to date are difficult to usc, in part because they 
have poor human-machine interfaCt..'S; in part because they require a dt.'ep understand
in~ ot proof techniques, which are only partially supported by the proof system; in part 
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hccau~e ~traight-forward but tedious proof elements have yet to be fully automated; 
Clnd in part becau~e it is difficult to formulate practical problems in precise mathemati
cal ~talement~. 

• Univer~ity training in the US does nol prepare engineers and computer ~cientists to use 
mathematical proof techniques. . 

In hilllhight, it is dear that the technical thrust of our program in Formal Methods has placed too 
much emphasis on mathematical proof, and too little emphasis on mathematical specification. 
Had we placed mure emphasis on training engineers to use the mathematics of software engineer
ing til spL'Cify systems, we might have been able to make better use of mathematical proof in par
ticular in~tances. 

3.0 The hnportance of Specification 

We have noticed that proof is effective in specialized areas, while specification is effective as a lan
guage of system description. TIlis view forms the basis for our belief that Formal Methods be con
sidered in a broader context than it ha~ in the past, and that we place increasing emphasis on using 
milthematics to specify systems. It is likely that the use of software proof systems will always 
require a specialist grounded in mathematics, logic, and computer science, but those specialists 
must always depend on the specifications from a broad community of designers and evaluators in 
order to do u~cful work. We are now in a position to use the Z specification language effectively, 
and as il result should make the recommendation that we must emphasize the use of formal speci
fication to aid our goal of developing corrt_'Ct system implementations. 

4.0 Application Areas 

There arc five major Formal Methods application areas in which our research and technology can 
milke a significant contribution. TIley are: 

1. Formal modeling and analysis of trusted distributed systems. 

2. Hardware tL'Chnology, specifically the verification of microelectronic devicL'S.1 

3. Human-machine interfaces for Formal Methods tools. 

4. Training programs for a broad community of potential users of Formal Methods, which 
first emphasize the reading, and then the writing of formal specifications. 

5. Pormal Methods standards. 

4.1 Trusted Distributed Kernels and Operating Systems 

Fundamental til a modular approach to correct systems is the understanding and development of 
IIperating ~y~tem~ (resource managers) that support secure applications. The evolution of operat
ing system::. has led to a layerL'<i model of system functionality. User applications form the top 
1.IYl'r. progrl'~sing next to sub-systems such as a database system. At the bottom layer, sitting on 
the hardw.tre is a core module that supports activities like memory management, process activa
tillll, ilnd interproces~ communication. The words "kernel" and "micro-kernel" have become 
wllrd~ of choice to describe these core resources. There are other variants, for example "separation 
kernel" and "virtual-machine monitor", which imply some special feature. Unless we are directly 
rdl~rring til a ~pecial feature, we shall use "kernel". TIle appropriately designed kernel can sup-

I w,· nlll.~llk .. h.lIdw.ul! il>sul.~ III be an imporlant p.ul uf Ihl! Ilverall Formal Methods piclurc. t luwl!vl!r. they f"Ullutside 
Ihe leHul "I Ihll> \\I,'r~hllp •• 11,,1 arc 11111 dll>CU~ed ill Ihb dllnllncnt. 
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port modular applications ranging from file system to name servers to database systems. TIle fun
damental ubjective of our research program in distributed systems is to develop techniques that 
enable kernel-based systems to operated correctly. This requires an understanding of computer 
security models, kernel models and distributed computing models, and there has been a great 
tical nf fL'Search into these issues over the last 20 years. 

The use of Formal Methods to specify systems has played an important role in the development of 
mrrcct systems, and should continue to do so. Our major application activity should be to sup
port the development of trusted distributed computing environments. In the short term, software 
prunf systems will not be effective in gaining assurance of the correct functioning of kernel-based 
systems. However, short term assurance can be achieved in part by using a formal specification of 
kernel-based systems to develop a suite of test programs. Such a suite must provide adequate 
coverage of day-to-day distributed system operations. 

4.2 Human-Machine Interfaces 

Current human-machine interfaces for Formal Methods tools have limited utility. Work of any 
clUlsequence to improve this state of affairs is just now beginning. Because we have a broad expe
rience over the range of Formal Methods tools, we have special opportunity to develop high qual
ity interfaces that can be used across the spectrum of tools. We have already begun work on 
interfaces fur several systems. 

There is more to the interface question than just human-machine interaction. The more we apply 
Formal Methods to real (or realistic) problems, the more we will need to interact with existing 
design tools and methodologies. An important interface issue (perhaps, more important than 
human-machine interfaces) is betwt.'en Formal Methods tools and existing components of the 
design process. Potential customers of Formal Methods technology are not interested in the capa
bilities of Formal Methods in isolation. They want to know how to the technology fits with what 
they arc doing now. For example, in the hardware design are, engineers will ask: Can a formal 
specification language and a software engineering design tool work together in some way? Can a 
sllhset of VHDL formally sp<.-'Cifil.ad in a software proof system match up with the actual use of 
VHIJL in a microek'Ctronic device? How can one translate a microelectronic circuit nellist into 
something understandable in a software proof system? Is Formal Methods meant to supplant cer
tain steps in the design or analysiS flow, or is it meant to exists in parallel with current processes? 
These arc challenging issues, and leads to our view that we must develop methods and proa.. ... 
dnres tn integrate Formal Methods with software tools that form the basis of our design process. 

4.3 Education and Training 

In order to support all of these recommendations, there must be a greatly expanded training pro
~ram to intruduce our entire organization to formal specifications. We naad to develop the capa
hility to teach spl.'Cification languages to any engineer, computer scientist, analyst, or manager 
who wants to understand them. The training must be quick (a couple of weeks at most), and it 
IlII1Stl'llilhlc the students to read formal sl.'Ctions of documents. 

4.4 Standards Activities 

IntcrnatiUllcll standards organizations arc beginning to standardize Formal Methods languages. 
We are participating in some of these standards activities, which provide excellent opportunities 
III understand and affect the direction of these standards. Our experience in human-machine 
illll~rtaCl~s, specificatiun and software proof systems should help in achieving standards that will 
hroaden the cllmmunity that can usc Furmal Methods. 
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5.0 Conclusions 

The FL>deral Government has been in a unique position to observe and influence the development 
of Fonnal Methods, and we have come to the conclusion that the way forward is to move away 
from the narrow view that the primary contribution of the field is the development and use of 
software proof systems. This broader understanding should encompass more of the overall sys
tem development process from specification to testing. Our current focus is to enhance our ability 
to write useful fonnal specifications, and to apply that knowledge to real system development 
problems. 
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ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL-INTENSIVE SOFTWARE 
R. Hardin, Z. Har'EI, R. Kurshan 

AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Murray Hill, NJ 07974 

email: k@research.atl.com 

ABSTRACT 

We des~ribe a way to develop and implement control-intensive software systems such as communication 
protocols so they are logically sound and meet stated requirements. Our methodology employs a software 
system ~alled COSPAN to facilitate logical testing (in contrast to simulation or system execution testing). 
I.ogi~al testing is carried out on a succession of models. Starting with a high-level model (e.g., a formal 
abstraction of a protocol standard), successively more refined (detailed) models are created. This 
suc~ession ends with a low-level model which is in fact the code which runs the ultimate implementation of 
the protocol. Tests of successive models are defined not by test vectors, but by user-defined behavioral 
requirements appropriate to the given level of abstraction. Testing a high-level design permits early 
detection and correction of design errors. Successive refinement is carried out in a fashion which 
guamntees that properties proved at one level of abstraction hold in all successive levels of abstraction. 

I. Introduction 

Speaking (very) loosdy, the overall objectives of a software development project could be stated as 
follows: 

TO DEVELOP: 

• A Reliable Product 

• Fast (in absolute days) 

• Efficiently (in terms of allocated staff) 

• Supportable 

• Well-documented 

• Robust Design (insensitive to changes in environment behavior) 

• Portable Design (implementable in various settings) 

In Jlursuit of these objectives, one may apply a variety of "techniques" with familiar names: 

TECHNIQUES: 

• Rapid Prototyping 

• Design For Testability 

• Modularity 

• Hierarchical Development 

• Structured Tcam Management 

• Dcsign For Reusability 

While these develupment goals and the techniques to obtain them mean different things to different people, 
system designers and developers are increasingly aware of the value of formal techniques for defining and 
,Ichieving such goals. Let us focus on communication protocols. Not only is the international community 
working un standards for protocol specification and testing based upon formal techniques, but many 
companies have developed their own formal techniques, both for particular projects and for general use. 
Within the SClIpt! of a formal technique, many of these terms assume specific, focused meanings, 
CIIlll'llmll;ant with glluJ preJi~tability and reliability of the methodology. 
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The advantage of definition by itself. however. is of little more than academic value. Til he henelil·ial. 
formalism must be applied to some specific advantage. Perhaps the most obvious application (If formalislll 
involves product reliability. Once a protocol design and requirements have been formali7.ed. it becomes 
theoretically possible to determine (in a mathematical sense) whether a particular implementation meets 
these requirements. This is known as formal verification. The value of a particular formal verilication 
framework may be memmred by the scope or generality of the requirements for which an implellIentation 
may be tested. 

For example. a framework in which only "safety" properties may be verified (properties (If the fmm 
"such-and-such bad event cannot occur"). may be inadequate for analyzing communiclltion protocnls. 
where a paramount concern is. for instance. that once a message is transmitted, it is eventually received (a 
non-"safety" property) . 

. Even if the immediate objective is only to "certify" that a given implementation meets stated standard 
requirements, presumably one needs to verify as well that the stated standard requirements are enough tn 
guarantee the overall good behavior of the protoco\. Unfortunately, protocol behavinral requirements 
extend beyond those associated with certification. In order to ensure the proper behavior of a particular 
implementation, extensive behavioral verification must be conducted. 

It is now generally accepted that simulation or system execution is far from adequate to ensure the propcr 
behavior of an implementation. Therefore, formal verification should have the power tn draw firm 
conclusions about the general behavior of a system under all possible situations. 

Because protocol requirements address broad properties of a protocol. formal verification is most easily 
(and most often) applied not to the implementation. but to a high-level model or abstraction of the 
implementation. It is assumed implicitly that an implementation will be true to the verified high-level 
model. There is a similar relationship for "certification" (the test of an implementation against a standard). 
In this case the standard is a high-level model; ideally certification would constitute a proof that the" 
implementation is a correct realization of the standard, or equivalently, that the standard is a correct 
abstraction of the implementation. Thus. for certification of an implementation or verification of a high
level model to guarantee the correctness of the implementation, there must exist a formal association or 
transformation from the high-level model or standard to the low-level implementation. Let us examine this 
more closely. 

When a protocol is defined by a high-level model that has been verified to satisfy certain requirements. it is 
common to say "the protocol has been verified". The next step is to implement the verified protocnl 
model. If the implemented protocol then fails on account of a~ implementation decision (i.e., a construct in 
the implementation which is not described precisely in the model) or on account of a misinterpretation of 
the model, it is common to attribute the failure not to the "protocol" (i.e .• the protocol model) but to the 
implementation. Given the preponderance of failures caused in practice by such "implementation 
decisions" and translations of the model, it would seem to make little difference. however, where the blame 
is placed. The best methodology for formally verifying a high-level model has limited value if there is no 
formal procedure to derive a faithful implementation from it. Often there is not even a formal basis upon 
which to decide if an implementation implements a model. This can be a particular problem when it masks 
the fact that no implementation of the protocol, precisely ac; it is modelled. is possible in a given 
environment. Such a difficulty arises not all that uncommonly when a protocol model contains implicit 
assumptions about environment interfaces which are not 'met by the given environment. If so. any 
"implementation" of the protocol model in the given environment is necessarily untnte to the model. and 
thus properties verified in the model may not hold for the implementation. Likewise. if a certificntion 
scheme involves tracking an implementation with a high-level standard, in order for this to give real 
information about the implementation. a formal connection is needed between the standard and the 
implementation. If there is a formal connection such as an association of states and transitions then proper 
certification should demonstrate that every transition of the implementation corresponds to the associated 
transition in the standard. 

Even in the absence of a formal transformation from protocnl model to implementation. formal analysis of 
the model can reveal faults in the protocol concept. However. in the absence of such faults. it may he 
deceptive to refer to an implementation as • 'verified" if there is no formal. testahle relatinnship t'll'twcl'n thl' 
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verified model and its implementation. Likewise, a certification procedure which tracks an. implementation 
with a standard can be very useful to the extent that it uncovers discrepancies between the standard and thl' 
implementation. Without such discrepancies, however. it may be deceptive tn refer tn ,Ill implemcntation 
as "certified" if there is no formal, testable relationship between the standard and the implcmentation. or if 
only a few transitions of the implementation have been tested. 

A simple way to define a formal relationship between a high-level model or standard anll an 
implementation is to associate a state in the model or standard with a set of states of the implementation. 
Such an association. for example. may require correspondence between the receiver-reCldy statc of thl' 
high-level model and the set of implementation states for which a certain state machine componcnt Ilf the 
implementation is in its receiver-ready state. However, since the set of implementation states for which thie; 
state machine component is in its receiver-ready state is determined by all the possible respective values of 
pointers. buffers. counters and so on which may occur with it. this set of states probably is very large. 

Suppose that. according to the high-level model or standard. the correct transition from receiver-ready is til 
the state transmit. It may be that for certain implementation states (i.e., for certain values of pointcrs. 
buffers and so on), the implementation tracks the model or standard. while for others it does not. Tn certify 
truly that a high-level model or standard abstracts an implementation. one must demonstrate this not simply 
for a single implementation state and transition that corresponds to a respective high-level state and 
transition. but rather for every low-level state and transition. Probably, in lieu or symbolic verification 
methods. the best approach is the standard simulation routine which runs the implementation along side the 
high-level model or standard for as long as feasible (inevitably crossing high-level transitions many times). 
Nor is it accurate to conclude that if a high-level transition e.g .• from receiver-ready to transmit correctly 
tracks a single low-level transition (for a certain value of buffers. pointers •... ). then in greatest likelihood. 
the receiver-ready to transmit transition would correctly track all other low-level transitions between thl' 
corresponding states (i.e .• for all other possible respective value.c; of buffers. pointers .... ). Indeed. it iii 
well-known that the greatest weaknesses of an implementation arise at the "boundaries" of operation 
(buffer empty. buffer full. etc.) and that these boundaries can be very long and complex. 

Since it is rarely feasible to address directly all possible transitions of an implementation (i.e .• to address all 
possible values of buffers. pointers. ...). one must seek alternatives by which to conclude that an 
implementation is faithful to its high-level abstraction. 

All this may sound very complicated. and indeed in purely numerical terms it certainly is. While a hi!,!h
level model or standard may have as few as 50 or 500 states. an implementation typically has so many 
states that the numbers can be appreciated only by analogy. Given all the possible c(lfllhined v<llues of 
pointers. buffers and state machine controllers. one typical state space contains an estimated lOW' rcachable 
states. 

To understand this number. one may think of it this way: to determine if our implementation tmcks .. hi!!h. 
level model, we could. in theory. use a brute-force state-transition tracking algorithm. Suppose this 
algorithm were perfectly paralleJizable among every human being on earth. each equipped with a Cmy 
computer; the job could not be completed before the sun bums out. 

Methods to manage the overwhelming complexity caused by the rormal methcxls themselves must he 
supported. The classical method test ac; much as you can and then hope for the best now generally is a!!recd 
to be inadequate. More powerful methods must be found. Using mathematics we are ahle to reduce an 
apparently intractable test such as the one just described. to a relatively simple test with the provahle 
property that the outcome of the simple test reflects conclusively upon the outcome of the apparently 
intractable test (were it to have been performed). 

We use a high-level to low-level transformation in the fonn of a formal top-down development procedure 
based upon successive refinement. Starting with a high-level (abstract) model (e.g .• a formal ahstraction Ilf 
a protocol standard). successively more detailed models are created through successive refinement, in a 
fashion which guarantees that properties verified at one level of abstraction hold in nil successive levels of 
abstraction. This succession ends with a low-level model consisting of code which runs the uililllall' 
implementation of the protocol. 
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We may contrast this with conventional development. Conventional development procedures add 
functionality in the course of development. As functionality i!l added, so are possible hehavinrs of till' 
system. This precludes the possibility of a property proved early in the development cycle can he assurt'd 
at the end of development. In the development methodology which we utilize. the implementation has 
fewer behaviors than the high-level design. This is what guarantees the inheritance of properties proved 
early in the design cycle. 

Formal verification of quite general (in fact, arbitrary finitary-automaton-definable or m-regular) user
specified requirements, appropriate to the given level of abstraction, is facilitated by reduction techniqucs. 
For e~,ch system requirement to be verified, we derive a reduction of the system relative to that requifl'lIIcnt. 
The scope of such ro-regular requirements includes not only "safety" properties but also "cventuality" 
properties such as "the message eventually will be delivered". 

The high-level model at the top of the development hierarchy constitutes a prototype of thc system being 
developed. Since this model may be as abstract (and hence simple) as one likes. it may hc defined tluite 
rapidly. providing a rapid prototype of the system under development. 

Partitioning the formal verification procedure according to the levels of abstraction defined hy thc 
development hierarchy constitutes design for testability that facilitates verification. 

The basis of the hierarchical development is a modularity that permits successive ntndule-hY-lIlodlllc 
refinement rather than the hopeless task of globally refining a monolithic system. The modules llIay he 
designed to be small. simple components. so refinements easily can be designed. verified. and supported. :t<; 

the system design evolves. 

Modular design. the partition imposed by the development hierarchy and separate verification of numernus 
requirements (as dictated by the reduction techniques). all impose a natural separation of thc development 
project into semi-independent tasks that can be performed by a development team according to u schedule 
imposed by the development hierarchy. 

Another by-product of the development hierarchy is a form of reusability where the same higher-level 
model may be developed into a variety of lower-level models. Conventional attempts to design reusable 
code often are frustrated by the need to alter substantial parts of the code for different interfaces. This 
altering can have unpredictable consequences in the reused portions. The form of reusability proposed here 
replaces interface redesign with refinement, thus preserving properties of the higher-level reused model. 

Formal verification buys reliability. Rapid prototyping concomitant with hierarchical verilicution allows 
error-detection very early in the design and development process. eliminating the much greater time and 
cost of redesign after development is complete. This advantage may decrease development time by an 
order of magnitude [HK90] over conventional methods. The development methodology naturally pHrtitions 
development into parallel and generally independent tasks. Thus, the combined efforts of the development 
staff interfere less and hence are more efficient than in development projects where a change in one part of 
the project inevitably forces changes in many other parts. 

, The development hierarchy and system modularity also ease the burden of system support. That is. new 
features may be introduced at the appropriate level. verified and refined into the implementation without 
disturbing previously defined and verified system components. The same applies to design support: no; :t 

design evolves. its incremental upgrades are applied at the relevant level of the design hierarchy. This 
reduces the burden of testing and verification of the upgraded design. as it needs re-verificntion only from 
the level of the change. on down. As much design evolution entails changes only at the lowest level. this 
can greatly reduce the amount of testing needed to validate design evolution. and provides n simple way to 
implement merging (and testing) multiple changes. as discussed in (DLB94]. 

Because the development hierarchy affords views of the system at a variety of levels of detail, the Systl~1\l 
design is almost self-documenting. 

Because low-level system interface details are introduced only at a low level in thc development hierarchy. 
the resulting design tends to be robustly constructed relative to changes in the environment hehavior 
definition. Likewise. the higher level system design tends to be portable, requiring only redefinition oltlw 
lowest (or lower) levels to implement the system in various settings. 
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All the foregoing Ilre attributes of an automata-theoretic verification-driven top-down desi!!n developmcnt 
methodology called supw;se refinement (Ku941. The design evolves as a succession IIf automaton II1mldo;. 
each model more detailed than the previous. Each model is taken as a "specificatinn" (If the succcedin!! 
model (its "implementation"), and verification is used to check the consistency of each implementation 
with its respective specification. Earlier models in the design are more abstract, expressing only high-level 
logicalllttributes of the system under development, while the later model!> mldlnw-Ievcl dctails nccded for 
the ultimate implementation. The highest-level (most abstract) model in the refinemcnt hierarchy. hcC:IUSl' 

it is abstract. may be developed more rapidly than a fuJI system design. and may be considered a • 'rapid 
prototype" (Lu89) of the ultimate design. This prototype is logically debugged through vcrification 
(through attempting to verify its important attributes). in the process uncovering design errors lit the earliest 
possible time in the design cycle. Uncovering design errors early has long been known to he 'In important 
accelerant for the design process. 

In summary. formalism offers the potentials of formal verification. a formal relationship between a high· 
level model and its implementation. and management of the apparently intractable complexity inherent in 
the formalism itself. To use formal techniques to support the development goals stated at the start. each (If 
these three potentials is required by the others; like the legs of a stool each is indispensable. Taken 
together. they can support the development goals. through a formalization of familiar techniques. 

For an expanded discussion of these concepts and a case history of a protocol developed through thi .. 
methodology. see IHK90J. For more on formal verification itself. see (Ku90]. IH091 J. IHa9~ 1.1 Ku941. 
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Tltis I'ill'N slIlIIlJIarizes progress ill. applying forlllal methods not only to software spedfica· 

lioll. III/I "lslI 1.11 '''''~;Lt(' spcrifiratioll-driv(!11 software generators. The cOllcepts descrihed here 
.1/'1' /'I,.dizl'd ill touls supporting a uew software development method called SDRR-Software 
/)f'si/!,II ror Hl'liahility and Reuse [2], developed hy the Pacific Software Research Center. 

1 What is a specification? 

t\ rllllrtiullal slH'rificatioll formalizes the fUllctional requirements of a software component. 
\VI' shall lIot ali,lress software architectures or system-level specifications here. A functional 
sl'l'rilicatioll sltllllill be intelligible to all educated user, should be formal, and sllould be fea
:.ilily illll'lellll'lItalJle. As there is no universal notation that has all of these properties, we 
.. c1vllral'~ :.qwl'ifiratioll ill milli-Ianguagcs specific to each application domain. We call sHch a 
IlIilli-lall/!,lJa!?,1' il tlmlluill-s1Jecijic: ciesigll icmguage (DSDL). 

:\ J)SI>L sllould he a declarative language that is implelllentable because it has a COlJIpU

lalillllid sl'lIlalllirs, lIot hl!rause it is a programming language. Declarative languages orrer the 
11I'1I1'/ib III' ("oll('isl~lIeSti, readability, alld removal of concerns about implementation. A USUL 
IIlallil't'sb I.lat' Iligla-Ipvel abstractiolls of the application domain. Some example DSDL's arc: 

• A pal.l.l'rll-oriellted layout language for specifying prettyprinters. 

• .'\ IIIPssa~('-s,,(~dncatioll lalJguage for messages in a command and control system. 

• ('lIl1lrlll sysll'lJl diagrams SIH'cifying avionics control systems. 

(bill!?, it rurlllaliallguage as the lJIediullI for expressing a functional specification in a specific 
dlllll'lill ~IIP""r1.s il hrllad d(~sigll :;pa("e offeasihle solutions. Giving the lilllguage a ("OIJlI)()sitiollal 
(dl'lIl1l.atiullal) s'~lJIalltics allows software solutions to be synthesized from modular parts. Using 
II ... IfI/!,ir assuci.iI.l'd willi the selJlantics specification language allows forllIal reasoning ahont 
,,""p.'rtips 1'111111111111 1.11 all sYlltlaetk soilltiulls . 

• '1'1 ... I """;IU!I rt:l'urlcd he!'e is Sl'ollsoreJ I.y lhe Air Forct! M aleriel Comlllallil 
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2 COlllPutable denotational semantics 

J )"IIIIt.al.illllaJ liCllliwtics for programming languages are translations of syntax to functional ex
pn~ssiolls such I. II at all constructions are deterministic and composable. Composability implies 
tllat tile selllalltics of a syntactic construction is a function of the semantics of its component 
parb allli of nothillg else. If each of the semantic functions associated with a constructor of the 
ahstract syntax is effectively computable, then we have a computable dellotational semantics. 
Ollr I.al"tir for lIIaking a specification language computable is to formalize its intuitive meaning 
III tpnlls of a coillputa),le denotational semantics expressed ill all executable meta-language. 

Wl' havtl t1esiglled the ADL language [7] as our preferred meta-language. ADL is an acronym 
fill' Algehraic Design Lallguage. It adapts the notion of structure algebras from the mathematics 
III' IIlIiversal algehras to provide an unusually rich control structure without employing an 
(~xl'licit rtlCUrsiUII operator. ADL is a language of total functions. It admits equational reasoning 
illitl program trallsformation by equational rewriting. ADL also incorporates a dual concept of 
.... iLJ/!;ehras, whirl. contribute control structures that correspond naturally to iteration. 

SOIllC structure algebras, most 1I0tably list algebras, are familiar to functional programmers. 
Tlwy lIaw belln used by Bird, Meertens and their students [4, 11, 12,5] to derive programs from 
I()~it-;d spcdficatiolls by forlllal reasoning. III ADL, structure algebras are first-class entities that 
(·;111 h(~ dedartld, hound to identHiers, abstracted to define independent program modules, and 
1111"111 tIll! hasis fur A J) L control operators. 

Witll ea(:h sigllature of a variety of structure algebras (or coalgebras) that may be declared in 
A J) L, lllt!rt! is assodated logical rules that guide formal reasoning abou t properties of programs. 
l'roufs an' required, ill many cases, to assure that evaluations terminate. Termination is requred 
hy A J) L's static semautics. 

A DL is ilJlplt!llIcllted on top of the SML/NJ implementation of the Standard ML progralll
lJIill!!, lallguagl~. The ADL trallslator takes advantage of the meta-programming extensions 
availahlp ill SML/NJ [6] to partially evaluate higher-order ADL combinator expressions, turn
ill~ thel11 illto SM L code. Thus, declarative specifications are written in a domain-specific 
Ia.n!!;uagtl, which is given semantics ill terms of ADL, whicb is in turn implemented by transla
tilln intu SM L. 

SM L provides a path to rapid prototypiug of the specification. However, SM L may not 
Iw the desired implementation language, thus further translation is required. Furthermore, an 
illlplt!lIItlntatioll sYlithesized hy a direct translation of a denotational semantics can be expected 
to sllll(~r frol1l poor perrormance. 

dedar·ahve specificatioll 

JUlictiollal l,rotulypr 

Figllre I-Translation of a declarative specification 
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3 TransforInational improvement 

'I'III~ trallslatioll 11I"o("ess gellerates a prototype implementation of a software component speci
ficatioll ill terms of a higher-order fUllctiollal program. This implementation is composed from 
:'lIIali. IIlodular program segmellts defilled ill the semantics of a DSDL. Such compositions use 
UIIIJ(!("pssary illll~rlllediate data structures and duplicate control paths. Program improvement 
i:; a t.ask for autolJlated program transformation. We emphasize the word "automated" because 
hUlllall illtllitioll i:; lIot useful to guide multi-step transformations of realistic sized programs. 
:\ 11.1'/" (Jill' ur tWlI transformation steps, the program becomes unintelligible to a human reader. 

Till' algebraic strudure imposed ou the semantic defiuition of a DSDL by its expressioll in 
A J) L provides great Ip.verage for a transformation system. We distinguish four categories of 
1 rilllSflll"1II at iOlls: 

(i) /!,1~lIerir trallsformatiolls that depelld only UpOll the variety of algebras that stnll:tures a 
1"0111 I'lltalioll, hul nut 011 properties of a specific algebra; 

(ii) IIn/t·r-n·durtioll trallsfol"lIIatiollS that eliminate uses of higher-order functions; 

(iii) ial/!,l~hra-sI'Pcifk transformations that depelld upon laws of a particular algebra; 

(iv) iLJ"(:hill~("tlln'-specilic lrallsforIuations that depend upon representatioll equivalences or 
"IH!J"atiolls of tlw underlying implementation architecture. 

IJIII'roVI'IIWlIls ("<til he gained in each of these categories, but they cannot be done all at once. 
(:'~II(!ric t l"allsformations include deforestation (the elimination of iIitermediate data struc

tUJ"{!:;j, .1IId fusioll of cOlltrol structures COlllmon to two fUllctions that are sequentially composed. 
For (,Xillll,,/t~, ("011 sider this expression that calculates the length of the catenatioll of two lists, 

leuylh( CllJlJewl( xs, ys» 

I II I!valuatillg lhis p.xpressioJl, the list formed by appending the two sublists is needed only to 
pruvidl' a singll" list fur analysis by the length function. If length were transformed to take 
iUTtlllllt of tlll~ fact that the length of a catenation is the sum of lengths of its two components, 
llwlI I.III! call!llatiull calculatioll could he avoided. In fact, this transformation does not re(luire 
a spl'("ial theorellJ about the functions length and append; it requires only their definitions, ex
tHl's:;ed as list redudiulJs, or structural recursions over the list datatype. The above expressioll 
("illI 1.111'11 lIP trall:;forlllmi into an equivalent expression that a.cculllulates the sum of the number 
"r .. /t·IIII·lIl:; ill till' first list, starting 1I0t from zero, but from the length of the second list. 

i\ 1"I!lIJilrkfL""~ fact is that the trallsforlllation itself is independent of the structure of the list 
doll.al.y!'(·. II. liSt'S tlli:, strlldllrc only as datiL. The sal1Je generic transforlllation is also efJ'ediv(! 
1111 illI I"xpH':;sillll that calculates the uumher of nudes ill a biliary tree that is formed frolll fL 

!,ilir .. r tn'l':> hy slIhstillltiug the secoud tree for leaves of the first, or on a calculatioll of the 
11111111."" IIf idl'lIlilil'J":; in fL pltrCLS(~ of a fOntext-fre(·-lallguage forllled by substituting one phrase 
ill ,,(ilI"I' IIf idl~lItificn; ill allot her. III cadI case, tIle trallsfurmation produces a lIew ("ollllting 
1'11111"1 illll that avoid:; I"IlIIstru(·tillg tile illterlJwdiatp. data structure. 
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FIIHioll aud ddorestatiou tral1sformations are derived from the Promotion Theorem [10], 
wllirll lias iu::;tallres ill all structure algebras. The explicitly algebraic formulation of ADL 
pl'II!!,r'lIIlS lIIakes it particularly easy to test for the presence of couditions under which these 
tral1sforlJlatiolls apply. II aT (Higher-Order Transformations) is a uew tool that works on 
AD), progralll!'i to carry out generic transformations automatically. Experience with 1101.' has 
lIePIi extrelJlely favorahle, although it can be frustrated by programs containing deeply nested 
C"lIl1ditiulliLl ur CiI!'i(' f'xpressions, which are the bane of program transformation techuology. 

}n:ijimlum DSDL 
trallslator 

geneTIc order 
transforlll~ red llctioll 

l 
pam1ltdl·icily 
th~o1"ems 

specific 
transform~ 

t 
lawl> of 
concrete 
algebras 

target target 
language code 
generator compiler 

t 
implementation 
templates 

Figure 2-Translation and transformation pipeline 

ta7-get 
code 

Ord('r-reductillll is the translation of higher-order functional programs to equivalent, first
ordl!r progr.ulls. A key step is the specialization of higher-order functions to the actual ar
!!,UlJll'lIts that they take ill the iustances of their application in a program. For instance, the 
lii!!,hl!r-IIrcll!r flll1etioll map applies a function given as ball argument to every element of a list 
!!,i"'I~1I as a se("(Jud argulIIeul. If a program contained an application such as map foo xs, order 
rl'dllctiou wlluld replace this use of map with a lIew function in whose definitiou foo appears 
.. ~ ,L 1' ... ,(, id('utili!'l", ra.ther than being passed as an explicit parameter. The original expression 
Wlluld IH! wplan~d hy the uew, first-order application, map_foa xs. 

() ... II~r- ... ~dllctinl1 trausforlIIations have a long history, but there is a dearth of implemented 
tllok We hav!' illiplemented al1 order reduction tool that we call PEP, which integrates a 
I'ac·kagc! of (Jrder"rcduction algorithms that have been described in the literature. 

Aigehra.-::;Iwcilic: transformation::; make use of algebraic laws such as associativity and COIn

mutat.ivit.Y of spcc:ilk operators. They are attempted after generic transformations have been 
l'C'rfurlJlI!cl. All example of an algebra-::;pecific transformation is the recursioll-to-iteration trans
forlllal,ioll IIf list reductions. For example, whell the reverse function is defilled as a list reduc

tioll, i\.s I"(·c·ursive formulation is 

n·/Il T .... I , J: .... = (:ase J:.~ of 

"il ~ "il 
t:tJu.s(:c,:c.~') ::} (ll'PCucl(7el le7·l>e xs', C071s(:c, ui!)) 

11"\\'\'\'4'1". /!,i\"l'1I till' followillg thr('!' law!'i ahout tllJlJC:wl, which might III' foulld ill a Ia.w lihrary, 

Cl]Jpcwl('It, "il) = ·Il ( J) 
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appnul( uil,v) = v 

ajJperuJ( apJlf::71d( U, ·V), w) = uppeucl ( tL, append( v, w» 
1111' rl'l'ursioll-llI-iteratioll trallsforlJlation for list reductions will filld an equivalent formulation: 

rever'Sf:: xs = 1'ev xs nil 

nt' J:,o; = fn u ~ case xs of 
nil ~ 

cons(x,xs') ~ 
u 
ret) xi cons( x, tL) 

AIJ.!;I~bra-s"ecilic tnLlIsformatiolls, illcluding the one illustrated above, are performed by ASTRE 
1:11, it UI!xihle transformation system based upon term-rewriting, Algebra-specific trallsforma
I.illlts iLl'I~ tllP Illost difficult of the fOllr categories to automate, but they are of great illlportallce 
IIII' .d~uritlllll improvement, 

TIll! last l·at(~J.!;ory, that of ardliteciure-specific transformations, is typically implelllented ill 
II ... I'odl' gl!lwratilill pllase of an optimizing compiler, We have not found a need to implement 
11I'I'OIlIs(> 0111' system generates Ada as its target code, and the style of Ada that is generated is 
01111"1101/'11' 1.11 lltl' ('olil'-illlprOvCllwnt transformations built into many Ada compilers. 

4 Specifying an implementation 

First-lInler SM L progralll modules arc not difficult to compile to most target languages. The 
I.,VIII' systl!lll of SM L is IIseful in guiding all implementation in tenus of a strongly typed target 
I a.1IJ.!; II agl'. Tlw si!!;ni'icallt paralJwten; of an illlplemelltatiolJ are: 

• 1./11' I.a rgl'l.l~d i III pl(!IIwn tatiun language, 

• I III' illll·llIll·d realizations of cuncrete algebras, 

• illlNfiln~s wilh a host software architecture. 

H (·.dizaliolls of concrete algehras ill tenlls of the target language are specified in a set of 1m
/Ill lIwlIlalioll 'i't:mpllll(;s [14, 13]. Interfaces are prescribed ill an envirollment specification. 
/l1I1./a sl)(!rilicatilllls are iuput to a tool called the Program lnstalltiator, which converts suit-
• .llly n·sl.ril-led SM L modules iuto packages of target language code. This step completes the 
J.!.'·III·r.ll.ioll of fllllC"liullillg suftware frolll a ~pecification given in a »SDL. 

:; Auticipated benefits of a generator technology 

\\,,, lailV'~ t1l'snilll'd it lIascellt technology for producing software cOlllponellt generators. AI-
1.1t1l1lJ.!;/a il. call IlOW III' dellllJllstrated for a restricted dOl\laill of applications, cOlltiuued res(~ardl 
ilild dl'vl'luI'llll'lIt I'lrort will be Ileeded to realize its full potential. TIte major bellefits that rail 
III' l·xp,·l'I.l'd .,s tIl(' tI!cilllology lIlatllrl'S illdudc: 
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• Sigllificalltly improved productivity of engineers during development and more particu
larly, throughout the maintenallce phase of a software life cycle. 

• StaJldardizatioll of software component types, without requiring standardizatioll of com
pOlIl!llt~ t helJlselves. 

• All illll'l'Ovl·d process for negotiating requirements with users and clients. Users call 
participa1.l' ill the design of DSDL's for new domains. 

• Itllprovl~d ahility to reason about critical properties of software components, including 
tIl(' lI~e of mechanized verification. 

• HI!tllln~d illcideuce of delivered defects. 

(i lutegratillg software generation into a development process 

'1'111' IilJftwan~ gPlieratiuli technology we have descrihed fits naturally into a dumain-specific 
Iillft.Wilrl' al'rhit(~rtlll'p framewurk [I). III su('h a framework, the components of a domain-specifk 
al'rhit.t'ctllJ'(! are illl.ended either to be retrieved from an archive of reusable components or to be 
J.!,1!III·ratpd from specifications of their required function and of the environment in which they 
iHP t.o OPl!I"a.tl!. III component reuse, an off-the-shelf module is installed without modification, 
bill all illterfarc must be constructed to match the component to a new environment. In 
("1I111110IlCUt. gellcl'atioll, the environmellt specification becomes a parameter to the generator 
alld il lIew colllponcut is gellerated to lit. In a validation experiment, the SDRR method is 
III~illJ.!, apl'lit~d to construct a geuerator for message validation and translation components of 
t.11l' I' H ISM ardaitecture for collllllalld and control systems. 

Soll.wiLl'l' l'Vlllutiou descrihcs the eutire process of change of a software module 01' system, 
illcllldillJ?; it~ TI~'1Uir(!lIwllts, its sper.ificatioll and design, and its implementation, thronghout its 
lil .. tillll' [!J]. I'rutotyping has been advocated as a technique for managing software evolution 
I HI· '1'111' S J) HH lIIethod for designinl!; and imlllelllenting software component generators is 
t'lllIsisll'lIt with tllis view of evolution, affording early prototyping, design capture, and control 
III dmllg(~. 

TIll! Sl>lUl lIIethod is compatible with a measured development process. The tasks of 
dl!siJ.!,lIillg CL I>Sl>L, defining its computational semantics, tailoring the transformation strategies 
1.11 Ill' lIsed willi a generator, and specifying its implementation are separable and separately 
IIwaSIi r<LIIII!. (:lIiLlige is controllable aud the effect of a change can be assessed accurately. 

7 Next steps 

'I'll., !"I'spa.n·1I WI' havl' desrrihed Iwre holds thl! prolllise uf a uew technulogy that will support 
,III' \Vi"l~slm~CL" 1t~1~ of program gelleration to create components of software systellls. To lIIake 
'his vi~ioll a n'ality, tlll~ prototype developlIIent syste11l1leeds to be brought to furtller maturity, 
d"llIlIlIstmlpd 1111 a wider range of applications, and transitioneti into the software iutiuslry. Wl' 
ItltI\.; ftlrward 1.0 tllis rillLlll!ngl!. 
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STeP: The Stanford Telnporal Prover 

Zohar Manna 
Computer Science Department, Stanford University 

1 System Description 

The St.anford Temporal Prover; STeP, supports the computer-aided formal 
vprilicalillll of concurrent and reactive systems based on temporal specifica
tiOIlS. Heactivc systems are systems that maintain an ongoing interaction with 
I heir I'nvironlllent; specifications of reactive systems are typically expressed as 
clllIst.rainl.s 011 their behavior over time. Unlike most systems for temporal ver
ification, STeP is not restricted to finite-state systems, but combines model 
deeding with deductive methods to allow the verification of a broad class of 
systems, including parameterized (N -component) circuit designs, parameter
iZ<'d (N -process) programs, and programs with infinite data domains. In short, 
STeP has heen designed with the objective of combining the expressiveness of 
tleductive mcthods with the simplicity of model checking. 

Our devclopment efforts have been focused on the following areas: First, in 
additioll to the textual language of temporal logic, the system supports a struc-
1.11 n·d visual language of verification diagrams [MP94] for guiding, organizing, 
alld displayillg proofs. Verification diagrams allow the user to construct proofs 
hierarchically, starting from a high-level, intuitive proof sketch and proceeding 
illcremcntally, as necessary, through layers of greater detail. 

Second, the system implements powerful techniques for automatic invariant 
!Jt:uemtiuu. Deductive verification almost always relies on finding, for a given 
program and specificatioll, suitably strong (inductive) invariants and intermedi
ale al'lsertiulls. The user can typically provide an intuitive, high-level invariant, 
frolll which the system derives stronger, more detailed, top-down invar-iants. 
Silllllll.fLnt'lllisly, IKJtlU7ll-tl1J illl1m'jllllts are generated automatically by analyz
ill~ tilt' pro~ralll lext. By cOlllhilling these two methods, the system call often 
dl'dlll'l' sllllid(~ntly detailed invariants to carry through the entire verification 
"1'I11'1·~:-'. 

filially, t.11t' syste/ll provides ,til integrated suite of simplifications and de
ci:-.illll pl'llct'd II res for au I.olllatically checking the validity of a large class of 
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lirsl,-ord(~r and temporal formulas. This degree of automated deduction is suffi
ciellt to handle 1II0st of the verification conditions that arise during the course 
of deu uctive verification-and the few conditions that are not solved automat
ically t.ypically correspond to the critical steps of manually constructed proofs, 
where the user is most able to provide guidance. 

All overview of the STeP system is shown in Figure 1. Inputs into STeP 
,If I' a reactive system, represented by a program or a hardware description, and 
a property to be proven about the program, represented by a temporal logic 
formula. At present verification can be performed either by the model checker 
or hy deductive means. In the latter case, the user typically provides a verifica
I,iull diagram to guide the proof. The system generates verification conditions 
fr011l the (Iiagralll and will simplify most conditions, if not all, automatically. 
Addil.iunal user guidance may be provided by means of the interactive prover. 
Fur a more extensive description of the STeP system and examples of verified 
prol!;nUIIS, t.he reader is referred to [MAB+94]. 

2 Application to Large-Scale Systems 

If forlllal mcthuds are tu be successfully applied to large-scale systems, it is 
illiperativc that they be compositional, i.e., components of the system can be 
illdividually specified and the properties of the entire system can be deduced 
frolll t.hesc individual specifications. Recent advances in the compositional ver
i/ieat.ioll (If readive systems promise several advantages for the development 
or large-scale systems [Cha93]. First, verification of a large system can be re
c1un'c1 to t.he verificatiun of the system's components, greatly simplifying the 
nUliputatiunal and conceptual difficulties associated with verifying large sys
tellls. Sccund, component libraries can be constructed and verified, providing 
a furlllal framcwork to support software reuse. Third, the process of composi
'iollal verification naturally requires an analysis of how each system component 
dl!pellds U(>UII its environment, thereby capturing the information required for 
,'ollipUlwnl.-wise program evolution, in particular enabling maintenance of mod
.. II· (111<1 III'II(,(~ system integrity. 

ST(·j> alfl!ady cuntains most. of the building blocks necessary to perform 
'Ollll'osil iOllal vl!I'ificat.ion. We arc currcntly extending STeP to support full
lI .. d!!,l·d 1'11111 positioual verificatioll. We are also dcsigning cum positiunal meth
ods Ii", soft.ware sYllthesis and develoPlllent. 

,\II hllll/!,h full verification of large-scale systems requires powerful decompo
silioll l"l'hlliqucs, sCllli-formal analysis uf large-scale systems is already feasihle 
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with the current system. Given a set of modular specifications, which together 
illlply tile overall system's requirements, each module can be verified separately. 
Each individual modular specification should explicitly state the assumptions 
about its environment and the commitments towards its environment. Explic
it.ly stat.ing these also enables automatic maintenance of local consistency of 
lIIodules, as well as interface consistency between modules over the lifetime 
of the software. Other approaches towards handling large-scale systems that 
are feasihle with current technology include abstraction (to verify existing sys
t.ems) and refinement (to perform incremental design). Verification rules for 
rCfilH'IIII!lIt were recently published [KMP94] and are currently being imple
nH!lItl!d. Several other semi-formal consistency checking tools can be identified, 
I'.g., automatic tracing of variables to identify the impact of modification of 
t.IIIIS!! varia.blt,s, and similar syntactic checks. Application of these semi-formal 
allalysis tools greatly increase the practicality of static analysis of large-scale 
systellls. 

(:lIrI'l!Jlt research in our REACT group at Stanford is directed towards ex
I.elldiug the STeP system in various other directions to obtain a general support 
tool for t.he desigu, analysis and verification of large-scale concurrent, real-time 
and hyhrid syst.ems. With respect to design we are working on algorithmic 
syutllCsis of reactive modules [AM94] and synthesis of concurrent programs. 
A uotlwr aspect of design and analysis we are studying is the application of 
autollJatic tJebugging techniques. In parallel we are working to extend the 
Vl'rilicatioJl techuiqlles to hybrid systems [KIIMP94]. To aid in maintenance of 
Iii..,!," SYStl!IIIS, we are exploriug proof representations, in particular the creation 
of depl'udeucy structures, that (mabie one to keep track of which properties are 
dpPI!lIdcllt on which parts of the code. This line of research may also result in 
a ('(III tri 1111 I iOIl towards reusable components. 

tv! ud attention is also being paid to the user interface and the useability 
or till' systelll. In addition to the verification diagrams mentioned before, a 
f,!;raphical IIS!!I' interface for specification of hybrid systems, tailored towards 
t'1If,!;illcers, has been proposed [SM94]. To enhance readability and hence re
vit'wa hility of proofs a I~TEX illterface is provided to convert output to Je.1~;X 
a IItolllal.ica lIy. 

SUlIJlJlarizing, STeP, although st.ill at all early stage of development, has 
1111' p"le'nl iill of becollliug a powerful tool for the application of formal methods 
10 progralJllIJillg-in-the-large, based on its emphasis on compositionality and its 
ilililil,\' 10 slJI'pml. all adjustahle d(!J!;rce of formality. 
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Abstract 

A major concern with the use of formal specification based software development is 
the difficulty users face in arriving at specifications. Further, with this paradigm, the 
process of maintenance is done at the level of specifications. Therefore, it is essential to 
capture the essence of the process of arriving at formal specifications, so that they can 
be easily understood and maintained. We have implemented the REMAP model for 
representing rationale in Concept Demo, a formal software development environment, 
providing a graphical browser for instantiation, browsing and modification of process 
knowledge components and mechanisms to reason with this knowledge. Our approach 
aims at providing comprehensive traceability between informal and formal aspects of 
systems development. 

1 Introduction 

Based on a recent survey on the use of formal methods in industrial use Gerhart et 
al [1] suggest that integration of formal methods with existing industry practices is 
extremely important for the long-term success of formal methods. Such an integration 
facilitates smooth transition from current practices to the use of formal methods. 
Besides, in many critical applications, where formal methods have high chance of 
successful application, the understandability of the method and the specifications is 
extremely important to the end users for its successful adoption. 

An important component of such an integration is the maintenance of process 
knowledgE or the reasons behind the creation of artifacts, i.e., design rationale (DR)1. 
The capture and use of design rationale is widely recognized to be essential for the 
design and maintenance of large systems. Effective mechanisms for dealing with 
design rationale must be able to capture and reason with formal as well as informal 
knowledge. 

IThroughout this paper the term design is used to refer to any activity that leads to the creation 
of artifacts. Potts and Burns [2] note that even the early phases of the systems development life 
cycle involve creation of intermediate artifacts, and therefore, the term deSign is used to denote these 
activities as well. 
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2 The Representation of Rationale 

DR can be represented in a variety of ways, from " mathematically" formal representa
tions (e.g., transformations that can formally derive one problem state from another) 
to very informal representations (e.g., design notebooks that record rationale in natu
rallanguage). Formal representations of DR are feasible in domains that have formal 
domain models, and in systems design tasks where the semantics are well defined. 
The availability of formal representations facilitates automated reasoning with DR 
knowledge. In the design of large scale systems - where the size and complexity of 
DR knowledge grows exponentially - the facility for automated inference and support 
can be extremely valuable. 

However, attempts at formal representation of DR are constrained by several lim
itations. The domain knowledge needed to capture formal representations may not 
be readily available. In such situations, the knowledge must be acquired. The ac
quisition of DR knowledge is often made through informal means, e.g. videotapes 
of meetings. This knowledge is then converted to formal representations of process 
knowledge. This conversion process is subject to two sets of problems. The process 
is extremely labor-intensive, and therefore may be infeasible to implement in many 
design situations. Second, the act of representation entails making judgments about 
the level of granularity in which the information should be represented. Overly large 
grained representations may result in loss of useful detail, while overly fine-grained 
representations may create "trivial" knowledge wherein the benefits obtained from 
the finer grain do not warrant the cost of creating such knowledge. Existing litera
ture does not offer demonstrably effective decision rules for making judgments about 
granularity. 

More fundamentally, the nature of the informal information often means that sig
nificant amounts of DR knowledge do not lend themselves to formal representation. 
Since design is primarily a collaborative process [3], informal DR knowledge often 
consists of deliberations among individuals engaged in the process. When individuals 
interact, they communicate through multiple channels. While some channels are ex
plicit (e.g. talk), others are used in implicit ways. For example, the social significance 
and information content of gestures such as nods and looks have long been recognized 
to be an integral part of human communication [4]. Communication is also effected 
through passive forms, such as awareness [5]. Furthermore, design deliberation ses
sions often serve as a forum for the resolution of social and motivational issues such as 
conflicts among stakeholders. Such issues are often handled by groups through tacit 
or unconscious mechanisms that resist the explicit treatment in knowledge bases [3]. 
As Anderson et al [6] point out, attempts to represent informal knowledge through 
formal tools and notations can result in thin descriptions [7], with the consequence 
that much of the meaning embedded in such information is then lost. 

Informal representations of DR can alleviate many of these problems. Since much 
DR knowledge is captured through informal means, mechanisms for informal represen
tations make the task of creating DR much easier. Second, informal representations 
enable the retention of information in its most complete form, thereby facilitating the 
creation of thick descriptions [8]. Recording human interaction in such forms allows 
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access to the richness and complexity of social action, thereby allowing particular 
·events to be scrutinized repeatedly and subjected to detailed inspectioll (Heath and 
Luff 1992b). Thick descriptions enable the user of DRs to grasp the subtleties, tacit 
and mutual knowledge, and glean descriptions of work practices that are otherwise 
not made explicit [9]. Finally, while formal representations can only be used by indi
viduals who are familiar with the rigors of such formalisms, informal representations 
can be used by a much wider set of use! rs. 

However, the classification, indexing, retrieval and use of informal representations 
is problematic. Given the volume of knowledge generated in large projects, the lack of 
appropriate navigation devices can constitute a significant impediment to the use of 
DR. Moreover, though understandable by humans, such information representations 
are not amenable to " computation" , i.e., unlike formal representations, they cannot 
be used by the computer to provide automated inference and support. Thus, while 
informal representations hold much promise with respect to the information they 
contain, the difficulty of accessing and reasoning with such information can undermine 
its utility. In summary, then, formal and informal representations of DR complement 
each other in their respective strengths and weaknesses. Informal representations are 
easy to capture, whereas formal representations, can be manipulated by well-defined 
inference procedures. Thus, effective schemes for the capture and use of DR should 
seek to combine the advantages of both forms of representations. 

3 Our Approach 

The process of defining formal specifications from the initial set of informal require
ments can be thought of as a deliberation. We have developed the REpresentation 
and MAintenance of Process knowledge (REMAP) model for representing such de
liberations. The REMAP model was developed to support the capture and reuse of 
design rationale knowledge during systems development. The model represents delib
erations that could occur in any systems development activity. Our work extends the 
Issue Based Information Systems (IBIS) framework for representing deliberations. 
REMAP model and mechanisms are described in detail elsewhere [10]. The pro
cess knowledge or rationale behind specifications can be invaluable in the context of 
changing requirements and assumptions. REMAP provides a special purpose reason 
maintenance system to manage the dependencies among design rationale and formal 
specification components. 

We have implemented REMAP in Concept Demo, a prototype environment devel
oped as a part of the the Knowledge Based Software Development (KBSA) system. 
The KBSA under development at the USAF Rome Laboratory is intended to be a 
formally-structured knowledge based, software design, development and maintenance 
tool that encompasses the entire software development life cycle. This paradigm 
combines formalization with automation to achieve four distinguishing features: 

• incremental, formal and executable specifications 
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• formal implementation where verification and validation arise from the imple
mentation development process 

• enforced project management policy maintaining consistent relationships be
tween various software objects 

• high level system development and maintenance accomplished at the require
ments and specification levels 

The objective of our effort is to provide an environment for the capture and reuse 
of process knowledge as formal specifications get defined and modified over the life 
cycle, providing comprehensive traceability between informal and formal aspects of 
systems development. In the context of formal systems development using transfor
mations, traceability at the design and implementations stages could be a by-product 
of the process. However, in addition to maintaining traceability of specifications to 
design artifacts, it is important to capture information about where requirements 
came from. Current practices in requirements traceability address traceability essen
tially only after the requirements specification phase of systems development. Recent 
research suggests that a primary reason for problems with current traceability efforts 
is the lack of pre-requirements specification traceability [11]. REMAP supports pre
requirements traceability by providing linkages between formal specifications and the 
informal requirements, needs or objectives that motivate them. Such information is 
important in understanding, communicating and modifying specifications throughout 
the systems development life cycle. 

4 Support for Systems Development 

Our research identified several task specific types of support that can be provided 
to various stakeholders involved in systems design. These include domain knowledge 
reuse, design replay, project management, evolutionary systems design with changing 
requirements and assumptions. We have developed a prototype of an environment to 
support these activities. Reasoning mechanisms used in our research include reason 
maintenance and temporal reasoning to provide support for various stakeholders. 

4.1 Discussion 

The empirical evaluation of the usefulness of the REMAP model and mechanisms are 
of extreme importance. As an important step, the REMAP model and mechanisms 
are being incorporated in several candidate software development environments such 
as Concept Demo. This project will enable the evaluation of REMAP in the context 
of software development based on formal specifications. Experimental evaluations 
of the benefits of capturing rationale in the context of formal software development 
are the focus of ongoing work. Our evaluation in this context would focus on the 
feasibility of capturing and maintaining design rationale information as a part of a 
traceability scheme in large scale real-time systems development efforts. 
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REENGINEERING REAL-TIME EMBEDDED COMPUTER SOFTWARE WITH THE McCABE 
TOOLS 

In the 1994 Monterey Workshop announcement it is stated: "DOD and 
the computer industry urgently need software systems that meet user 
needs effectively and reliably.", and "The purpose is to assess 
current efforts, to identify results and directions for increasing 
the degree of automation, to build a common understanding about the 
integration of methods and tools, and ultimately to help bring 
formal methods into practical use." The following is a case history 
of the practical problems encountered by the U. S. Army Missile 
Command (USAMICOM) Software Engineering Directorate (SED), the 
methodology employed, and the automated tool procured to assist in 
the solution of these problems. 

In 1992, USAMICOM awarded a contract for the Ground Base Sensor 
(GBS) system which utilized Non-Development Item (NDl) Hardware and 
Software. As a rule, software for an NDI System proposed by a 
contractor is either only partially developed (i.e., the old system 
consists of incomplete and inadequate requirements with regard to 
the new application, and thereby requires: system engineering and/ 
or re-engineering; a new design or redesign of the software; new 
code, code deletion or modification; addi tional testing, e. g. , 
regression testing); and/or is lacking a full set of documentation; 
deficiencies, all found in the GBS NDl software. Also, the computer 
language was ULTRA 16, an Assembly Language (circa 1972). The GBS 
Project Office wanted assurance regarding the software quality 
(e.g., reliability, maintainability, supportability, and 
suitability). The USAMlCOM SED recommended that a code analysis 
tool be obtained to analyze, evaluate, and determine the existing 
NDl software's relati ve quality and to monitor any subsequent 
additions, deletions, and/or modifications to the software. Most of 
the current CASE Tools and code analysis tools are designed and 
built for MIS/commercial systems, not real-time, embedded computer 
systems. After examining the ULTRA 16 source code and the ULTRA 16 
Programmer's Manual, McCabe & Associates said they could "build an 
ULTRA 16 parser as a front end" for the McCabe Tools. Because of 
the real-time, embedded computer nature of assembly language, when 
SED obtained the services of McCabe & Associates to develop an 
ULTRA 16 parser, some of the features required to address and 
account for the problems associated with real-time, embedded 
computer systems were designed into the ULTRA 16 parser. 
In Oct 1992, the USAMlCOM SED began analyzing the contractor's 
existing NDI Source Code with the McCabe Tools and Ultra 16 parser. 

There are four main differences between embedded, real-time systems 
and conventional/idealized computer systems: 
1) the executive/operating system. 
2) the logical flow between the executive and a module and/or 

between the modules. 
3) Timing constraints; including interrupts and polling. 
4) Real-world/real-time environment interaction (input/output); 

A/D (Analog to Digital) and D/A (Digital to Analog). 
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The differences in the executive system for an idealized/ 
conventional vs. a real-time, embedded system are: 
A) An idealized/conventional computer system is event driven and 
any timing requirements can be simulated. 
B) A real-time, embedded computer system is both time and event 
driven; i.e., it operates within time frame constraints, 
asynchronous and synchronous, and has var ious timers and interrupts 
and/or polling (interrogating the status of a device periodically) • 

Sensors sample/poll the system environment and provide inputs to 
the embedded computer system. Outputs from the embedded computer 
system to servos or other electro-mechanical systems provide 
control for the system. The response of the embedded computer 
system to the environmental inputs is both magnitude and time 
critical; an interrupt must be serviced and the response/output 
issued within a specified time period, plus the response/output 
must be both accurate and dynamically stable. The real-time nature 
of the system is manifested in the hierarchial structure of the 
Battlemap. The analysis of a conventional/idealized computer system 
vs. a real-time, embedded computer system shows that the main 
difference, as represented by the McCabe tools output, is at the 
Battlemap level. There are many modules shown in the first level of 
the Battlemap which do not call other modules or are not called by 
other modules. The USAMICOM SED has worked with McCabe & Associates 
personnel to explain these anomalies and how to portray them 
properly within a real-time system context. Analysis of our real
time, embedded computer system Battlemap revealed that the many 
modules at the top level are due to the following reasons: 
1) "hooks" (calls inserted in the source code for tasks that may 

not be defined or designed at the current time; i.e., the 
inserted call "holds a place" for a subroutine to perform a 
known necessary future task, but not written yet); 

2) utilities (generic code and/or code already written but not yet 
determined where it will be used/called); 

3) interrupts; 
4) counters; 
5) indirect addressing/stack file techniques (intricate code 

dynamically determining logical flow between modules) ; 
6) "orange software" (for test purposes; Le., stubs and drivers) ; 
7) redundant code (as a result of how McCabe & Associates treat 

labels in the ULTRA 16 assembly language source code) ; 
8}' data bases (not executable source code); and 
9) "jump" commands which dictate logical program flow. 

Several features of the McCabe Tools were utilized to model the 
unique characteristics of the real-time, embedded system: "Hooks", 
utilities, data bases, lIorange software ll modules, and modules 
resulting from redundant code can be deleted from the Battlemap 
with the OMIT toggle/command in the EXCLUDE feature. Other modules 
resulting from convoluted logical control flow techniques; e.g., 
indirect addressing/stack files, can be handled by the ATTACHTO 
toggle/command in the McCabe Tools EXCLUDE feature. Since the 
development of the McCabe Tool ULTRA 16 Assembly Language parser, 
several additions/ modifications have been requested by USAMICOM 
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SED. A new feature was developed to represent the logical program 
flow as dictated by the ULTRA 16 Assembly Language "jump" (GO TO) 
command. Real-time systems use the II jump" command instead of 
"calls" (in idealized /conventional systems) because of timing 
constraints; i.e., a conventional/idealized system's top level has 
only one module, the executive/operating system controlling all 
other modules by "calls" to the modules and subsequent "returns" 
from the modules to the executive/operating system. The time 
required to execute a "jumpll is significantly less than the time 
for a "call ll and IIreturn ll • "Jumps", being time efficient, will 
perform the program iteration within the required amount of time 
during which: normal computations are done, interrupts and pollings 
are serviced and processed, the respective commands and graduated 
signals are issued, and the various timing constraints met. The 
result is an executive/operating system made up of a series of 
modules strung together by "jump" commands rather than a single 
executive/ operating system (in a conventional/idealized computer 
system). McCabe & Associates added a "-J2C" option which treats a 
"jump" instruction as a modu:J..e "call", if the location specified by 
the IIjump" is outside the file. Since a file may produce many 
modules, "jumps" from a module to other modules within the file are 
not recognized and implemented. Showing the control flow between 
these modules requires the usage of the ATTACHTO option in the 
EXCLUDE feature, OPTIONS menu. Close coordination between the 
USAMICOM SED and McCabe & Associates personnel produced a requested 
lines of code counter which identified and counted the Source Lines 
Of Code (SLOCs), blank lines, comment lines, and data base lines. 

The USAMICOM SED has used the standard features of the McCabe Tools 
in developing a "quasi-formal ll software development methodology: 
1) graphical representations: hierarchial chart describing overall 

architecture (Battlemap) and "red" modules flow diagrams; 
2) "red" modules source code listings and test paths lists/graphs; 
3) module metrics lists including: McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity, 

Essential Complexity, Module Design Complexity, etc.; 
4) alphanumerical modules lists; 
5) numerical modules lists; 
6) context lists (showing files from which modules emanated to 

monitor the development of the system software and to analyze 
and evaluate the quality of the resulting product); and 

7) SLOCs for each file; 

The metrics in the alphanumerical module lists and numerical 
modules lists and the SLOCs were used to identify modules with high 
complexities and/or large modules. These modules were analyzed with 
the metrics, Battlemap, module flow diagrams, SLOCs, and source 
code listings to determine their maintainability, supportability, 
and reliability. A "red ll module (McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity 
greater than 10, and an Essential Complexity greater than 8) is 
then examined to determine how (and whether) the module should be 
reengineered; i.e., broken up and restructured and/or subdivided. 
The context lists are used to determine from which file each module 
is produced. The SLOC counter was used to measure the percent 
change between the first and the most recent build and to determine 
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if the DOO/AMC standards/ regulations for the percentage of 
software modification and addition have been exceeded, 

Recent efforts have consisted of using the Codebreaker tool to 
identify redundant code. During a McCabe & Associates' Automated 
Reverse Engineering seminar, an attempt was made to produce a 
Software Design Document (SOD) in accordance with DOD-STD-2167A and 
DI-MCCR-80012A [the SOD DID] using the McCabe Tools and either 
FRAMEMAKER or INTERLEAF. This exercise was a limited success; the 
technology hasn't been developed and/or integrated to a point where 
an SDO can be produced with a minimal amount of effort. Therefore, 
the USAMICOM SED has generated a Small Business Innovative Research 
Topic Submittal for the development of "An Automatic Document 
Generator" using either the source code and/or a Programming Design 
Language (POL) code, plus additional inputs for the interface 
documents. An intended future use of the McCabe Tools will be to 
convert functional decomposition ULTRA 16 assembly language source 
code to object based Ada or Object Oriented Ada 9x source code. 

Using an automated tool, Independent Validation and Verification 
(I V & V) is more efficient, accurate, and comprehensive. Also a 
significant cost and labor savings was realized by using the McCabe 
Tools versus performing the I V & V tasks by the old manual labor 
methods. The COnstructive COst MOdel (COCOMO) in SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING ECONOMICS, by Dr. Barry W. Boehm, was used to estimate 
the manpower for the SED I V & V activities. Historical data has 
established that the I V & V manpower is 20-30% of the Total 
Manpower for a software development project, as calculated by 
COCOMO. An average estimate of 25% of the Total Manpower and the 
labor rate of $ 110 K/year = $ 9.166 K/IDonth was used. The overall 
net savings to the Government by the acquisition of the McCabe 
Tools was predicted to be ~ 1.56 H, based on the following 
calculations: 

1. Operational Software: From the GBS proposal: 30.7K SLOCs 

1.2 
From COCOMO: MM (nom) = 2.8(30.7) = 170.5 Man-months 

MM (adj) = (3.105) (170.5) = 529.4 Man-months 

MM (analysis) = (.25) (529.4) = 132.35 Man-months 

Cost [analysis] = (132.35) ($ 9.166 ••• K) = $ 1213K = $ 1.213M 

2. support Software: From the GBS proposal: 35.4K SLOCs 

1.12 
From COCOMO: MM (nom) = 3.0(35.4) = 162.93 Man-months 

MM (adj) = (1.67) (162.93) = 272.1 Man-months 

MM (analysis) = (.25) (272.1) = 68.02 Man-months 
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Cost [analysis] = (68.02) ($ 9.166 ... K) = $ 624K = $ .624M 
Total Estimated Cost to do Analysis [manually]: 

operational Software: 
Support Software: 

$ 1.213M 
$ .624M 

$ 1.837M 

3. An estimate was made: it would take 4 men working for six months 
to complete the I V & V on the software with the McCabe Tools, (4 
men x 6 months = 24 Man-months [MM]). 

Cost [analysis with: (24 MM) ($ 9.166 .•• K) = $ 220K = $ .22M 
McCabe Tools] 

Total Estimated Cost to do Analysis [with McCabe Tools]: 

Labor Cost: $ .220M 
McCabe Tools Cost: $ .061M 

$ .281M 

Total estimated Savings using McCabe Tools: 

Analysis [manually): $ 1.837M 
Analysis [with McCabe Tools): - $ .281M 

$ 1.556M -= $ 1.56M 

The above calculations' validity was proven when only two men were 
available to perform the I V & V tasks and the time to complete the 
I V & V tasks was approximately one year (12 months). For two men 
working 12 months: (2 men X 12 months = 24 man-months); a figure 
identical to the estimate of 24 man-months [MM] obtained in # 3. 
above, thus verifying the saving of $ 1.56M, as predicted. 

Since the success of using the McCabe Tools on this program, 
USAMICOM SED has purchased Ada, C, C++, PLM, and FORTRAN parsers, 
and the McCabe Tools have been used by USAMICOM SED personnel to 
produce similar success on several other programs. The McCabe Tools 
could be used with rapid prototyping to examine and evaluate each 
prototype plus obtaining the metrics for each prototype. Thus, the 
McCabe Tools could be used to maximize a prototype's qualities and 
features while minimizing the weaknesses and deficiencies. 

While it is necessary to combine formal methods and automated 
tools, it won't be sufficient for real-time, embedded computer 
systems until the marriage of formal methods and automated tools is 
consummated in a real-time, embedded computer system environment. 
Therefore, we must be pragmatic and concerned about real-time, 
embedded computer system environment constraints and features, and 
how they are represented, treated and modeled with formal methods 
and automated tools. 
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1. Goals and Approach 

Framework 

Change is life. In the computer world, software requirements, designs, and 
implemenLations are evolving cont!nuously in response to changes in technology. 
economics, competition, user needs, and other factors. Our aim is to develop and 
apply formal methods in the real-time software area, that can be used practically for 
specification and documentation, for fast prototyping and simulation. for 
monilUring and testing, and for verification and analysis, throughout the software 
life cycle. We argue here for accomplishing some of the above with particular 
versiuns of timed state machines and assertions, and present some evidence for the 
SUCCl:SS of our methods. 

State machine formalisms have a rich history of practical use in computer 
systems. They are particularly appropriate for specifying system behaviors because 
they have natural pictorial representations that appeal to working engineers. they 
arc executable. they are amenable to analysis. they lead to implementations, and 
thcy have proven to be scalable. Assertional logics are the most popular class of 
tcchniques for describing system properties, probably because they are based on 
familiar and standard mathematical notions, they provide a natural language within 
which one can reason and. in principle, prove things about software. and they fit 
well with statc machines. for example. for testing and verification. 

Our approach employs communicating real-time state machines (CRSMs). 
behaviors represented as timed traces (histories) of input-output (10) events, and 
assertions over these traces. We first briefly review these formal notations. and 
then discuss some practical applications and potential in software evolution. in 
particular. related to fast prototyping. monitoring simulations, verification. and 
implementation testing. More details can be found in the references [Shaw 92, 93. 
94; Raju & Shaw 94; Raju 94]. Related works include [Harel 87; Jahanian & Mok 86, 89; 
Lcvcsoll et at. 92; Kramer ct al. 93; Gabrielian & Franklin 91; Ostroff & Wonham 87; 
Lynch & Tultk !{g; Hoare 85]. Our work differs from these in the novel and complete 
way in which we have embedded timing behaviors into state machines, in our 
particular syntheses uf machines and communications, and in our proposal for 
systematically using assertions from requirements through implementations. 

* This work was SlIPpOrll!U in part by the National Science Foundation under grant number CCR
~200g5X anu hy (he Army Resl!arch Office under grant number DAAII04-94-G-0226. 
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2. CI{SMs, Traces, Assertions, and Change 

CRSMs are timed and universal state machines that communicate 
synchronously over unidirectional channels. Transitions between states are 
guarded commands; the execution time of a transition is described by a time interval. 
Every CRSM has a partner clock machine, also a CRSM, that provides a timeout 
mechanism and can be queried for the value of real-time. 10 channels are the 
interfaces between CRSMs and subsystems of CRSMs. A collection of CRSMs is meant 
to specify a closed system consisting of both the computer system and its 
environ-ment. 

More formally, a CRSM is a tuple M = (S, I, 0, V, G, C, E, T, SO). S is a finite set of 
states. I and 0 are each finite sets of input and output channels, respectively. V ,G ,C, 
and E are finite sets of variables, guards, commands, and expressions, respectively. C 
may contain 10 commands or internal commands (programs or identifiers of 
physical activities); 10 commands are of the form eh(v)? or eh(expr)! where eh is a 
channel or event class, v a variable, expr an expression, "?" denotes a synchronous 
rect.:ivt.: and "!" denotes a synchronous send (much like Hoare's CSP). T is a finite set 
of transitions T!:: SxSxGxCxExE ; the two expressions (E) represent time bounds for 
the execution of the transition. sO- is the start or initial state of M. 

Tht.: behavior of a system is defined by a set of traces or histories over the 10 
channt.:ls. A tract.: lr(ell) over a channel ell is a (possibly infinite) sequence of 
timed 10 events: 

tr(ch) = < xO ,x I , ... , Xi , ••• > 
where the ith event on channel ell, Xi = (Vi, Ii) , is given by the value of the 
message Vi and the time of the communication Ii. 

Safety and timing properties are expressed as assertions over these traces of 
communication events, using a notation based on J ahanian & Mok's real-time logic 
(RTL). RTL dt.:fincs a function time(E ,i) which returns the time of the ith event of 
class E, if it has occurred. For Ir(ell) above, we have Ii = time(cll,i). The RTL 
exprcssion: 

"iii: i ~ I ~ (time(ell,i) - time(eh,i-l» = 10 
states that exactly 10 time units separate events of type ell. 

Given a description of requirements, designs, and desirable propcrties in 
these notations, what is the range of changes that could occur? At the CRSM level, 
one could change time, commands, control logic, interfaces (channels), and create 
and delcte machines. Changes in assertions might involve changes in any of the 
cumponents of a trace. The problems are how to make changes easily, to propagate 
changes through the software cycle, and to examine the effects of changes. 

3. Applying The Formalisms 

3. I Executing CRSMs 

Simulators for CRSMs can be constructed in a fairly straightforward way to 
permit fast prntotyping of requirements and designs. In particular, the effects of 
changes can ht.: determined quickly, for example, allowing the designer or user to 
pose and answer a wide range of "what if' questions. Our implementation has a 
graphical editor for creating CRSMs; a C/C++ syntax is used to express state 
transit lOllS. A system of CRSMs is translated into an interactive C++ program that 
simulates the machine. and allows user control and examination of lhe execution. 
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Dy "programming" the machines appropriately, it is easy to modify many 
parls of requirements and designs interactively during a simulation. Specifically, 
thc values of variablcs can be set, for example those that define the state of the 
environment. An example might be a variable giving the rate of arrival of cars at 
an intersection in a traffic light controller system. Essentially, all of the example 
specifications given in our referenced papers have been validated with the 
simulator. 

3.2 Monitoring of Event-Based Assertions 

We believe that it is unrealistic to hope that program proving technology, 
either automatic or manual, will ever eliminate the need for debugging, especially 
for larger practical systems. However, the same logical formalisms can be used. In 
particular, a useful, and relatively novel, way to test or debug a specification or an 
implementation is through assertion checking at key points in their execution. 
Again, a major application of this feature is to debug and examine the effects of 
proposed or required changes. 

In conjunction with the CRSM simulator described above, we have developed 
an event-triggered assertion monitor. An event-triggered assertion over a trace 
has the general form: 

when <event_expression> { Compute_and_Check_Assertion } 
where <cvent_cxpression> names an 10 event with an optional time offset, and 
"Compute_and_Check_Assertion" is a C/C++ program. There are functions to 
retrieve the elements of 10 traces on every channel and a special Boolean assert 
function. During simulation, whenever an event_expression is satisfied, the 
corresponlii ng code is executed. 

ror example, to check thal a machine sends a "tick" message (the null 
message over the channel named tick) every 10 seconds, the constraint would be 

* cxpressed : 
when tick 

( tl = time(tick, -I); t2 = Iime(tick, -2); 
asscrt( tl - t2 == to ); } J 

where time(tick, -1) gives the time of the most recent tick event, and time(tick, -2) 
returns the time of the second most recent tick event. 

All of our simulated examples have also been checked with appropriate 
assertions. Surprisingly (to us), as a consequence of a failed assertion, we found, 
and subsequently corrected, an error in a traffic light controller example. As an 
interesting and practical side benefit, the same event-triggered mechanisms can be 
used for performing other types of analyses of a design or of a prototype. For 
cxample, we have used these software tools to measure resource usage (e.g., a 
ruuning average of the time between various events or the traffic on a channel). 

~ .. ~ Verifying Assertions 

While we have explicitly de-emphasized verification as one of the major 
practical applications of formal methods, it is worth noting that some properties can 
be automatically verified provided the CRSMs are suitably restricted (e.g., variables 
range over finite sets of values). Such a verifier has been constructed and used to 
prove (through rcachability analysis) many standard behavioral properties in our 
examples, such as delays, deadlines, mutual exclusion, and absence from deadlock. 

Somc lihcnics havc hl!l!n taken with thl! syntax, for simplicity. 
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(Many safety properties. such as the last two. should be invariant to changes.) The 
'usual state explosion problem is exacerbated with the addition of time. but can be 
controlled to some extent by some clever tricks with time intervals. 

The verification work also produced one unforeseen application. and provides 
a good illustration of how this technology can be used for proving the correctness 
of small but non-trivial concurrent algorithms. Travis Craig has used our tools to 
specify and verify the correctness of a new real-time. queuing spinning lock 
algorithm fur accessing storage in a multiprocessor system. 

3.4 Monitoring of Implementations 

Assertion monitoring can also be used at the implementation level. It also 
provides a simple basis for checking the consistency between specifications and 
implementations -- the same assertions can be employed for both. (Of course. the 
same interfaces must be used in each phase.) For the final system, assertions can be 
compiled into a run-time monitor that does the checking. The consistency 
application was developed after some work in applying RTL to run-time monitoring 
of distributed systems [Raju et al. 92). It should be especially useful during the 
evolution of implementations and· their specifications. 

4. Concluding Remarks 

Do the ideas and experiments scale up to larger systems? We have started to 
address this qucstion in our recent work on specifications-in-the-large, where 
mechanisms for composing CRSMs into subsystems and larger systems are 
introduced. Similar state-based formalisms, but without time. have been used 
successfully for specifying larger systems, for example, for the aircraft collision 
avoidance system TCAS II [Leveson et al. 92). Questions and techniques related to the 
scalability of assertions. i.e., composing and structuring them, need to be addressed 
ill more detail. 

A second question of special relevance to the theme of this paper is how to 
deal with changes more systematically. For some types of changes, a more formal 
incremental, analysis may be feasible, perhaps a perturbation analysis that 
indicates how robust a system is to small changes. For example, the frequency and 
size of messages (10 events) would be logical candidates for this approach. 

We have presented some results and ideas for handling some aspects of the 
real-timc software evolution problem through formal methods. The principal 
practical applications are dealing with change through fast prototyping of timed 
state machines. and using assertions over timed 10 traces for monitoring 
requirements and designs to assure consistency and to validate both safety and 
timing properties. 

Acknuwlt:dgment: Much of the recent work reported here was done jointly with 
Sitaralll Rajll. The research on the gcneral use of assertions and on verification is 
parl or Rajll's Ph. 1>. dissertation IRaju 94). 
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\\1' li'lvI· rcc,:lIl.ly ulJdertakclI the construction of a verification cnvirOlllnellt for distributed programs. I t provides 
t 111'111 acc~s to the trelllclldous rigor alld t.horoughn~ of a theorem-prover, but relieves them of the complexity 
"I" illt.eract.ing directly with such a system. Upon completion of this two-year project, we hope to achieve an 
"IIVlrcllIlIlCIlI. similar to t.he Programmer's Apprentice [7]. 

LxpI~ricllre gaiued from t.he Davis Silo Project [8], an ongoing formal proof effort to verify a small distributed 
~) slt:11I ill several layers ranging from hardware to concurrent application programs, has shaped our beliefs on 
IIIl" al,plicability of 1lI0dem, sophisticated theorem-provers to professional software engineering. We take the 
'1"wl'uillt that t.he mechallized formal logics of theorem-provers will become the "assembly language" of high
"".'mraIiCC progra1l1ming, and that tools and environments will be necessary to interact with these logic systems on 
l.dlalr of t.he progralJlIller. Within this report, the "high-level" language of interaction is concurrent. source code 
Wlt.la proposit.iollal logic annotations, and possibly, in another mode of conversation, graphical representations 
,.1 II ... rllllilillg program to aid the user's formulation of correct annotations. Through its ability to manipulate 
II ... 1I""r',; decorated source code, to produce the corresponding terms, theorems, and possible proof tactics for 
II .. t.lH"l.lrl!lIl-prnvcr, and t.o display the prover's results or errors in the high-level form, our proposed verification 
'·II .. irUllllIelil. plays the role of a knowledgeable mediat.or between different. levels of abstraction. Our current 
\'drkill)!, title rur the syst.elll is Suark, that. most elusive of beasts. 

I r CI)rrectllCss proving is to gain widespread acceptance, it must be integrated into the software engineering 
11I",:ydc III a lIIaUller t.hat. aUows maintenance and evolution of the proof in tandem with the rest of the system. 
",; .. urrc code aunot.ation:> are a simple means to this int.egration, and with an intelligent tool such as Snark that 
I rarb dcpl:!udellcies to det.ermine the scope of program changes, that hides unnecessary details through hierar
,llII'al orgallizatioll, aud that aUows relaxation of rigor for selected portions of code, the proven implementation 
1 ..... "IIlI·S far more Inanageahle. 

till Ilext sectiOIl descrihes thl:! Snark system as it appears to the user, and Section 3 sketches our top-level 
.1. '''1;;11. SecLiuli <I cUlicludt!S. Alt.hough we will strive for general methods that apply to most theorem-provers 
"lid 1I11I'l~rativc-:;I.ylc lallguage:;, these early efforts will use the Cambridge Higher-Order Logic (HOL) syst.em as 
III' 11I1It.-rlyillC; f"rllliIl SySl.l'lI1 ['I], and the Sit concurrent programming language [2]. Throughout this paper, the 
1.: ... 11 "S W' lIIay Illcau either the programming language, or the language augmented wit.h annotat.ions. Likewise, 
II ... l"rlllS "))01." a III I "theorem-prover" will refer to either the mathematical formal system or to the software 
'~"''''111 whirh III1:rhalli~l>s it. These llIeanings will be clear in context . 

• Tlai~ w .... k i~ ~pullsored ill pan I,y the US Department of Defense Ulljvel'~ity Research Program 
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2 Systelu Description 

2.] The Underlying Concurrent Programming Logic 

'11 Oil n~-sty Ic programllling logics [6], and their syntactic shorthand known as proof outlines have long been studied, 
alld worc rt!c:clltly, t::rnbt::dded within mechanized logic systems such as HOL [9]. To fully decorate a concurrent 
program with lirst-ordt::r logic terms so that it represents a completely formal derivation within the Hoare logic 
i:; Illuch simpler than reasoning directly from the specification of the language semantics within BOL. Indeed, 
with scqllcllt.iul co<it::, Hoare logic proofs can be largely automated, up to the selection of loop invariants, but 
COllcurrelH:Y introduces new complexities into the Hoare logic approach. Yet, by carefully choosing axioms and 
illfcrcllC(! rule:; that require the programmer to state properties in an orderly fashion, the potential for automation 
alit! fIJr intelligent assistance increases. We hope that an orderly Hoare system yields underlying HOL proofs 
with a predictable structure, albeit with a greater number of steps as well. However, when the low-level proofs 
arc BOt. read by people, it is not a problem if the ultimate number of HOL proof steps grows in order to gain the 
lIl<Jdularity that accomlllodates manipulation by a software system. True proof maintenance, a feature which is 
crucial to IOllg-term software projects, may be facilitated through this approach. 

III our programming logic, as in [I], the SR programmer views each communication channel as modeled by a 
li:;t ()hj(~rl.: alit! a prefix of this list which respectively represent all the messages sent into the channel from a given 
"ron's:; and t.hose that have been received thus far in the computation. Our logic requires an invariant property 
Oil each cilanud, describing the nature of the communication along that link. Such a policy is good software 
"1l14illt'''rin~ illlyway, and would likely interface well with software tools for producing design documentation and 
,,"rhaps r"tjuirclllclits acquisition as well, such as recent work at UBC [5], but its primary purpose is to shape 
til.; uverall proof int.o a predict.able structure. Expressive power is not lost by this requirement, but experiments 
hy liaud illdiratt' t\tat iLut.oluated deduction potential is gained. Indeed, existing HOL libraries for arithmetic, 
alld lilli/'(' ret:(~lItly for list.s, have incorporated this same notion of a preferred phrasing for automatic proving. In 
Suark, we sllslll~rt it hest. to formulate channel properties as a conjunction of implications, such as the following 
i III1:;trat.iulI: 

(IF <in critical section> And <request is READ> THEN <no vriters» And 
(IF <in critical section> And <request is WRITE> THEN < .... » And 
(IF <buffer full> THEN <not in critical section» And 

~"I IIlIly i" this :;t,yle a likdy mirror of the programmer's thinking, but it aids mechanical resolution as well. 
Takeu t.tJgdbl~r, all the channel invariants form a systemwide property that must hold everywhere, and this 

panirlilar predicatc plays a central role in the proof of a distributed program. Within Snark, it facilitates: 

I, N()ll-Illtm·tl.~r~l1t:t! Proofs. As a side condition to the Hoare rule that composes multiple processes, there 
is a proof obligation which aruouuts to showing that any statement that might be running in a foreign 
process call 1I0t falsify local assertions. When assertions are completely disjoint these theorems are trivial, 
iii ot.lwr cases, siuce the global invariant must always be true, resolving it against the local assertion should 
yield proof illsights, if not a valid proof. 

'J MlJIiuIarity. \Vithout shared data, processes may ouly communicate through channels. If the proof of a 
,particular process doesn't (and ill good code, it shouldn't) rely upon the status of foreign local variables, 
tllt!1I til ... illvariallt ellcapsulates completely how the process interacts with the rest of the system. Any 
illl.,~rual t"hallge to t.11t, process which conforms to the invariant would only require local re-proving. 

2.2 l\'1odes of Use 

Silln,' t.hi" PftJt,1I1ype is a g'~lIcral-purJlosc tool for manipulatillg annotated distributed programs, there are several 
IlIud"" ur uperatiou availablc to the IIser. From our lUanual proofs of tiny Silo programs, three common paradigms 
;lI'l': \'l~rilicat.il)1I of C.OHllUlillicatioll activity, high-level analysis of composed system components, and complete 
pr.,,,r "I' critical prore:;sp.:; and c.ode fraglllellts. 

V,:rilit"aLioll of WlIlIlilluication activity is all iterative, exploratory approach that stems from the nature of our 
.... 1Il'lIrrenl \HUUrilmlUlIlg logic. The goal is to find an appropriate characterization of the system's interprocess 
.... lIllIllIlIi •. atiol~t.hat is sllit.ahle for proof purposes. As previously shown, this invariant typically contains several 
(,lllljUIIC!.S, cact. uf which i:; all illlplicatioll depending IIpon program variables such as semaphores or count.ers. 
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.ill:>( il':' a wdl-(h:~;)glll:d distribut.ed system should exhibit modularity and delegation of responsibility, so too will 
i.ll":-;" atlrii>u\.(:s be apparcllt within the invariant assertion - there will likely be distinct subsets of conjullcts 
IVllidl describe disjoint cOluponents of the system being verified. Once the user believes a correct invariant is 
ill haud·, the lirst step is to ensure that it is maintained across all program statements. In many cases, disjoint 
variables, false antecedents, and proof fragments from earlier iterations of attempted invariants will partially 
I'wvc alld silllplify the invariant differently at different locations in the source code. The programmer examines 
whirll colljullcts relliaiu uuproven, and decides to suggest Hoare rules, or to modify code and annotations as 
reqllired. All inappropriat.e illvariant will be exposed by the conjuncts which remain and where ill the program 
tile) reside. Successful proviug of remaining conjuncts can likely be repeated everywhere in the code that is 1I0t 
IIHHlifyillg Lhl" structures described by those conjuncts. 

lIigh-lcvd allalysis is t.he viewing of entire processes as black boxes, and examining relationships between 
(heir input. alld oULput streal1ls, and their effects on the invariant. Here, the starting point is not an attempt at 
;1 ("OnceL predicate, but rather, the asserted relationships for the output of a process in terms of its inputs. Since 
Iht: protot.ypc allows this kind of assumption, the user may explore high-level aspects of system integration by 
:;illl"ly assertillg that a particular process behaves correctly. An example is perhaps three processes all acting as 
filll-rs what facts are true of the final output given various properties of the originating stream of messages'! 

( ;cmlplt!le proving of crucial code is much like traditional verification. The user begins with initial conditions 
fur I.lae wd(! sectioll, allel then attempts to annotate every line. When interaction with other processes is not 
rVlIsidered, the 1I0rrually required global invariant may be taken simply as the predicate true, allowing the user 
10 I:Ollcelltrak UpOIl local properties. The maia burden on the programmer is to find the appropriate loop 
Illvilriallts, as the prototype can of Len carry an assertion through straight-line code automatically. When the 
l,rllgralJllller lIIakes alteratiuns such as strengthening part of a loop invariant from x > 0 to x > 1, the prototype 
:Li.LI:11I pt.s tlJ rcpruH: the ouLliue with the apvropriate substitutions. III turn, this action will direct the user to 
1'1'I~\'iIJll:; as.-;ert.iolls or \.0 source code that must change to accommodate the new outline, and the whole process 
Ilcue .... :!ls Iteratively. 

3 Systenl Conlponents 

Silln: t.he prilllary goal of our system is to raise the level of discourse between programmer and theorem-prover, 
it I" HUt. surprising that. ollr proposed systelll will have three main components: an interactive front-end system, 
all interulediat.e liaison, and tlae theorem-prover itself. Figure 1 depicts this design as described below. Space 
Ill· ... lIit.s ollly a hrief lJIelltioJl or ::;elected Snark features. 

User rr :-4-
Communi calion " Il" Communication 

-r- + , .. r-. 
GUl D.llabase 

J + Embedded 
Hoare Hoare Logic , , 

Database Engine 

ValidilY Checker and S R Seman lics 
I/oare l.ogic Muck-Up 

Front End Liaison Logic 

Figure I: De::;igll Sketch of Lhe Snark system 

:L 1 Front.-Eud SySt.Clll 

hll' IlIlt'ractioll, Llae frolll-t:nd provides a syntax-directed GUt editor in which the user edits source code and an-
11"I.al ilJll" , each Iaicrardlically struct.ured so that large portions lJIay be given single identifier aliases. Together, 
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"tillt:llII!lIl.,; alld <l1l1l(Jtatil>n:; for1ll t.be fallliliar ··triples" of a lIoare logic, {p} S {Q}, where the block S i:; recur
:;Ivdy cUII,!",:;,'!1 of :;lIlallcr triples. The rules for well-formed proof outlines unambiguously dictate which Hoare 
axiOlIJ or inferellt:t-' rule is indicated and which triples are involved at each proof step for completely decorated 
cl.'de. 111 t.be protot.ype, decorating code whose semantics are not formalized (e.g. floating-point expressions) is 
dlsalillwed. 

l'r()lIIilll~lIt l",!a\.llrc:; alld re:;pollsiiJilities of the front-end are as follows: 

I. Validity Checks. Scupillg, typing, and other relations between annotations and neighboring source 
sl.atcllwllts art: always ensured. Usillg aliases and cut-aud-paste would quickly introduce errors without 
t.his l"acility. By preventing ill-formed assertion:; and triples, Snark prevents certain erroneous code from 
ever guillg to the theorellJ-prover. 

:1. Progrl!ss Management and Memoization. As the user constructs program triples and other entities, 
t.he front-end l11anages these objects and their hierarchical substructures. The liaison returns object tags for 
COlllllllllliClltioll purposes between these two components. More importantly, an association is maintained 
hctwecn t.h(~ t.riples, auel the actual proof tactics that created them within the theorem-prover, so that 
:;llIall changes will only require re-proving of the affected objects. 

:\. Other Assistance. When stand-alone theorems are required by the hypothesis of a Hoare rule, browsing 
I)f possible candidates frolll libraries aud existing user theorems is provided. The user may also convert 
ass(~rt.iolls 1.0 the preferred phrasing automat.ically, and "execute" them to determine which system config
urat.iolll; (wnstructed graphically) are admitted or precluded by a particular logical term. Finally some 
I.rallslation lIlUSt occur before communicating with the liaison, such as qualifying a user's "x" variable with 
scopillg informatiun. 

~{.~ Liaison 

Tlais CUllllHlIIcnt servic.es proof requests from the front-end by translating them into the appropriate form for 
the uliderlyilig theorem-prover, and attempting to run them. Hoare inference rules for generating the user's 
I.riples aft! really just thcorems in the underlying prover, as are the triples themselves. That a set of program 
triples, as HOI. theorems, really does meet the hypothesis of an inference rule, as a HOL theorem, needs to be 
rigorously provelJ. It is the Hoare Engine - the brain of the liaison - which translates the user's/front-end's 
lIoare dl!rivatiolls into HOL tactics. Moreover, the Hoare Engine keeps dependencies amongst all the triples that 
it cn~a(.cs. Shuuld the user challge an assertion or a portion of code, the Engine can retrace the forward lIoare 
prouf 1.0 ddl~rlJlillc not. ouly what triples are invalidated, but also what subterms of those triples are responsible. 
As pf{!violl:;ly 1IIt:Ilt.iolled, the Engine provides tags for these objects back to the front-end, which informs the user 
of how the prouf is a/rected. Simply substitutions such as x > 0 becoming x > 1 will hopefully not confound the 
Ellginc, assullliug an already known proof remains valid when the steps pertaining to the first case are adjusted 
IIJ(:dlClllic.ally. 

The Hoare Engine h~ uoth librarie:; of common proof idioms (an index stays within a range, a communication 
dl<Llllid relllains ordered, the set of receivers for a given channel contains only one process), as well application
spccific inil)fJuation (two arms of an if differ at only one statement) that. allow it to rework proof derivations 
withill tile programming logic iii all intelligent manner, discovering trouble spots. Moreover, in many cases it 
wlls\.ure similar inforlJlation about the low-level proof tactics as well, allowing the analysis of the postcondition 
weak~ning discussed above. When side conditions are necessary to invoke a Hoare rule, the Engine will generate 
t.11I~1I1 as tlICOfl!IJIS or goal:;. 

Filially, 1H"l"tlUSC of I.III! presence of t.lJis Engine, the user is free to adjust the level of rigor at various locations 
ill tl.., prograill. At tht: highe::;t Icvel, the Engine is compelled to produce a true theorem representing the progralJl 
triple wit.hill thc ullderlying logic before reporting success. On the other hand, the user may also request t.hat 
n:rtaill I.ripln; ilft' silliply a:;suilled to be true, ill order to expedite the proving of more crucial portions of codc. 

3.:{ Theorem-Prover Support 

NOli mally, thl! t.lworcllI-proving system itself l1Iust contain a lJIechanization of the progral11miug logic, which in 
!.mll i"l·,\uir<,s embedded theuries for the synt.ax and semantics of the programming language. Baving succeeded 
III it "lIl1ilar t.ask fur Silo. we will produce a 1I0!. embedding of our logic which is amenable to lJIanipulation 
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I),~ III" II oar<' Lugilll:, Also, we will prove certain properties of our semantic specification that demons\.rate ils 
('IJllrll'rl11ity tl) our illfortualllo\.ioll of SR semantics, 

4 'Conclusions 

:\ 1'111 ... 1 wit.h Iliuderll t.heurem-proving tcchnology - systems for which a myriad of tiny details and complex 
11Ia1.lwlllatical ai>stractiolls are 110 more daullting than 1+1=2 - we feel that the raw power to formalize concur-
1'1'111 syslt!lIlS is well ill halld. Projects such as the Davis Silo and the CLI work with kernels [3J support this claim. 
'1ramJerrillg this techllolugy to the programmer so that the complexity becomes manageable and maintainable 
I" III)\\' the challenge before us. 

I r we succeed, our r.olltrilllltiollS to practical software engilleering would be primarily these: 

• COlUplexity Reuuction Just as an SR implementation is far more maintainable than raw MIPS code, 
SI) too 1IIUSt. vl!rilit;rs work in a language much higher than raw logical inferences. Furthermore, if that 
lilugllage 1I10dds the programmer's own thinking, as we have attempted, the discourse is all the more 
IIllcnt. 

• MtHl1lIarity. Witll SlIark, scparate system components can be proven separately, smce a well-crafted 
invariant ell capsulate:; each process' illteraction with the rest of the system 

i\1"d"J"1I I.IWOn!11I prOVl!rS do JlUt. yet en COlli pass these needs of realistic software projects, and it is our claim that 
I.lwy sllOuldll't alt.c.mlpt tu do so. Just as we have compilers and debuggers, we will need a third family of tools 
I"' .... aillilll!, to vcrificatioll for tllOse who seek the high-assurance that formal methods can provide. Still ill our 
lirs!. I JlIlII!.h , Wi' have ollly begull exploring possible implementation strategies for Snark, but have encountered 
III) Jllil,i()r di/licllities thus far. 
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Formal methods could play a more prominent role in enhancing software quality in the soft
ware life cycle. Because software maintenance is becoming an increasingly important phase of 
the software life cycle, software maintenance using formal methods is an issue that should be 
addressed promptly by researchers. The REFORM project was such a project, and within the 
REFORM project, formal methods were used as much as possible. This paper presents expe
rience and reflections, obtained from carrying out the REFORM project, on the application of 
formal methods to software maintenance. 

2 REFORM Project 

REFORM - Reverse Engineering using FORmal Methods - was a joint project between Uni
versity of Durham, eSM Ltd. and IBM (UK) to develop a tool called the Maintainer's Assis
tant. The REFORM project started in July 1989 [6) and finished in March 1993. The aim of 
'the project was to build a prototype tool - the Maintainer's Assistant - which would take 
existing software written in low-level procedural languages (in particular, IBM eleS code writ
ten in IBM-370 assembler), through a process of successive transformation, and turn it into 
an equivalent high-level abstract specification expressed in terms of a non-procedural abstract 
specification language (in particular, Z). Naturally, as the process of applying program transfor
mations cannot be totally automated, the Maintainer's Assistant is an interactive tool including 
an interactive interface. 

Theoretical foundation The REFORM Project has its roots in Ward's work [4) in which he 
developed methods of proving refinements and transformations of programs. Although he used 
the popular approach of defining a core "kernel" language with denotational semantics, and 
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permitting definitional extensions in terms of the basic constructs, he did not use a purely ap
plicative kernel. Instead, the concept of states is included, using a specification statement which 
also allows specification expressed in first order logic as part of the language (thus providing a 
genuine wide spectrum language). 

Using Ward's approach it is possible to prove that two versions of a program are equiva
lent. Programs are defined to be equivalent if they have the same semantic function. Hence 
equivalent programs are identical in terms of their input-output behaviour, although they may 
have different running times and use different internal data structures. A refinement of a pro
gram, or specification, is another program which will terminate on each initial state for which 
the first program terminates, and will terminate in one of the possible final states for the first 
program. In other words a refinement of a specification is an acceptable implementation of the 
specification and a refinement of a program is an acceptable substitute for the program. 

Ward's work can be used in both program development and software maintenance. 

The Wide Spectrum Language In the process (within the REFORM project) of acquiring 
a specification from the program code, a notation (or a language) is needed to represent the pro
gram and specification at all levels, especially as objects (program or specification) are changed 
from one form to another. A wide spectrum language suitable for this, named WSL, has been 
defined, which incorporates a variety of constructs, from low-level machine-oriented constructs 
up to high-level specification ones. 

WSL [3,4] consists of two types of construct: program-specification WSL constructs (for 
representing both program code and program specification) and Meta-WSL constructs (for rep
resenting program transformations). Both types of WSL constructs originate from the kernel 
language. 

The Maintainer's Assistant The Maintainer's Assistant [7] works like this: a "Source-to
'WSL" translator takes the assembler (or other language) and translates it into its equivalent 
\\'S1. The maintainer undertakes all operations through the Browser. The Browser will check 
the program, chop the program into smaller programs which are of manageable size, and save 
it in a database. 

Then, the maintainer will take a piece of code from the database to work on. The Browser 
allows the maintainer to look at and alter the code under strict conditions and the maintainer 
can also select transformations to apply to the code. The program transformer works in an 
interactive mode. It presents WSL on screen in a pretty printed format and searches a catalogue 
of proven transformations to find applicable transformations for any selected piece of code. These 
are displayed in the user interface window system. When the Program Transformer is working, it 
also depends on the General Simplifier, the Program Structure Database and the Metric Facility 
by sending them requests. Once a transformation is selected it is automatically applied. These 
transformations can be used to simplify code and expose errors. Finally, the code is transformed 
to a form at a higher level of abstraction, which can be translated into specifications in Z (Figure 
1 ). 
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Figure 1: Main Components of the Maintainer's Assistant 

Results Part of the REFORM project has involved taking source code written in IBM 370 
Assembler and using the system on it [1]. In order to do this, it is necessary first to translate 
the Assembler into WSL. Once the code has been translated into WSL, it is then possible to 
use the Maintainer's Assistant to remove all the extra, unnecessary code that was introduced 
by the translation process and to do some simple tidying of the code. Once the code is in a 
tidier form the maintainer can then work on it, simplifying and restructuring it. Doing this has 
yielded further improvements to the code through the identification and production of loops, 
procedures and data structures. The tool has been used on a selection of systems and applica
tions written in IBM 370 Assembler. In all instances, a maintainer who was unfamiliar with the 
particular modules was responsible for working on the code and in all instances very significant 
improvements were made, not only in the structure of the code but also in its comprehensibility. 

One of the case studies [5] completed in the REFORM project involved a number of modules 
of IBM Assembler, each consisting of up to 20,000 lines of code, taken from a large commercial 
system. Each module was automatically translated into WSL and interactively restructured 
into a high-level language form. One particular module had been repeatedly modified over a 
period of many years until the control flow structure had become highly convoluted. Using 
the prototype tool we were able to transform this into a hierarchy of (single-entry, single-exit) 
subroutines resulting in a module which was slightly shorter and considerably easier to read 
and maintain. The transformed version was hand-translated back into Assembler which (after 
fixing a single mis-translated instruction) "worked first time". A typical result (measured by 
the metrics discussed in [1]) for one of the smaller modules is shown in the table below: 
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Stage lines McCabe Structural Size 
Translated WSL code 2,330 1,030 48,175 24,736 
After automatic restructuring 1,381 245 17,021 8,404 
After small amount transformations 1,227 156 11,990 7,120 

Programs written in COBOL were also addressed by the REFORM project [8]. The aim 
was to acquire program designs from code written in COBOL. These program designs were 
represented in Entity-Relationship Attribute Diagrams, as COBOL programs are often designed 
using Entity-Relationship Attribute Diagrams, rather than process based design methods. 

3 Comments 

The REFORM project has been highly successful (largely as a result of using formal methods), 
producing a reverse-engineering tool, which is already capable of producing useful results for 
real "spaghetti" assembly modules and real COBOL modules. 

The REFORM approach used formal program transformations and the benefits of which are: 

• Increased reliability: bugs and inconsistencies are easier to spot. 

• Formal links between specification and code can be maintained. 

• Maintenance can be carried out at the specification level. 

• Large restructuring changes can be made to a program with the confidence that the func
tionality is unchanged. 

To reduce the degree of reliance on the skill required by the maintainer who uses the Main
tainer's Assistant, the Program Transformer checks the applicability of a transformation and 
only applicable transformations can be applied. 

We tried to use existing tools constructed by formal methods to speed up building the 
Maintainer's Assistant. For example, the Boyer-Moore Theorem Prover (BMTP) [2] was used 
to construct part of the General Simplifier. It was found not only that a lot of work needs to 
be done on interfacing the Maintainer's Assistant to the BMTP but also that the BMTP is not 
really powerful enough to provide the service. 

Although the original aim of the project was simply to investigate the application of formal 
methods to reverse engineering, efforts were made to use formal methods throughout the entire 
software maintenance process. This was achieved by providing formal transformations for trans
forming specifications or designs to low level code. It means when a specification or design was 
obtained from old code, new code can be generated from the obtained specifications by program 
transformations. 

Some of the main components of the Maintainer's Assistant, such as most of the transfor
mations, the Program Structure Database and the Metric Facility, were implemented with the 
help of using formal methods. In these cases, formal specifications for those components were 
written first in WSL. It was found that the coding for these components was straightforward 
and the reliability of these components was high. 
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However, the number of formal transformations implemented in the system is crucial to the 
success of the system, in particular, when a large program is involved. It was also found that the 
Maintainer's Assistant was able to cope with a program of several hundred lines well but more 
supporting tools, such as a Slicer, were needed when dealing with programs of a few thousand 
lines. Furthermore, the response time of the prototype becomes longer as the size of the program 
Increases. 

It is noted that the Maintainer's Assistant has some limitations and therefore extensions to 
the tool are needed: firstly, an extension to include more high-level transformations to produce 
abstract specifications from code; secondly, an extension of the theory to communicating parallel 
programs; thirdly, extensions to deal with real-time and interrupt-driven programs. 

In conclusion, formal methods seem to represent an area of tension between industry and 
academia. Academics are hailing formal methods as the best solution to many problems which 
exist in the software industry, but industry remains very sceptical. It has to be recognised 
that formal methods are at very early stage of industrialisation, and a considerable amount of 
software engineering work is necessary before they can be brought to everyday use. However, 
formal methods hold out much hope for improving software maintenance. The experience gained 
with the REFORM project showed that formal methods offer the possibility of maintaining a 
specification, rather than maintaining code itself. This means that formal methods may allow 
us to maintain systems at a much higher level of abstraction than we are able to do currently. 
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This paper presents an evolution control system that provides automated assistance for the 
software evolution process in an uncertain environment where designer tasks and their properties 
are always changing. 

We view an Evolution Control System (ECS) as the agent that keeps track of proposed, 
ongoing, and completed changes to a software system. It provides automated assistance to the 
software evolution manager to help him/her make the right decisions. It automatically propagates 
change consequences by constructing the set of possibly affected modules. It also coordinates 
change implementation activities within the design team in a way that supports team work and 
maintains system integrity, as well as adapting itself to the dynamic nature of the evolution process 
where new changes arrive randomly and ongoing modifications are themselves subject to change 
as more information becomes available. 

A. INTRODUCTION 
An ECS has two main functions. The first is to control and manage evolving software system 

components (version control and configuration management, VCCM) and the second is to control 
and coordinate evolution team interactions in a way that maximizes the concurrent assignment and 
meets management constraints such as deadlines and precedences (planning and scheduling 
software evolution tasks which we refer to as evolution steps). 

This system provides the required algorithms for coordinating and executing the activities 
mentioned above as well as the algorithms for reaching and maintaining a feasible schedule, if one 
exists, that meets the deadline requirements, reduces/avoids rollbacks, and insures system integrity 
in an uncertain environment where the set of evolution steps and their properties are always 
changing. 

B. CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
Since the main pwpose of the ECS is managing software evolution in a rapidly evolving 

system, we review the graph model of software evolution that constitutes the context for building 
the ECS [6] [7]. The goal of this model is to provide a framework for integrating software evolution 
activities with configuration control [6]. The model of software evolution has two main elements: 
system components and evolution steps. System components are immutable versions of software 
source objects that cannot be reconstructed automatically. Evolution steps are changes to system 
components that have the following properties in the original version of the graph model [6]: 
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1. A top-level evolution step represents the activities of initiation, analysis, and implementation 
of one change request. 

2. An evolution step may be either atomic or composite. 

3. An atomic step produces at most one new version of a system component. This property is no 
longer true in our model in order to include the cases in which an atomic step is applied to an 
originally atomic component that needs to be decomposed according to some design consider
ations. This decomposition may lead to the production of more than one component.This mod
ification is illustrated in section C.2.e later in this chapter. 

4. The inputs and outputs of a composite step correspond to the inputs and outputs of its substeps. 

5. The model allows steps that do not lead to the production of new configurations, e.g. design 
alternatives that were explored but not included in the configuration repository. 

6. Completely automatic transformations are not considered to be steps and are not considered in 
this model. 

7. The graph model can cover multiple systems which share components, alternative variations of 
a single system, and a series of configurations representing the evolution history of each alter
native variation of a system. 

8. A scope is associated with each evolution step which identifies the set of systems and varia
tions to be affected by the step. The scope is used to determine which induced evolution steps 
are implied by a change request. 

The evolution history is modeled as a graph G=[C, S, CE, SE, I, 0]. This graph is a directed 
acyclic graph (bipartite with respect to the edges I and 0). C and S are the two kinds of nodes (C: 
software component nodes, and S: evolution step nodes respectively). Each node has a unique 
identifier. C and S nodes alternate in each path that has only I and 0 edges. This represents the 
evolution history view of the graph. The edges represent the "part_of' (between a sub-component 
of a composite component and the composite component) and "used_by" relations (defined 
between components to represent the situation where the semantics or implementation of one 
component A depends on another component B; B used_by A) between the software components 
of a given configuration ( CE c C x C), the "part_of' relation between a substep of a composite 
step and the composite step ( SE c S x S ), the input relation between the system components 
which must be examined to produce output components that are consistent with the rest of the 

system and the corresponding evolution steps(l c C x S), and output relation between evolution 

steps and the components they produce (0 c S x C). System components are immutable versions 
of software source objects that cannot be reconstructed automatically. 

An "edge_type" attribute is used to distinguish between the two kinds of edges representing 
the relations "used_by" and "part_of' defined on the set of edges C E c C xC. The "used_by" 
relation can be used for automatic identification of inputs of proposed evolution steps and 
identification of the induced steps triggered by a proposed step. 

The model distinguishes between the primary and secondary inputs of a step. The primary 
input concept can be formalized by introducing the attributes object_id, version_id and 
variation id of each version. Variations represent alternative choices, which may correspond to 
different formulations of the requirements in the context of prototyping, or different kinds of 
system software (operating system, window manager, etc.) in the context of product releases. Each 
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variation is a linearly ordered sequence of versions. An input to a step is primary if and only if it is 
the previous version of the same object and belongs to the same variation as the output of the step. 

1. Version and Variation Numbering 
As soon as the input base version of a step is bound, the system assigns the version and 

variation number of the output object for the step. The variations are assigned successive numbers 
beginning with I for the initial variation. Versions along each variation are assigned successive 
numbers starting with 1 at the root version of the initial variation. This means that the new version 
number is the base version number plus one, while the variation number has two possibilities: the 
fIrst possibility is to keep the base version's variation number at the time the step is assigned. This 
occurs when the base version is the most recent version on its variation line at the time the step is 
assigned. The other possibility is to use the "next" variation number, which is the highest variation 
number plus one. This labeling function illustrated in Figure 1 is the same for both atomic or 
composite objects (the entire software system is represented as a composite object). 

This labeling function allows a version to belong to more than one variation which is a 
necessary modifIcation to [6] to simplify the process of tracing the development history of a 
version and to keep a logical and realistic development history. 

FIGURE 1. Variation and version numbering 

2. States of Evolution Steps 
The dynamics of the evolution steps are modeled by associating six different states with 

each step to express the different activities each step has to undergo during its lifetime. The state 
transition diagram in Figure 2 shows the different explicit decisions that have to be made by the 
management to cause the transition from one state to the other. It also shows the automated 
transitions from the scheduled state to the assigned state and vice versa (explained in detail in 
subsections c, and d below). By controlling the states of the evolution steps, the evolution manager 
exercises direct control over both software evolution/development and the resulting software 
confIgurations. The following are the defInitions of those states and the corresponding actions that 
cause the transition from one state to the other. These states are similar to those presented in [6] 
except that a new state called "assigned" has been added for the reasons explained below. 

a. Proposed State 
In this state a proposed evolution step is subjected to both cost and benefIt analysis. 

This analysis also includes identifying the software objects comprising the input set of the step. A 
"proposed" step is generally added to the configuration graph as an isolated step node that does not 
have any input, output or parcof edges (except when an old version is used that has existing 
specific reference). This is because the primary and secondary input attributes are mostly generic 
inputs (objeccid and variation_id only). 
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b. Approved State 

In this state the implementation of the step has been approved but not scheduled yet 
and the input set of the step is not bound to particular versions. Approval of a proposed step by the 
management triggers the decomposition process to create an atomic sub-step for each primary or 
affected component of the step. These sub-steps inherit the status of their super-step which is 
"approved" in this case, and are added to the configuration graph with a part_of edge between each 
sub-step and its super-step. It is also in this state that the substeps are augmented with attributes 
that include the estimated duration of each sub-step and management scheduling constraints such 

as precedence, deadline, and priority. 

create 

o Final state 

• Automatic transition 

---I.~ command transition 

FIGURE 2. Evolution step's state transition diagram 

c. Scheduled State 
In this state the implementation has been scheduled and the step is not yet assigned 

to a designer. The "scheduled" state is reached from the "approved" state via the command 
"schedule_step" that indicates that the management constraints are complete and enables the 
scheduling and job assignment mechanisms. The scheduling mechanism produces an updated 
schedule containing the newly scheduled step. A schedule specifies the expected starting and 
completion times for the step. 

d. Assigned State 
In this state the step is assigned to the scheduled designer, all inputs are bound to 

particular versions, and unique identifiers have been assigned to its output components, but these 
components are not yet part of the evolution history graph. A composite step enters the assigned 
state whenever any of its substeps is assigned. 

The assigned state is reached automatically from the scheduled state. When a 
designer is available, the schedule is used to determine his/her next assignment. If his/her next 
assignment is ready to be carried out then the step status is automatically advanced to "assigned" 
and the designer is informed of the new assignment. When a step is assigned, the version bindings 
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of its inputs are automatically changed from generic to specific. An edge is added as an input edge 
between the primary input component of the step and the step itself in the configuration graph. 

e. Completed State 
In this state the outputs of the step have been verified, integrated, and approved for 

release. This is the final state for each successfully completed step. This state can only be reached 
from the assigned state using the "comrnicstep" command. In this state the output components of 
the step have been added to the configuration graph. An output edge has also been added to the 
configuration graph between the step and its output component(s). A composite step enters the 
completed state when all of its substeps are completed 

f Abandoned State 
In this state the step has been cancelled before it has been completed. The outputs of 

the step do not appear as components in the evolution history graph. All partial results of the step 
and the reasons why the step is abandoned are stored as attributes of the step for future reference. 
This is the fmal state for all steps that were not approved by the management or cancelled in the 
"approved", "scheduled" or "assigned" states. 

3. SCHEDULING MODEL 
The task in our case is to schedule a set of N evolution steps S = {S 1, S2"'" SN} relative 

to a set of M designers D = {Db D2,"" DM}' The designers are of three possible expertise levels 
{Low, Medium, High}. Each step has associated with it a processing time tp (Si), a deadline d (Si), 
a priority p (Si), and required expertise level e (Si)' Steps have precedence constraints given in the 

form of a directed acyclic graph G = (S, E) such that (Si' Sj) E E implies that Sj cannot start until 
Si has completed. 

Because of the dynamics of the prototypinglevolution process, the steps to be scheduled 
are only partially known. Tune required, the set of sub-tasks for each step, and the input/output 
constraints between steps are all uncertain, and are all subject to change as evolution steps are 
carried out. 

Our goal is to dynamically determine whether a schedule (the time periods) for executing 
a set of evolution steps exists such that the timing, precedence, and resource constraints are 
satisfied, and to calculate this schedule if it exists. 

C. DESIGN 
The purpose of the Evolution Control System, ECS, is to provide automated support for 

changes in plan during the execution of the plan, and provide automatic decision support for 
planning and team coordination based on design dependencies captured in the configuration 
model. The ECS also manages the software evolution steps from its creation to completion and 
provides automatic version control and configuration management for the products of these steps. 

a. Context Model 
The Evolution Control System (ECS) interacts with two external entities: the 

software evolution manager and the software designer. These represent classes of human users 
rather than external software or hardware systems. There is one external interface for each class of 
user: the managecinterface and the designer_interface. Both of these interfaces are views of the 
proposed ECS. The message flow diagram in Figure 3 and the stimUlus-response diagrams in 
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Figures 7,8,9 and 10 show the context of the system and the available commands, their effects and 
the possible error conditions. 

show_steps 
create step 
edicsfep' 
show_schedule 
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ad _deSIgner, dropJieSigne r, designecexpertise_Ievel 

Manager 

FIGURE 3. ECS message flow diagram 

1. State Model And Related Concepts 
The state of the ECS consists of a configuration graph, a schedule, a set of designers, and 

mappings giving the following attributes for each evolution step: deadline, estimated duration, 
precedence, priority, status and required expertise level. The formal definitions of the state model 
and the constraints on a feasible schedule are defined in [1]. 

2. Interfaces 
The manager interface to the ECS enables the manager to create new prototypes, provide 

for the evolution of the existing prototypes via a complete set of commands for creating, editing, 
scheduling, suspending/abandoning and/or committing evolution steps, and manage the 
designecpool data via add_designer, drop_designer, and designecexpertise_level commands. 
The designer interface to the ECS enables the designer to view the steps in a given prototype with 
a given status and. get the sub-steps assigned to him. This interface also enables the designer to 
create a sub-step of an assigned step as well as committing the assigned sub-step.The formal 
specifications of the various commands with the different responses for each command are defined 
in [1]. 

The following parameters can be adjusted manually (using the ediCinterface) as 
uncertainties are resolved and planning errors are corrected. 1. Affected modules (Add/del). 2. 
Secondary input (Add/del). 3. Constraints (Precedence, Priority, Deadlines) (Initialize/Update). 4. 
Estimated duration (Update). 5. Resource (Designer Pool Changes) (Add/drop, Update). 
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FIGURE 4. Stimulus Response diagram for the manager interface 

done 

Commit_substep schedule_changes 

FIGURE 5. Stimulus-Response diagram for the designer interface 

The schedule_step command triggers the scheduling mechanism that fmds a feasible 
schedule if one exist or suggest changes to the deadlines of the lower priority steps until a feasible 
schedule is reached. When a designer is available for his assignment the ECS automatically checks 
out the required components from the design database to the designer's workspace and sends an 
e_mail message to the designer informing him about his new assignment. When a designer finishes 
his assignment, he simply issues the commicstep command. The system then automatically 
checks in the modified components to the design database giving them the right version and 
variation numbers and binding them to the appropriate configuration. 
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FIGURE 6. Stimulus Response diagram for the edit interface 

The ECS' automatically monitors changes in plan and takes the appropriate action to 
maintain the required constraints. The following scenario shows some of the ECS system features. 

Using the command show_schedule we get the current schedule of the planned steps as 
shown in the following screen image. 

8 11/06/93 09 :46 11/06/93 13 :46 brockett 
7 11/06/93 13 :46 11/07/93 10:46 brockett 
9 11/06/93 08 :45 11/06/93 15 :tl5 dampier 
10 11108/93 09 :46 11/08/93 12 :46 dampier 
14 11/06/9311:57 11/07/93 09 :57 badr 
15 11/06/93 15 :46 11108193 09 :46 dampier -_.- ----

To show the automated VCCM capabilities of the ECS let us commit the substeps of 
step 1 (steps 6,7, and 8, step 6 is already committed, the composite steps do not appear in the 
schedule) then step 1. 
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First let designer brockett commit step 8. This automatically updates the schedule as 
shown below. This leads to assigning brockett step 7 and sending him an e_mail message 

7 11/06/93 13 :46 11107193 10:46 bl"Ockett 
9 11/06/93 08 :45 11/06/93 15:45 dampier 
10 11108/93 09 :46 11/08/93 12 :46 dampier 
14 11106/93 11 :57 11/07/93 09:57 badr 
15 11106/93 15:46 11/08/93 09 :46 dampier 

informing him about his new assignment. 
Now for the sake of the example let designer brockett commit step 7. This is an early 

commit which automatically updates the schedule as shown below. 

9 
10 
14 
15 

11/06/93 08 :45 
11/06/93 15:52 
11/06/93 11:57 
11/06/93 13:52 

11/06/93 15:45 
11/07/9310:52 
11/07/93 09 :57 
11/07/93 15 :52 

dampier 
dampier 
badr 
bl"Ockett 

Notice that as soon as designer brocken commits step 7 the system assigns him step 
15 which was planned for designer dampier before, because step 15 is ready and designer brockett 
becomes available after committing step 7. 

Before committing step 1 let us have a look at the versions of both c3i_system and 
fishies prototypes in the database using show prototypes command as shown below. 

fishies Has the foUO\ving versions: 
fishiesll 

c3i_sysrem Has the following versions: 
c3i_sysremll 

The manager commits step 1 (applied to c3i_system prototype) using commit step 
command from his menu when all the verification and checking for the substeps are done. The 
result of this command is creating version number 2 on variation number 1 of the c3i_sysem as 
shown below. 

fishies Has the follO'\ving versions: 
fishiesll 

c3i_system Has the follO'\ving versions: 
c3i_system11 
c3i_systeml2 

Now if we look at the available steps at the system we notice that step 1 and its 
substeps 6, 7, and 8 all have the status completed when we use the show steps with the option 
completed from the manager menu as shown below. 
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step_set has 15 items. 

6, Starns: completed 
7, Starns: completed 
1, Starns: completed 
8, Sta.rns: completed 

One more feature of the ECS is related to the default base version to which the top 
step is applied. When step 1, 2, and 3 are created as top level steps they had the c3i_system 1: 1 as 
the base version for the three steps. When step 1 is committed producing c3i_system 1:2 the default 
base version for both steps 2 and 3 is automatically changed to be the newly created version 
c3i_system 1 :2. 

Another important feature of the ECS is the automatic warning to both manager and 
designer one hour before a step is due to commit as shown in the E-mail message below received 
by the manager. 

J 

From badr Sat Nov 6 14:26:18 1993 
Return-Path: <badr> 
Received: from suns7-caps.cs.nps.navy.mil (suns7.cs.nps.naVYT.mil) 
ps.navy.mil (4.1/SMI-4.1) 

id AA08946; Sat, 6 Nov 93 14:26:18 PST 
Date: Sat, 6 Nov 93 14:26:18 PST 
From: badr (salah badr) 
Message-Id: <9311062226.AA08946@taurus.cs.nps.naT~.mil> 
To: badr 
Status: R 

ATI'ENTION REQUIRED Step: 9 should commit within an hour ... 

a. Dropping a Designer 
Designer dampier commits step 9, and the manager decides to schedule step 4 (step 

4 has the substeps 11, 12, and 13). The updated schedule after committing step 9 is shown below. 

10 
III 
15 

11/06/93 15 :52 
11/06/93 11 :57 
11/06/93 13 :52 

11/07/93 10:52 
11/07/93 09 :57 
11/07/93 15 :52 

dampier 
badr 
brockett 

The manager uses schedule step command for step 4 then the ECS produces the 
updated schedule below. 

Now the manager decided to send designer badr on a field trip, so he must delete him 
from the schedule. The manager uses drop designer option from the ediCteam sub-menu. After the 
system asks for the manager's confrrmation, it suggests deadline changes for both steps 13 and 12 

as shown below. 
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10 11/06/93 15 :52 11/07/93 10:52 dampier 
14 11106/93 11 :57 11/07/93 09 :57 badr 
15 11/06/93 13:52 11/07/93 15:52 brockett 
11 11/07/93 09 :57 11/08/93 09 :57 badr 
13 11/08/93 09 :57 11/08/93 13 :57 dampier 
12 11/08/93 09 :57 11/08/93 14:57 badr 

NOTICE: The Designer just deleted was busy 
RESCHEDULING hislher tasks. 

in-feasible schedule: step # 13 
suggested deadline should be )= 20 
Would you like to change it? lmswer(y/n)y 

nter the new Deadline 20 
in-feasible schedule: step # 12 
suggested deadline should be )= 21 
fould you like to change it? lmswer(y/n)y 

Enter the new Deadline 21 
STEP ID S LEVEL D l.J'AME START TIlfi: FIlUSH TIME - - -

14 LOW dampier 3 9 
11 LOW brockett B 16 
12 LOW brockett 16 21 
13 LOW .dampier 16 20 

When the suggested deadline changes is accepted by the manager, the ECS produces 
the following updated schedule. 

10 11/06/93 15 :52 11/07/9310:52 dampier 
14 11107/93 10:59 11/08/93 08 :59 dampier 
15 11/06/93 13 :52 11/07/9315:52 brockett 
11 11107/93 15 :59 11/08/93 15 :59 brockett 
13 11/08/93 15 :59 11/09/93 11:59 dampier 
12 11/08/93 15 :59 11109/9312:59 brockett 

Notice that the assigned and the planned steps for designer badr are rescheduled to 
both designers brockett and dampier. 

D. CONCLUSION 
Integrating planning and version control allows both parts to be more fully automated. This 

technology may also enable a single manager to handle projects of larger size by providing 
decision support and taking care of low level details. 
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